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Abstract 4

The efficient resolution of visibility in polygonal scenes was and still is one of the most demanding 

tasks in computer graphics. A need for faster algorithms is becoming even more important to fulfil the 

requirements of real-time Virtual Reality (VR) systems, and in particular immersive VR systems.

In VR systems, typically the viewpoint is changing at a greater rate than the objects within the scene. 

In such environments the visibility, in terms of back-to-front polygon visibility ordering, does not change 

dramatically from frame to frame since the viewpoint changes by small increments. In addition, stereopsis 

requires visibility determination for each eye; again, since the viewpoints corresponding to the eyes are 

so close together, coherence can be exploited to avoid the necessity of separate visibility computations for 

each eye. These considerations provide a sound basis from which to investigate the areas where efficiency 

of visibility computation might be improved. This thesis therefore considers a particular class of visibility 

algorithm that pre-order the scene in visibility order with respect to the viewpoint.

The thesis investigates the construction of visibility algorithms that makes use of the resulting view

point movement coherence, where visibility information computed with respect to one viewpoint may 

be incrementally adjusted for a subsequent viewpoint without the necessity for a full visibility compu

tation for each frame. An algorithm has been designed which supports space partitioning into cells with 

the property that each cell has an implicitly associated invariant visibility ordering. We introduced the 

concept of dynamic priority ordering. It consists of the initial ordering, generated as a linear list in the 

preprocessing phase, and a set of rules which define dynamic updates of the priority ordering to the one 

that is valid for the current viewpoint position. The entire space within which the viewpoint moves is 

called Viewpoint Movement Space (VpMS). This may be parameterised - it can be defined as a subset of 

ID (line segment or curve), 2D (convex polygon) or 3D space (convex polyhedron).

A data structure which embeds both geometrical as well as topological information has been devised. 

It supports underlying spatial subdivision and provides very fast retrieval of information necessary to 

update the visibility list. Methods for utilising the same data structure for collision detection and image 

based rendering are discussed. Finally, experimental results, where the VpMS algorithm has been applied 

on a range of scenes, showed improvement in the frame rate when compared to the use of BSP trees.
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1.1 Introduction
Computer graphics is a field that is primarily concerned with computer assisted image synthesis. The new 

quality that graphics brought in the process of communicating between humans and computers, as well 

as the availability of computer graphics systems, marked the widespread and somewhere indispensable 

use of such systems. Namely, graphics represents the most natural way of communicating between users 

and computers, and also among the users of the system themselves. The use of these kinds of systems is 

commonly accompanied with greater efficiency and productivity. On the other hand, the technological 

advances made such systems affordable and available to a larger community, which was another factor 

that influenced the great popularity of computer graphics systems.

Virtual Reality (VR) is a medium that apart from the graphics encompasses several other sensory 

channels such as audio, tactile, force-feedback and others. VR goes beyond the boundaries that were 

reached with computer graphics systems providing even more compelling experience to humans. Com

puter graphics, however, being present in all VR systems, remains an extremely important element of 

any such a system. The high dynamics of the pictorial change as well as the realism of its content are 

two essential demands that any computer graphics system has to observe if it is to be a part of a highly 

demanding real-time system such as a VR system.

The research that we have conducted addresses the issues of the dynamics of the pictorial change 

in image synthesis (rendering) of walkthrough virtual environments. More precisely, we studied the ap

proaches that provide an efficient solution to one part of the graphics pipeline in computer graphics, called 

the visibility determination task.

In the text of this thesis we will be using the term Virtual Reality in association with the type of com

puter graphics systems, the underlying concepts and the technology, while the term Virtual Environment 

(VE) will be used to describe a specific setting in which the participant performs his/her actions. The 

latter term was described in more detail in [14].

1.2 Graphics Pipeline in Computer Graphics
In order to lay out a basic setting for the research that we have conducted, we first give a brief review of 

the graphics pipeline in computer graphics.

The fundamental task of any computer graphics system is to synthesise images. In other words, 

we have to transform the starting set of information, i.e. the content of the particular environment, and 

as a result get an image or series of images that correspond to the appearance of the environment. Ellis 

describes an environment as a “theatre of human activity” consisting of three parts: a content, a geometry 

and a dynamics [14]. The content of an environment consists of the description of its objects, the attributes 

related to the particular elements of those objects, and the properties defined for the entire environment. 

For example, the objects can be given in the form of 2D or 3D models. In polygonal models each polygon 

may have attributes such as colour or texture. Finally, we can define properties as well as the concepts 

that help us visualise the entire environment. We can therefore specify light sources in the scene which 

will contribute towards greater realism of the images produced. A very important element is a synthetic
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camera, a concept that helps us define the point and the direction in 3D space from which the entire (3D) 

scene will be viewed. We must also specify a viewing volume which describes a portion of the object 

space that will be visualised at any time. In addition, interactive computer graphics requires a definition 

of the dynamics of the environment - the rules of interaction among its elements and the way the user can 

interact with that environment.

The graphics pipeline describes a set of computations to be undertaken on the content of an environ

ment to accomplish the task of synthesising the image(s). Each computation takes one set of information, 

performs certain operations on it and delivers its result to the next computation in the pipeline. Figure 1.1 

shows a scheme of a typical graphics pipeline [15]. Both computations 1 and computations2 consist of 

several components. Modelling transformations, viewing transformations and clipping are part of com

putations!, while operations related to the lighting and visibility determination (a task that defines which 

parts of the environment are visible from the camera position and will be displayed in a final image) can 

be part of either computations! or computations2. This depends on the approach adopted in particular 

system.

object
space

viewing
space displayenvironment. projection 

space .
projectcomputations I 

clipping
com putations!

Figure 1.1 ; Conceptual model of graphics pipeline in computer graphics

A common approach to the rendering is to perform the entire graphics pipeline each time a new image 

has to be produced. In real-time systems this means the same task has to be performed several times per 

second, a requirement that presents a great challenge to the system.

1.3 Visibility Determination in Computer Graphics
Visibility determination represents one part of the graphics pipeline, and it is a basic task of any visibility 

algorithm. It identifies what is to be displayed in the image to correspond exactly to what can be seen in the 

scene through the synthetic camera in every frame. Although this task seems simple in its requirements, 

its practical implementation can consist of a set of computationally very expensive geometric operations.

There are three approaches to this problem; image-space algorithms that operate in the projection 

or image space, object-space algorithms that work in the object space, and finally for-pnon /y  algorithms 

that work in both object and image space [49].

Image-space algorithms define the visibility of each individual element of the final image. If we refer 

to Figure 1.1 this type of visibility determination would be part of computations2. The most prominent 

representative of this type of algorithm is the Z-buffer or depth-bujfer. This algorithm is widely employed 

for several reasons: it requires a very simple data structures, it is very simple to implement, and objects 

do not have to be made of polygons. The hardware implementation of this algorithm is present in large 

number of graphics systems. However, this method also has its disadvantages: firstly the entire calcu

lation has to be performed each time a new image has to be generated, secondly all computations are
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always related to only one resolution of the image space - if that is changed all objects in the scene have 

to be projected to a new image space first. Finally, the Z-buffer does not support all features that might 

be required, such as transparency of objects, and therefore other approaches have to be employed and 

combined with it instead.

Object-space algorithms define the visibility of each object in the scene. Referring again to Figure 

1.1, this type of algorithm would be a part of computationsl. The basic elements of the polygonal scene 

description that these algorithms deal with are the edges of the polygons. In order to solve visibility prob

lem these algorithms either test edges against edges, or edges against object volumes. If the scene consists 

of a large number of polygons, the number of these tests can be quite considerable. However, the advan

tage of this approach is that all calculations are performed at the precision that objects are initially defined, 

and therefore the change of image space resolution does not require new visibility determination.

List-priority algorithms, in turn, take advantage of both object and image space. They deal with the 

polygons rather than edges which makes them more efficient when compared to object-space algorithms. 

List-priority algorithms usually sort the starting set of polygons by their depth when compared with the 

camera position (although an order which is not strictly a total depth ordering for all polygons, can pro

duce correct results as well). If the polygons are displayed in that order the correctness of the image will 

be ensured. This feature benefits from the ability of the raster display devices to overwrite the content of 

the image elements (pixels). Similarly to the object-space algorithms, these algorithms require more com

plex data structures and consequently they might require extensive memory resources. There are several 

advantages that characterise this type of algorithm. Firstly they do not require specialised hardware, and 

as such they can be used on low-end platforms. The change of image space precision does not demand 

new visibility determination, and they provide the features that other algorithms cannot accomplish, such 

as correct treatment of transparency. The underlying concepts are also applicable in other areas and for 

solving other tasks in the graphics pipeline. Finally, if used in combination with other techniques and 

concepts, such solutions can bring a valuable improvement in the system performance.

The list-priority approach has found its application for hardware solutions as well. It is exploited 

to develop the hybrid architectures where a list-priority algorithm is combined with a Z-buffer; the for

mer is used for the static objects in the scene while the latter handles the dynamic objects. Systems with 

such architectures are successfully used in applications which in settings have large static objects and 

smaller moving objects that can be large in number. Such a combination of image generators represents 

a very powerful solution in applications for training in civil and military aviation, and maritime (Evans 

& Sutherland Co. ESIG-2000, ESlG-3000, and ESIG-4000 series of image generators are very good ex

amples).

The approach and the algorithm that we elaborate in this thesis falls into the third category: it is a 

viewer-centred list-priority algorithm. We call it the Viewpoint Movement Space algorithm (VpMS). It 

exploits the concepts of the Binary Space Partition (BSP) to define an order in which the polygons in the 

scene will be rendered, and viewpoint movement coherence to define the way such an ordering can be 

updated and reused to produce subsequent images (frames) in the graphics systems.
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1.4 Motivation
We have already said that the requirements that have always been imposed on any computer graphics 

system were to produce more realistic images and to do so in the most efficient way, ideally to support 

the real-time work of such systems. The decreasing memory costs and increasing processing power of 

computers makes this job much easier, but the size of the models that graphics systems have to deal with 

and the features that are required from these systems, are rapidly growing as well.

There are several paths that can be undertaken to meet these considerable demands that are put on 

computer graphics systems. Firstly, not only one but several techniques have to be employed in a system 

at the same time [1], and secondly each technique on its own has to be enhanced and made as efficient 

as possible. Even then it would be unrealistic to expect that one combination of the techniques will be 

successful for all kinds of environment. For example, outdoor scenes have to be treated in a different way 

to indoor scenes, while highly populated scenes need different techniques to scarcely populated scenes. 

The third path would therefore be to pursue the specialisation of techniques that takes into account the 

specifics of the environment, such as content, geometry or dynamics of the virtual environments. Al

though the research along each of these paths has been very intensive in recent years, there is still a need 

and room for further work.

The path we have chosen is to enhance one part of the graphics pipeline, a visibility determination 

task, and in that way contribute towards a more efficient system. Visibility determination represents a very 

expensive geometric operation in image synthesis, and therefore great efforts were invested to reduce that 

cost. Virtual Reality systems, being highly demanding real-time systems, put even more requirements on 

visibility determination task. The minimal overall frame-rate that should be met is 15 images per second 

[2], and in addition to that, the requested stereopsis for the immersive VR systems doubles the amount 

of work that has to be performed (unless two independent processors are used). Therefore, the work on 

developing new techniques that represent a more efficient solution for visibility determination in such 

systems would be well justified.

The techniques that have been previously developed are mainly concerned with one element of the 

content of the virtual environments - the objects in the environment, or rather their type, geometry and 

the distribution across the environment. Our idea was to exploit the identifying features of viewing in VR 

systems, and in that way investigate a possible niche for further improvements of the visibility determi

nation task. In order to accomplish this we have chosen to apply the approach used in the list-priority 

algorithms.

1.5 Goals 

The Primary Goal

The primary goal of this research is to examine the methods for improving the efficiency of the viewpoint 

change and image update cycle in Virtual Reality systems, and to develop the methods and algorithms for 

a rapid visibility determination in 3D computer graphics.

We will not restrict ourselves to any particular hardware, such as a Z-buffer, but rather develop a
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solution which will be done entirely in software. One of the reasons for this decision is that systems 

with particular hardware configurations do not offer the flexibility and features that the software solution 

possesses and which might be required in some systems. On the other hand, our wish is to explore the 

potential that an approach different to the Z-buffer might offer and the possible positive repercussions 

that such an approach might have on other tasks in the graphics pipeline. We therefore decided to exploit 

the list-priority approach in conjunction with the identifying features of viewing in VR systems.

The Use of Viewpoint Movement Coherence

The list-priority algorithms developed so far did use various kinds of coherence but one type of coherence 

that was not exploited to a great extent is viewpoint movement coherence. Hence, our idea is to focus on 

the following features of viewing in VR systems:

•  most of the time it is the participant in a virtual environment (VE) that is moving while the obj ects in 

the scene are stationary (the entire class of such VE applications is called “walkthrough”). Hence, 

we can say that in such environments the viewpoint is changing at a greater rate than the graphics 

objects within the scene,

•  two consecutive viewpoints are very close to each other in space, and having in mind the charac

teristics of the object coherence, the two views from the consecutive viewpoints will usually differ 

very slightly from each other. Hence, it is to be expected that the information derived to help solve 

the visibility determination task for one viewpoint will be very similar in content to the information 

that has been calculated for the previous viewpoint.

Therefore, the key strategy adopted in the VpMS algorithm is to exploit the viewpoint movement 

coherence.

The Flexibility of the Concepts and the Data Structures

An additional requirement that we put on our solution is related to the flexibility of the concepts and the 

supportive data structures used for visibility determination. In other words, we are interested in the con

cepts and the data structures which can serve as a basis to assist several techniques or tasks in the image 

synthesis.

Namely, the common weakness of the systems which employ a set of techniques, such as collision 

detection, clipping or similar, is that each technique usually has its own set of assumptions and require

ments. This leads towards the construction of separate data structures for each techniques. The creation 

and storage of all data structures, and ‘fitting’ the different modules in one complex system, consumes 

considerable resources and reduces the efficiency of the entire system. It is rather difficult to expect that 

one data structure will be able to support many different tasks, but it would be desirable to have one data 

structure able to support a few tasks in the graphics pipeline. Hence, the supportive data structures de

veloped for our algorithm should ideally be flexible enough to support more than one task in the graphics 

pipeline.
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1.6 Scope
Taking into consideration the underlying context of the research that was conducted, we can state the 

following scope of the proposed algorithm:

1. We are concerned with only one part of the graphics pipeline - the visibility determination task.

2. The category of the scenes for which the VpMS algorithm has been developed is 3D planar, polyg

onal scenes. Each scene is made up of a set of objects, and each object consists of a set of planar 

polygons. The present implementation of the VpMS algorithm supports convex polygons. The ex

tension of the algorithm to support concave polygons would be relatively simple to implement and 

it would not change the basic concepts of the algorithm.

3. We are interested in walkthrough virtual environments, and these environments have a common 

characteristics that the objects in the scene are normally stationary. Therefore, we will treat sta

tionary scenes, i.e. all object in the scene will be static.

4. Concerning the concepts that the VpMS algorithm supports, it is not intended to be used for view

ing of general scenes. It is devised for such environments and viewing that can be characterised as 

an architectural walkthrough but also environments that represent indoor office-like scenes. There

fore, we will be primarily concerned with these classes of environment.

1.7 Contributions
The main contribution of this thesis can be summarised as follows: viewpoint movement coherence can 

be successfully used to support the proposed concepts and the architecture of a viewer-centred list-priority 

algorithm. This type of coherence was used to a greater extent than in previous algorithms, and the data 

structures which were used exhibited the potential for supporting other techniques and tasks in the graph

ics pipeline.

More specifically, the contributions can be recapitulated as follows:

•  A comprehensive review of list-priority algorithms, with the emphasis on the extent to which they 

use the underlying types of coherence and space subdivision, both aiming to improve performance 

of the visibility determination task.

•  An algorithm has been developed and tested that exploits viewpoint movement coherence in the 

context of the virtual environments. The algorithm uses a dynamic visibility ordering list and sim

ple updates of the list to reflect the changes of the viewpoint position. When compared with one 

of the best representatives of the algorithms in its class, the BSP tree algorithm, the VpMS algo

rithm is consistently faster. The memory requirements appear to be extensive when compared with 

the same for BSP trees. Nevertheless, the decreasing costs of memory as well as the optimisation 

concepts that we have proposed have an impact on this issue, and they reduce its significance.

•  A survey of work related to the size and shape of the BSP trees.
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•  Six new methods devised to generate near-linear BSP trees and ordering lists with the same charac

teristics. All the proposed methods take into consideration the requirements of the VpMS algorithm 

for static scenes.

•  A new approach towards the automatic building of the object-based BSP trees. The proposed 

method takes into consideration the requirements of the VpMS algorithm for static scenes.

•  A definition and the metrics of the linearity of the dynamic visibility ordering list, an attribute that 

can be seen as a qualitative measure of the success of the method used to generate a more linear 

dynamic visibility ordering list or BSP tree.

•  A framework for the extensions of the VpMS algorithm as well as the applications of the VpMS 

approach for different tasks in the graphics pipeline.

1.8 Organisation of the Thesis
The remaining chapters of this thesis are organised as follows:

Chapter 2 reviews previous related work i.e. list-priority algorithms and different approaches towards 

the greater use of coherence in computer graphics systems. It also offers a brief review of the Binary 

Space Partition as well as arrangements, both necessary for better understanding of the methods that 

will be used in the rest of the thesis.

Chapter 3 details the concepts of the Viewpoint Movement Space (VpMS) algorithm which represents 

a new approach to the visibility determination task in 3D computer graphics.

Chapter 4 presents a study of different types of BSP trees, with the emphasis on the size and the shape of 

BSP tree. It also describes six new methods devised to generate near-linear BSP trees and ordering 

lists.

Chapter 5 demonstrates the results of several experiments designed to test the performance of the VpMS 

algorithm, as well as the measurements of specific requirements that the algorithm imposes.

Chapter 6 illustrates several ideas regarding further work and possible applications of the VpMS algo

rithm.

Chapter 7 summarises the main findings and accomplishments of the work that has been done, and pro

vides guidelines for future work.



Chapter 2

Visibility Algorithms
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2.1 Introduction

The inevitable issue in any 3D computer graphics system, whether it is a real-time or a non-real-time 

system, is the visibility determination problem, the central task of any visibility algorithm. The visibility 

determination is a task which has to give an answer to the question “Which parts of the scene are visible 

and not obscured by any other part of the same scene when viewed from the current viewpoint?” In other 

words, in the case of a polygonal scene for example, it is necessary to define which polygons or parts of 

the polygons are not obscured when viewed from a given viewpoint.

The problem of visibility determination is rather more substantial in real-time systems. In those sys

tems the visibility determination has to be performed in the most efficient way and the user has to have an 

immediate response from the system to his/her actions. In other words the frame-rate has to provide an 

illusion of the instantaneous mapping of several events that occur in such systems: the changes in view

point, the constant flow of the data from the input devices, and also the corresponding actions undertaken 

on the set of objects in the scene. With the complexity of the scenes of the order of magnitude of several 

millions polygons, real-time systems impose a high demand for more efficient visibility algorithms.

We said that, in general, it is possible to distinguish three basic classes of visibility algorithms, also 

known as hidden surface algorithms. A taxonomy of the visibility algorithms provided by Sutherland et 

al. [49] categorises all visibility algorithms in three classes (the classification is made depending on the 

space in which they perform visibility solution): the algorithms that work in object space - object-space 

algorithms, the algorithms that work in image space - image-space algorithms, list-priority algorithms 

- the algorithms that work in both object and image space, but they are similar in their approach to the 

visibility problem.

With a number of various applications that are present in the world of 3D real-time computer graph

ics systems nowadays, as well as different features that are demanded of them, there is little hope that it 

will be possible to have a general algorithm which would represent an efficient solution for all applica

tions. Instead, various methods are proposed and each of them deals with one particular class of problem. 

An architectural environment will require a different treatment from the representation of natural scenes, 

large scale environments will demonstrate different needs than small-scale environments. Also the pres

ence of some special hardware features such as a Z-buffer would influence the approach as well. Hence, 

the type of an environment as well as its size, and the hardware solution that is available, are only a few 

parameters that dictate the choice of the method that is necessary to be used in order to have an efficient 

system. Very often it is necessary to employ a suitable combination of many techniques so that the goal 

of having a successful solution can be reached [1]. It is therefore certainly possible to expect further spe

cialisation of the visibility algorithms in this sense.

The visibility algorithms which would find their main application in the context of virtual environ

ment walkthrough, have to exploit all identifying features of these systems. The approach that is taken in 

this thesis is to use the concepts of the list-priority algorithms in conjunction with the viewpoint move

ment coherence that can be define for virtual environment walkthrough. In this chapter we will review 

selected areas that adopted a similar approach to the problem of visibility determination to that of the
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VpMS algorithm (Section 2.3). In addition, a brief review of the Binary Space Partition as well as ar

rangements, both necessary for better understanding of the methods used in the VpMS algorithm, will be 

presented (Section 2.4 and 2.5).

2.2 Visibility Determination of Virtual Environment Walkthrough

2.2.1 Virtual Reality Systems

Virtual Reality (VR) is a medium that encompasses several communication channels. It provides a visu

alisation of the interaction and manipulation with sometimes very complex data, and it lays a ground for 

a higher degree of the participant’s inclusion into the entire system. Immersive VR systems make use of 

real time computer images and raise the immediate sense of presence by providing participants with an 

alternative experience in a world that is different to the one in which they are physically located.

Virtual Reality systems, as the representative of highly demanding real-time systems, are making 

visibility determination even more challenging. It has been suggested that the frame rate in such systems 

should not go below 15 frames per second if they are to provide the possibility for experiencing the sense 

of presence [2].

The standard approach to the problem of rendering scenes in the VR system is that a complete visi

bility determination is done for every frame and for each eye if the system uses stereopsis. However, we 

believe that the characteristics of viewing in VR systems can be exploited to a higher degree so that the 

information we get when we perform the visibility determination for one viewpoint can be easily updated 

and reused for the same calculations for successive viewpoints.

We therefore review the identifying features of virtual environment walkthrough, a kind of naviga

tion characteristic for one entire class of the virtual environments (Section 2.2.2). These features are the 

basis for the premises and approach that we have taken for our algorithm.

2.2.2 Features of Virtual Environment (VE) Walkthrough
Generally speaking in VR applications the viewpoint is changing more rapidly than the objects in the 

scene. There is an entire class of virtual environments that are characterised as “walkthrough” - the sys

tems where the scene is considered static and the viewpoint is the parameter that is changing. In other 

words the visibility problem is studied in this context in isolation from the dynamic object changes.

The key property that is used in the VpMS algorithm is the viewpoint movement coherence. The 

basis for this type of coherence relates to the type of scene (we consider polygonal scenes) and the fact 

that in the walkthrough virtual environments the head continually moves by small increments. For a set 

of polygonal objects it is possible to construct a partition of the space into cells, the maximal continuous 

sets of points where for each cell the visibility ordering is invariant. A naive approach to the problem 

would be to calculate visibility ordering for each cell in advance, and retrieve and use it in the interactive 

phase as we need it. However, the number of such orderings would be quite large. Analysing the features 

of polygonal scenes as well as the features of VE walkthrough, it is possible to construct a more efficient 

algorithm.

The feature that we are interested is the following: as the viewpoint moves, the visibility informa-
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tion calculated with the respect to one viewpoint does not change dramatically for subsequent viewpoints. 

Also, the visibility information changes in a predictable way so it may be possible to incrementally ad

just that information without the necessity for a completely new visibility determination each time. In 

addition, the stereopsis requires visibility determination for each eye; as the viewpoints corresponding to 

the eyes are so close together, coherence can be exploited to avoid repeated visibility determination for 

each eye. There is therefore scope for the construction of visibility algorithms that exploit the resulting 

viewpoint movement coherence.

2.2.3 Summary

The extensive demands that real-time systems impose on computer graphics nowadays require specialisa

tion of the methods and algorithms that deal with various issues in the graphics pipeline. In other words, 

these algorithms have to be well tuned with the content of the environments, its geometry and dynamics.

Our hypothesis is that the visibility algorithms used in VR systems can achieve better results if they 

address specific features that these systems have. In particular, we believe that the characteristics of view

ing in VR systems can be successfully exploited to a greater extent than previously and efficient algo

rithms can be devised.

2.3 Related Approaches to the Problem of Visibility Determination
The methods that have been undertaken to determine visibility in a way that is close to the method we 

have chosen, are different algorithms in the area of the computational geometry. Computational geome

try emerged as a scientific discipline in the mid-seventies, and people working in this area have dedicated 

great efforts to lay down the theoretical basis for different geometric problems and geometric structures. 

One of these problems was visibility determination. They investigated the underlying mathematical na

ture of the problem and provided formalisation of the concepts. However, most of these algorithms either 

work in image space or they are concerned with restricted scenes, i.e. special arrangements and shapes 

of objects. Few algorithms offer a solution in a form of priority list of polygons ([39], [25], [26]), and 

other algorithms have an emphasis on the particular class of problem that arises in list priority algorithms 

- the presence of cycles as illustrated in Figure 2.1. Nevertheless, Binary Space Partition by its definition 

removes this problem, and our decision is to use concepts of this space partition to devise our list-priority 

algorithm. Therefore, the results of the algorithms that do not exploit Binary Space Partition are not di

rectly applicable to the approach that we have adopted. If one would be interested in the visibility deter

mination issues and the solutions offered in computational geometry literature, a valuable reference can 

be found in the work of Peter Egyed ([13], [12]), Michael S. Paterson and Frances Yao ([54], [39], [38], 

[37]), and Ketan Mulmuley ([25], [26], [28]).

In this section we will discuss the concepts and development of list-priority algorithms in the light 

of the extent to which they exploit particular types of coherence and space subdivision to improve the 

frame rate (Section 2.3.1). Aspect representation is a different way of representing objects in the scene, 

and its application for visibility determination will be examined (Section 2.3.2). We also discuss the use 

of coherence and space subdivision in the context of visibility determination (Section 2.3.3).
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2.3.1 List-Priority Algorithms

The importance of list-priority algorithms is multifold. They do not require specialised hardware and 

as such they can be used on low-end platforms. Very importantly, some extra rendering features can be 

provided with this approach, not otherwise available with the hardware solution. A good example is ren

dering with the correct treatment of the translucency effects as in [18]. The concepts that are the basis 

for some list-priority algorithms, such as Binary Space Partition, can be used to solve several tasks in the 

graphics pipeline. In addition to these, such algorithms are the basis for developing list-priority image 

generator in hybrid architectures.

The core idea of list-priority algorithms is the determination of the order in which a set of polygons 

should be displayed to get a correct image at the end. The result of processing the list of polygons is a 

new list of polygons sorted by depth. The cardinality of these two lists might be the same in the case 

there were no cycles had to be resolved, otherwise the appropriate splitting of some polygons has to be 

performed. The meaning of ‘cycle’ is illustrated in Figure2.1: (a) shows an example of three polygons 

(P I, P2, P3) where the priority sorting can not be resolved if we keep the original polygons as whole. No 

matter which polygon we draw first, there will always be one part of the polygon that is obscured by some 

other polygon, a situation that should not happen if the visibility is to be resolved correctly. However, if 

we split only one polygon in two parts as it is shown in Figure 2.1 (b), the priority ordering for the set of 

four polygons can be successively resolved (P2b, P3, P I , P2a).

Figure 2.1: An example of the cycle with three polygons

There are two possible ways to process the depth-sorted list, and both of them produce the same, 

correct image. One way is based on the premise that polygons nearer to the viewer cannot be obscured 

by the polygons that are further away. This approach is called front-to-backordering, and these algorithms 

normally work in image i.e. projective space. It is necessary here to maintain the description of the display 

areas that are already drawn so as to allow the display only in the areas that have not been used before. 

Therefore, each part of the display area is drawn only once. However, to maintain the description of 

already drawn areas can turn out to be quite a costly operation. The entire process becomes feasible if 

implemented in hardware [44].

A second way is based on a different premise: polygons farther away from the viewer cannot ob

scure in any way the faces that are nearer to the viewer. This approach is called back-to-front ordering 

or p a in ter’s algorithm, and it operates normally in object space. Here it is not necessary to keep the de

scription of the display areas - the obscuring effect will be a by-product of the successive back-to-front 

display of polygons. It is clear that some display areas will be redrawn many times though.
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Another way to classify list-priority algorithms is by the manner in which they calculate the visibility 

ordering. We can distinguish two classes of list-priority algorithms: a priori and rfynam/c algorithms [49]. 

A priori algorithms perform a large part of visibility determination off-line, while dynamic algorithms do 

it during the interactive phase. We will discuss and list them by the extent to which they use some kind 

of coherence in their work.

One of the first list-priority algorithms was the algorithm devised by Newell et al. [35], a represen

tative of dynamic list-priority algorithms with a back-to-front approach. The core of this algorithm is the 

construction of the ‘priority computer’. Namely, starting with an arbitrary set of planar faces, at the end 

of the processing one obtains a list of faces correctly sorted in depth. To get a correct image the faces are 

displayed in back-to-front order. However, the main weakness of this algorithm is that the depth-sorted 

list has to be recomputed for each frame. Hence, the information computed to solve visibility in one frame 

was not reused and it did not help solve the visibility in successive frames.

A certain level of re-usability of visibility information but without a fully automated process of gen

erating the supportive data structure, was presented by Schumacker et al. in [44]. This algorithm is a 

representative of a priori list-priority algorithms. While Newell’s algorithm works in image space, this 

algorithm generates encoded priority ordering in the object space, and at the time of displaying that infor

mation is converted into the image space and the front-to-back approach applied. Schumacker et al. laid 

the groundwork for the space subdivision which later became known as Binary Space Partition. They 

were the first to introduce a concept of separable objects, a basis for space subdivision that will be ex

ploited in the interactive phase (instead of ‘objects’, the term used in most of the literature is ‘clusters’). 

Namely, it was suggested that separating planes can be placed in an environment determined by a set of 

clusters, with the property that clusters on the far side of the separating plane, with respect to the view

point, cannot obscure those on the near side. A prerequisite of the algorithm is that all clusters are linearly 

separable, and if they are not, some cluster(s) will have to be split manually. A large part of the visibility 

solution is moved to the preprocessing phase, when the priority ordering for each cluster was calculated. 

This precalculated priority orderings were used to accelerate the rest of the visibility priority determi

nation that is left to be done. Such procedure consists of traversing the binary tree which represents the 

subdivision of the space into the regions with the unique inter-cluster orderings. The traversal is done with 

respect to the current viewpoint. What is also left to be done is to define the visibility status of each object 

face. By applying this approach in each frame some level of re-usability of the visibility information had 

been reached, but again, one part of the visibility calculation still had to be performed.

A step forward in terms of making the process of generating a supportive data structure automatic 

was made by Fuchs et al. in [16] and [17]. They introduced the name Binary Space Partition (BSP), and 

precisely defined the concepts and data structure to be used. The idea of space subdivision introduced by 

Shumacker was exploited but, unlike Shumacker, Fuchs et al. used the oriented scene polygons to define 

the separating planes. Each separating plane embeds one or several original scene polygons if some are 

found to be coplanar. By ‘oriented’ we mean that each polygon has a front or out- side and a back or in

side. Given any polygon, the plane in which it is embedded divides the remaining polygons into three
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sets: those on the outside (in front), those on the same plane, and those on the inside (on the back) - with 

appropriate splitting of those that the plane intersects. (Here, the splitting was automated, compared with 

the one in [44] where it had to be done manually). The relative priority ordering of the polygons in the 

scene is embedded into the BSP tree which, once constructed, is valid for all viewpoints provided that 

the objects are stationary. The back-to-front order which is the result of BSP traversal for a particular 

viewpoint provides a correct image at the end. More details about the construction and traversal of the 

BSP trees can be found in the Section 2.4. As we stated before, one BSP tree is valid for any viewpoint. 

What still has to be done for each frame is to perform as many point-plane classifications as there are 

nodes in the BSP tree. In an environment with a large number of polygons such task can be quite time- 

consuming.

The number of point-plane classifications was reduced in the algorithm presented by James at al. 

[22]. This algorithm considers a restricted set of cases: it is devised for a limited area of 2D viewing space 

(the viewpoint can move only within the convex polygon at the level of the viewer’s eyes). The approach 

is based on the premise that if the position of the viewpoint is known relative to the back or front of one 

polygon, then the position relative to one quarter of the remaining polygons can be determined in the worst 

case. The basis of the algorithm is a creation of the Priority Face Determination (PFD) tree from the BSP 

tree; it consists of both nodes and parts of priority ordering encoded within the tree and calculated in the 

preprocessing phase. In each frame, the point-plane classification has to be done for the nodes in the PFD 

tree, but not for the parts of the encoded priority ordering. This results in a highly reduced number of basic 

point-plane classifications that would have to be performed if one would construct and use a BSP tree 

instead. As the authors pointed out, the tree that covers all possible cases (all positions of the viewpoint) 

is very large, and therefore the size of the PFD tree is quite extensive where n is

initial number of polygons and N  is the resulting number of faces after BSP splitting). Therefore, the 

main disadvantage of the method is in memory requirements. These requirements have proved to be quite 

extensive even for restricted 2D viewing space, a characteristic that represents the prohibitive factor for 

the 3D solution.

Our approach will be to reduce the number of basic point-plane classifications (floating point oper

ations) even further. Instead of n expensive floating point operations (n is the total number of ordering 

faces) that we would have if we would use BSP trees, we will perform n logical operations preceded by 

simple rearrangement of the starting priority ordering and several floating point operations.

Discussion

The algorithms discussed above attempt to exploit the coherence supported by a suitable space partition. 

There were two ways in which the algorithms made use of the visibility information. One approach is 

to explicitly calculate such information or one part of it in the preprocessing phase, and use it directly in 

the interactive phase ([44], [22]). Alternatively the entire information is encoded into the supportive data 

structure and the actual visibility information is calculated in the interactive phase with reduced effort 

than would have been the case if there was no any visibility information available [16].

There are, in general, two ways to decrease the extent of the work that has to be done in the interactive
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phase. One way is to perform pruning of the database that the algorithm has to deal with i.e. to make 

it as small as possible. The second way is to reduce the number of operations that are necessary to be 

performed on the database. Although considerable work has been carried out in both of these directions, 

in our view there is still room for more efficient visibility determination.

2.3.2 Aspect Representations and Aspect Graphs

The aspect representation and aspect graphs approach the problem of visibility determination in a manner 

similar to the VpMS algorithm. We make use of a different method, a list-priority approach, and there

fore the methods of aspect representation are not directly applicable to our case. Nevertheless, the good 

features of those methods are highly valuable and are exploited in the VpMS algorithm.

In general, there are two ways of representing the objects in the scene. One is object-centred, a usual 

representation for the objects in Euclidean 3D space where the emphasis is on the space that is occupied 

by the objects in the scene. The typical representatives are volumetric, boundary and swept-volume rep

resentation. The other way of representing objects is viewer-centred, in which objects in the scene are 

seen rather as a function of the viewpoint. The aspect representation is an example of this method of 

representation. Precisely, in the aspect representation the appearance of the objects from the viewpoints 

in an image, i.e. a qualitative measure of the image structure, is of major interest rather than the space 

that the objects embed. The type of application and its objectives define whether the objects should be 

represented in one way or another.

The aspect representation was introduced in the late 1970s by Koenderink et al. [23], and it became 

very popular in computer vision. We can define the aspect representation as a piecewise function of the 

viewpoint: it is continuous where there are no topological changes in the appearance (i.e. aspect of the 

object), and it also consists of discontinuities called connections at the points where these topological 

changes exist. Topological changes can be defined as changes of the aspect, depending on what we define 

the aspect to be. Generally, the definition of the aspect depends on the application; in the case of visibility 

determination, for example, the changes in topology are the changes of the visibility of the polygons for 

which the aspect representation is constructed.

One of the applications of the aspect representation is the aspect graphs. They can be regarded as a 

tool for representing the topological changes of the image as a function of the viewpoint. The vertices in 

the graph represent topologically distinct views of the objects and the edges that connect these vertices 

are the representation of the events that cause adjacent views. Platinga [42] showed how to construct the 

aspect graph for convex and non-convex polyhedra.

Aspect representations are used in different areas such as 3D object recognition in computer vision 

([40]), shadow computations ([45], [7]), visibility determination ([41], [20]) and the construction of as

pect graphs ([42], [19]). If it is not practical to use their full definition because of their extensive combi

natorial complexity [41], usually a subset of the representation is exploited instead.

Aspect Representations for Visibility Determination
Visibility determination is only one of the applications of the aspect representation. The aspect defined 

in this context is related to the visibility of the polygons and their topological changes. The cases of or
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thographic and perspective projection are considered as separate issues, as well as the cases of convex 

and non-convex polyhedra ([41], [19]). The idea is to perform the viewpoint space partition - VSP (in 

some sources it is called visual space partition) into cells of constant aspect. The viewpoint space for an 

orthographic viewing model is a 2D space, while in a perspective viewing model it is a 3D space [41]. 

For convex polyhedra the only occlusion that can happen is the one when the viewpoint moves below 

the plane defined by some polygonal face, while in the case of non-convex polyhedra, faces can occlude 

other faces and can cause events different from those found in convex polyhedra. Topology and aspect 

considered in this context are concerned with the topological structure of the parts of polygons, i.e. the 

edges.

Combinatorial complexity for all possible cases is quite extensive; it ranges from O(n^) for convex 

polyhedra in orthographic projection, to O (n® ) for non-convex polyhedra in perspective pro] ection where 

n is the number of faces in the polyhedron [41]. As we are mainly interested in general objects, i.e. non- 

convex polyhedra, and perspective projection, those costs would be prohibitive.

VpMS Algorithm in the Context of Aspect Representation

Considering the approach we decided to take, we are not interested in knowing which parts of the poly

gons are visible and which are not, i.e. we do not have to consider different cases of occlusion that we 

mentioned earlier in relation to the aspect representation for convex and non-convex polyhedra. The de

sired obscuring effect will be achieved by displaying the polygons in the priority order resolved by the 

list-priority algorithm. The only changes of the topology that interest us are both changes of the visibility 

status of polygons as well as the changes of the order in which these polygons are displayed. Therefore, 

we avoid having two different interpretations for two different projections, and produce a general solution 

for both.

We can say that in the context of the aspect representations, one part of the VpMS algorithm can be 

seen as a geometrical interpretation of the aspect interpreted as a visibility property of the scene polygons. 

The visibility property in the context of the VpMS algorithm is defined as a set of values of visibility 

statuses of all polygons, and the order in which they are displayed. In other words we will be interested 

in a reduced subset of the aspect representation, adjusted to the needs of the visibility determination solved 

by exploiting Binary Space Partition.

In the VpMS algorithm, the object space in which the viewpoint moves is made discrete, i.e., it is 

subdivided into maximal continuous sets of points called cells. The aspect of each cell, as in the context of 

the VpMS algorithm, does not change for any viewpoint within that cell. Also, it changes in a predictable 

way as the viewpoint crosses the border between two cells, i.e., as it moves from one cell to another one. 

We stress again that occlusion of the polygons in the scene is not taken into account - only their ordering. 

Although two different priority orderings might produce the same image at the end, we always deal only 

with the ordering that is a result of the Binary Space Partition approach to the visibility determination, 

rather than any other method.
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2.3.3 Coherence and Space Subdivision

Analysing many approaches towards visibility determination, one can say that the commonly exploited 

technique is coherence supported by a suitable space subdivision.

Let us first give an explanation of what the coherence means.

Coherence The term coherence corresponds to the extent to which an environment is locally constant.

T^pes of coherence We can identify various types of coherence, such as image, frame (i.e. frame-to- 

frame), spatial, object, face, edge, implied-edge, scan-line, area, depth, path, data, temporal co

herence. Very often two or more types of coherence are used in combination, for they offer a pow

erful basis for enhancement of various algorithms.

As we said, making use of coherence to achieve efficiency in an algorithm usually exploits a notion 

of space subdivision. For example, this has been widely used in ray tracing for substantial reduction of the 

large number of intersection tests between rays and objects that would otherwise be necessary to perform. 

However, our main concern will be the use of coherence in the context of visibility determination.

Both coherence and spatial subdivision are techniques successfully used in computer graphics, com

putational geometry and computer vision. They are recognised as powerful optimisation tools and a very 

good basis for achieving higher efficiency in resolving the visibility problem. To illustrate the importance 

of coherence and space subdivision for a visibility determination task, we will describe three different ap

proaches.

In order to speed up visibility determination for static scenes a wide range of different forms of co

herence have been used. The feasibility and the power of the path coherence was shown in [46] where 

the separating planes and clusters, a set of polygons with priority ordering constant across the scene, were 

widely used. The predefined path was a basis for a sequence of dynamic images which were generated 

from the BSP tree that was made from separating planes and clusters. At the beginning of the interactive 

phase the appropriate BSP tree is built and ordering is generated for the starting point. A series of images 

is generated using that ordering until the first separating plane is crossed while the viewpoint is moving 

along the predefined path. In that moment a new ordering has to be computed, and it can be used until 

the next separating plane is crossed. The same procedure is then repeated. Note that the visibility culling 

of each face still has to be done in each frame. Although this algorithm exploits path coherence which 

can be viewed as a sort of viewpoint movement coherence as well, it was not recognised that the ordering 

changes in a predictable way once the separating plane is crossed. Instead of rearranging the ordering, a 

new priority ordering is generated and that produces peaks in the CPU time in those frames. This could 

have been avoided if a simple reordering had been applied instead.

Work done by Hubschmann et al. in [21] was based on the assumption that parts of the scene will 

become visible or invisible in a predictable and not arbitrary fashion. A set of restrictions imposed on 

the environments for which the algorithm has been developed, was that the objects in the scene had to be 

opaque, polygonal, convex, closed, non-intersecting and stationary. The postulate of the frame-to-frame 

coherence which has been exploited in this algorithm, is that the description of some environment will
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not change dramatically for the next frame. By keeping that description and updating it incrementally in 

successive frames according to the appropriate rules that are established, acceleration in visibility deter

mination will be achieved. In order to be able to do updates as the viewpoint moves across the scene, 

they defined static and dynamic frame-to-frame constraints of such restricted environments, as well as 

the rules of changing the description of the scene knowing these constraints. The algorithm represents a 

solution for quite a restricted set of environments, and the complexity of the algorithm limits its use to 

the animation sequences.

Apart from the Binary Space Partition, various other methods for spatial subdivision were used. 

Teller and Sequin [50] proposed a cells-and-portals subdivision which allowed two level model prun

ing. They used an axis-aligned or axial architectural model which they subdivided into the rectangular 

cells and a set of polygons was attached to each cell (a first level model pruning). A cell-to-cell visibility 

was computed beforehand, and it was used in the interactive phase as a basis to compute an eye-to-cell 

visibility when a set of potentially visible polygons was culled against the observer’s viewing volume. 

This represented a second level of model pruning. At the end only a reduced set of polygons would be 

displayed. Frame-to-frame coherence was exploited for eye-to-cell visibility computations. Namely, the 

assumption is that the viewpoint will stay in one cell for some time and therefore there is a good reason to 

keep the visibility information which was a result of eye-to-cell visibility determination, cached in a fast 

memory, and therefore quickly accessible for the successive frames. The approach used in this algorithm 

proved that a complex problem, i.e. visibility determination for a complex scene, can be successfully 

reduced to a set of problems of lower complexity.

2.3.4 Summary

In this section we reviewed several approaches to the problem of visibility determination. All of them 

are significant for better understanding of the concepts that we have decided to exploit in the VpMS al

gorithm.

List-priority algorithms are the representatives of the visibility algorithms that work in both image 

and object space, taking advantage of characteristics of both these spaces. Because of the approach these 

algorithms adopted, it was possible to employ various types of coherence in order to accelerate the visibil

ity determination task. However, we believe that there is still room for more extensive use of coherence, 

in particular the viewpoint movement coherence.

Aspect representation of the objects became very popular for 3D recognition in computer vision. It 

applies a different approach to the problem of visibility determination though; it is concerned with a dif

ferent topological structure to the one that interests us. The direct applicability of the full definition of the 

aspect representation is restricted by its extensive memory requirements which may reach the magnitude 

of O(n^). However, if the aspect representation is understood in a relaxed definition then it is possible 

to view the VpMS algorithm and its representation of the areas where the visibility property is locally 

constant, in this light as well.

Coherence and space subdivision remain very important paradigms in computer graphics. If used 

in a suitable combination they can bring notable acceleration for different tasks in rendering which we
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illustrated using several examples (Section 2.3.3). Combining different types of coherence became more 

attractive and brought a promise of achieving better results.

2.4 A Brief Review of Binary Space Partition (BSP)
As stated earlier, a list-priority approach will be used to help solve the visibility determination task. The 

approach that we have chosen is a Binary Space Partition.

The original ideas that led to this strand of research can be found in Schumacker et al. [44] described 

in details in the Section 2.3.1. However, the name and the concepts of the BSP trees, as we know them 

today, were defined and elaborated by Fuchs et al. [16] and [17] (described also in Section 2.3.1). They 

showed that walkthrough of a static scene can be accomplished in ‘near real time’ using this method.

The role of BSP trees in computer graphics is multifold. They can be used to solve various tasks such 

as visibility determination ([16], [29], [17]), representation of the polytopes (Nayl:90a), solid geometry 

and clipping ([34]), dynamic changes of the scene geometry ([51], [30], [8]), shadows and shadow vol

umes ([9]), ray tracing and constructive solid geometry CSG ([33], [38], [32]), motion planing ([52]) and 

image representation ([43], [48]).

Although BSP trees found their application in many areas and for many tasks in the graphics pipeline, 

we will be mainly concerned with their application for visibility determination. In the context of visibility 

algorithms, BSP trees fall into the class of the a priori list-priority algorithms [49].

We introduce basic terminology (Section 2.4.1), and explain in detail the space subdivision, the sup

portive data structure (BSP tree) and the method for building the tree (Section 2.4.2). Finally, we describe 

the use of BSP trees in context of the visibility determination (Section 2.4.3).

2.4.1 Definitions

Hyperplane Let % be a hyperplane defined in d-dimensional space as:

H  — ■[(xj,..., Xj)I(Z2X% -j- (ZgXg -|- ujXj -j- u — 0, fl( C 72, i — 1,..., d-1- 1, 

where at least one aj ^  0 (j = I, ...,d)}

A  hyperplane subdivides the space into three sets of points: positive halfspace consists of the 

points in front or outside the hyperplane (H > 0), negative halfspace H ~  consisted of the points 

on the back or inside the hyperplane (H  < 0), and the points on the hyperplane itself (H = 0).

If we operate in the 2D space the hyperplane is a line, whereas in the 3D space it is a plane.

Binary Space Partition (BSP) tree A Binary Space Partition tree is a binary tree data structure which 

supports a hierarchical binary subdivision of d-dimensional space (R^^) using {d — 1)-dimensional 

hyperplanes.

2.4.2 Space Partition and Building a BSP TVee

We will explain how to build a BSP tree with an example of a set of polygons in R^; extension to higher 

dimensions is straightforward. For the sake of simplicity the drawings will represent 2D scenes.
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Autopartitions and Partitions by Separating Planes
In general, it is possible to distinguish two types of the Binary Space Partition: autopartition and partition 

by general separating hyperplanes. The hyperplanes for the autopartition are defined by constructive 

elements i.e. polygons in the scene. For example in the case of 3D polygonal scene each polygon (or more 

precisely the plane in which the polygon lies) is a source of subdivision. Alternatively, the partition done 

by general separating planes is not governed by polygons in the scene - the separating hyperplanes are 

chosen in any way that suits the purpose for which the BSP tree is built. Although different in the method 

for choosing the hyperplanes, both subdivisions follow the same principles of the space subdivision.

In further discussion the autopartition method will be used and it will be referred to as “partition” 

for short. If separating planes are to be used than this will be noted explicitly.

Building a BSP TYee
Let S  = {p i, p2 , • • •, Pn} be a set of polygons for which we would like to build a BSP tree. One polygon 

is selected to form the root node of the BSP tree and the reference to that polygon is added into the node. 

The remaining set of polygons is classified against the plane of the root node polygon and subdivided into 

the in-subset and the out-subset; the in-subset will be put into the in-subtree and the out-subset into the 

out-subtree. There are two special cases that may happen: polygons coplanar with a node polygon and 

the polygons which are intersected by the node plane. In the case of coplanar polygons, their references 

will be added to the node, whereas the intersected polygons have to be split and each part put into the 

appropriate subset. The in-subset and the out-subset will be further subdivided recursively in the same 

way, until all polygons have been used up. The root node represents the entire space, and each node 

within the tree represents one part of the subspace (i.e. region of the space) from the space represented 

by previous node subdivided by the plane in that node. The regions of space in the leaves represent a 

homogeneous space - a space with no polygons left in it.

Figure 2.2 shows an example of a simple 2D scene and the first step of Binary Space Partition done by 

the line passing through polygon E. This line subdivides entire space into E~  and E+ subspaces. Notice 

that facet B has to be split in two, B1 and B2, where B1 falls in out-subspace, and B2 in in-subspace. The 

root node is created and facet E is put in it. The rest of the facets {A, B l, B2, C, D, F, G} are classified into 

two sets, one for each subspace. The in-subspace will contain facets {B2, C, F, G}, and the out-subspace 

facets {A, B l, D}. Each subspace is then recursively subdivided in the same fashion. Figure 2.3 shows 

the final BSP subdivision and a corresponding BSP tree.

If we want to use BSP trees to represent the scene polygons, the leaves from the BSP tree representing 

the homogeneous spaces should be discarded as they do not contain any polygon.

2.4.3 Visible Surface Determination - BSP TVee Traversal
Once built, the BSP tree is valid for the entire interactive phase i.e. for any viewpoint within the space in 

which it is defined, provided that all objects in the environment are stationary.

For the given viewpoint the priority ordering of the polygons embedded in the BSP tree can be re

solved by recursively walking the tree to determine the back-to-front visibility ordering. If the viewpoint 

is in front of the root plane, first determine the visibility ordering of the in (i.e. back) subtree, then supply
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B2,C,F,G A,B1,D 
(in-subspace) (out-subspace)

Figure 2.2: An example of a 2D scene and the first step of BSP subdivision

' / \  /  \
2 3 6 7 8 9

Figure 2.3: Complete BSP subdivision of the scene from Figure 2.2

the polygons associated with the root plane, and finally determine the ordering of the out (i.e. front) sub

tree. If the viewpoint is behind the root plane then this should be done in the reverse order. The priority 

ordering for each subtree is recursively defined in the same manner. This procedure is actually a series 

of point-plane classifications, as many as there are the nodes in the BSP tree.

Figure 2.4 shows the scene from Figure 2.2, with two viewpoints PI and P2, and the corresponding 

traversal of the BSP tree from Figure 2.3. The back-facing facets are exempted from the resulting traversal 

that is illustrated for two viewpoints, as these facets will not be displayed in the final image anyway. This 

is called hack-face culling.

\

Ç.G

B2
\

/  \  
A2 Al

traversal from PI; G, B2, F, E, D, A2, Bl, Al 
traversal from P2: D, A1,A2, F, C

Figure 2.4: Traversal of BSP tree from Figure 2.3

2.5 Arrangements
Our aim is to represent HP’ space as a set of areas in which the visibility property does not change. In 

order to do this we use a geometric structure called an arrangement.
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The basic definitions are introduced (Section 2.5.1), and examples of arrangements of lines (Section 

2.5.2) and planes (Section 2.5.3) are given. We explain the combinatorial complexity of an arrangement 

(Section 2.5.4) and the levels of arrangements of hyperplanes (Section 2.5.5).

All definitions and theorems we review in this section can be found in [11], [4] and [36], alongside 

with the proves of the theorems.

2.5.1 Definitions

Hyperplane Let H h e a  finite set of n hyperplanes Hi defined in d-dimensional space as:

— {(^1 j •••j ^d) 4" û»‘2^2 "H ' ' ■ "t" did^d "b ®i,d+l — 0; G Rj j  — 1,...,CÎ"|- 1,

where at least one a,fc /  0{k =  1,..., d)}, fo r  i=  1 ,..., n

Note that the definition of the hyperplane is the same as presented in Section 2.4.1, and we only 

extended it to the set of hyperplanes with which we will operate in a further text.

Arrangement A subdivision of d-dimensional space induced by the hyperplanes in the set 71 is called 

an arrangement A{7i).

The result of such subdivision is a finite set of convex bounded or unbounded polytopes called 

d-dimensional cells of the arrangement AifH). Each d-dimensional cell is a maximal continuous 

region not intersected by any hyperplane in the set 7L.

It is possible to define k-dimensional cells (0 < Ar <  d) of an arrangement A{Ji)', 0,1, and 2- 

dimensional cells are called vertex, edge, face respectively. A 3-dimensional cell is usually called 

a cell for short.

k-cell k-dimensional cells in the arrangement A{Ji) are called k-cells.

Simple (nondegenerate) arrangement An arrangement A (W) of a set of hyperplanes 7/ =  {?/,•, i=l,...,n} 

in d-dimensional space R^  with n > d, is called simple or nondegenerate if the intersection of any 

k < d  hyperplanes is an affine space of dimension d — k, and if the intersection of any d+1 of them 

is empty.

Nonsimple (degenerate) arrangement If an arrangement is not simple then it is a nonsimple (degener

ate) arrangement.

2.5.2 Arrangement of Lines

Let £  be a set of n lines in the plane.

Arrangement of lines The subdivision of the plane created by C is called an arrangement o f lines, and 

it is denoted by A {C ) .

Figure 2.5 shows an example of a simple (nondegenerate) arrangement, and a nonsimple or (degen

erate) arrangement. The latter arrangement is nonsimple because it has both parallel lines and also three 

lines cross at one point.
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edge

.vertexface

simple (nondegenerate) 2D arrangement

edge

vertex

face

nonsimple (degenerate) 2D arrangement

Figure 2.5: An example of a simple (nondegenerate) and a nonsimple (degenerate) 2D arrangement

2.5.3 Arrangement of Planes

Let AA be a set of n  given planes in space.

Arrangement of planes The subdivision of space created by A f is called an arrangement o f  planes, 

and it is denoted by A {A f).

edge
vertex

cell face

simple (nondegenerate) 3D arrangement

vertex

edge '
nonsimple (degenerate) 3D arrangement

Figure 2.6: An example of a simple (nondegenerate) and a nonsimple (degenerate) 3D arrangement

Figure 2.6 shows an example of a simple (nondegenerate) arrangement, and a nonsimple (degener

ate) 3D arrangement.

2.5.4 Combinatorial complexity of an arrangement

We first give the basic definitions related to the combinatorial complexity of an arrangement.

Combinatorial complexity of an arrangement is the total number of cells of various dimensions in the 

arrangement.

Number of k-cells The number of -cells in an arrangement A { R )  is denoted by n k {R ),  where 

k =  0 , .. . ,  d.

Maximal number of k-cells The maximal number of k-cells in an arrangement A {'R )  of n  hyperplanes 

is denoted by rik[n, d), where A: =  0 ,.. .,  d.

Euler’s relation For any arrangement in d-dimensional space R ^  of n  hyperplanes, we have:
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d No. vertices No. edges No. faces No. cells

2 n(n —1) 
2 n? 4 ^  +  1 /

3 n ( n - l ) ( n - 2 ) n(n —1)^ n  ̂ n®-|-5n
6 2 2 6

Table 2.1: Number of k-cells in simple 2D and 3D arrangements (k = 0,1,2,3)

k=0
(2.1)

The maximal number of k-cells The maximal number of Ar-dimensional cells in the arrangement 

A {7 i) , for 0 < k < d, is:

n k {n ,d )  =  ^  I
:=0 \  k — i

(2.2)

where r ! (n —r)!

The maximal numbers are reached if the arrangement is simple. Table 2.1 shows the maximal num

ber of 0,1,2, and 3-dimensional cells in 2D and 3D arrangement.

Number of faces in a simple arrangement The total number of faces in a simple arrangement of n  hy

perplanes is 0 { n ‘̂ ), and so is the number of incidences between faces. If the arrangement is not 

simple, both numbers are still O (n^).

Incremental construction of an arrangement The simple arrangement of n  hyperplanes may be com

puted incrementally in time 0 { n ^ ) .

Zone Lets consider the arrangement A {7 i)  of n hyperplanes and a hyperplane Z  that does not belong 

to W. The complex formed by the d-faces in A{'H) that are intersected by Z  and their surfaces is 

called the zone on the arrangement A (% )  (Figure 2.7).

Figure 2.7: A zone in an arrangement of lines

Zone theorem The complexity of any zone in the arrangement A{'H) of n  hyperplanes is if

% \J { Z }  is a simple arrangement. If not, this complexity is still
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It is possible to express the results of the theorems we have already mentioned in a more compact 

form: The number of faces of any dimension in the arrangement A(7{) of n  hyperplanes in space 

is O (n^), the zone of any hyperplane has total complexity and such an arrangement can be

constructed in time and space.

2.5.5 Levels of Arrangements of Hyperplanes

Lets consider the simple arrangement of n hyperplanes, and let O  be any point in that does not 

belong to any hyperplane in A i j i ) .  This point is called the reference point.

Let H ~  be the open half-space bounded by H i that does not contain O, and be a set of H f ,

i =  1 ,..., M. A point in R ^  is said to be at level k  if it belongs to k halfspaces 'm R ~ . All the points in the 

relative interior of a face are at the same level and this level is by definition called the level of the face.

•O

Figure 2.8: Level of 2-cells (faces) in a simple arrangement of lines

Figure 2.8 shows the levels of 2-cells in a simple arrangement of lines. The point O  is the reference 

point, and faces A  and B  are the faces that are not on the same side of the hyperplanes in arrangement as 

the reference point. The level of the faces across any edge of the face with reference point rises by one 

as there is only one line that is crossed (face A). This means that the current point is not on the same side 

of only one line compared with the points across the edge that lies in that line. In the same way the level 

of the face across a vertex rises by two (face B), and so on.

2.6 Summary
The real-time systems that we were particularly interested in were VR systems. In order to contribute to

wards a more efficient computer graphics system which is the most important part of any VR system, we 

have chosen to concentrate on the visibility determination task. Our key strategy was to use the features 

of a virtual environment walkthrough i.e. the identifying features of viewing in these systems. The con

cepts used in the list-priority algorithms, aspect representations, as well as two very important paradigms, 

coherence and space subdivision, all influenced the solution that has been chosen and employed in the al

gorithm that we have constructed and implemented.

We discussed the features of the visibility determination in a virtual environment walkthrough (Sec

tion 2.2) and the related approaches to the problem of visibility determination focusing at the approach 

used in list-priority algorithms, aspect representation and the use of coherence and space subdivision (Sec

tion 2.3). At the end we discussed the details of Binary Space Partition and geometric structures called
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arrangements, both widely used in the practical implementation of the algorithm (Section 2.4 and 2.5 re

spectively).

In the next chapter we give a detailed description of the Viewpoint Movement Space algorithm for 

solving the visibility problem in walkthrough environments.



Chapter 3

Viewpoint Movement Space (VpMS) 

Algorithm
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3.1 Introduction
The Viewpoint Movement Space (VpMS) algorithm represents a new approach to the solution of the vis

ibility problem in walkthrough environments with polygonal, static objects. Because of the approach that 

it adopted to support the visibility determination, it is classified as a viewer-centred list-priority algorithm.

This algorithm extensively exploits the concept of viewpoint movement coherence. This type of 

coherence is used in order to perform dynamic changes of the order in which the polygons have to be dis

played when the viewpoint successively moves across some predetermined viewpoint movement space. 

The extent and the purpose for which we use this kind of coherence represents the basic difference be

tween the other algorithms in its class and the VpMS algorithm. Our hypothesis is that this approach will 

firstly result in more efficient visibility determination than was the case with other algorithms in its class, 

and secondly that it will offer new insights and provide a basis for solving other tasks in the rendering 

pipeline.

In order to illustrate the concepts that the VpMS algorithm supports, we will use a simple scene with 

two objects shown in Figure 3.1.

oiF4

F2F6.

02

FIO
F7

F9

F8

F12

faces : F I,..., FI 2 
objects; O l, 0 2

O l: F I , ..., F6 
02: F 7 ,..., F12

Figure 3.1 : A simple scene with two objects

We first give a set of extended definitions of the terms that will be used throughout this chapter (Sec

tion 3.2). The basic concepts of the viewpoint movement coherence are reviewed (Section 3.3), and the 

general overview of the VpMS algorithm and the two space subdivisions outlined (Section 3.4). The 

space partition for dynamic visibility ordering list and space subdivision for order-invariant cells are de

tailed with the information about their practical implementation (Section 3.5 and 3.6 respectively). The 

interactive phase of the VpMS algorithm is analysed (Section 3.7) and the multi-layer subdivision of the 

VpMS discussed (Section 3.8). At the end we examine the implications of the VpMS algorithm on the 

system requirements and suggested solutions for this issue (Section 3.9).

3.2 Definitions
The following extended definitions of the terms are used throughout the rest of the thesis:

Viewpoint Movement Space (VpMS) The Viewpoint Movement Space represents a continuous part of 

space (d =  0 ,.. .,  3) within which the viewpoint may move. The present implementation of
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the VpMS algorithm is restricted to the viewpoint movement space that is a convex polygon (2D 

VpMS) or a convex polyhedron (3D VpMS). Note that the scene is always three dimensional. The 

extension of the VpMS algorithm to support concave viewpoint movement spaces is trivial.

The size and the position of the VpMS is not limited and it can be defined by the user, but it has 

to be a closed space. When the participant moves through the virtual environment, typically the 

range of movements is limited to some subset of the entire 3D space. At one extreme, they may 

be able to fly and therefore be able to move their viewpoint to anywhere in 3D space. At another 

extreme, they may be fixed at a certain point unable to move, but still able to rotate i.e. change the 

direction in which the scene is viewed. In between these extremes there are interesting contiguous 

subsets. Typically, we will be interested in a ‘slice’ of the scene bounding box which is positioned 

around the level of our eyes, with the thickness of that 3D slice chosen to suit the application. We 

are furthermore permitted to decide upon the parametrisation i.e. dimensionality of the viewpoint 

movement space, depending on the particular application and goals in the interactive phase.

Hence, the VpMS can be:

•  three-dimensional (3D VpMS) i.e. in the shape of a convex polyhedron. There are no restric

tions imposed on viewpoint movements or orientation.

•  two-dimensional (2D VpMS) i.e. in the shape of a convex polygon. There are no restrictions 

on the viewpoint orientation, but the viewpoint is constrained to stay in the same plane (i.e. 

polygon) all the time. Normally the plane is positioned at the level of the participant’s eyes, 

but in general there are no restrictions on its position and orientation.

•  one-dimensional (ID VpMS) i.e. in the shape of any line segment. There are no restrictions 

on the viewpoint orientation,

•  zero-dimensional (OD VpMS) i.e. single point. There are no restrictions on the viewpoint 

orientation, but the viewpoint is stationary by definition of OD space.

In this thesis we will use examples for the 2D and 3D cases. The adaptations for 0 and 1- 

dimensional VpMS are trivial.

Facet A facet is a general term for (d — 1)-dimensional limited area defined in space. For example 

in 2D space it can be a line segment, and in 3D space a polygon.

Face normal The face normal is a vector that defines the orientation of the face in the right-handed co

ordinate system. If we assume that the equation of the plane in which the face lies is given as 

A x  4- B y C z  — £> =  0, the coefficients A, B  and C  represent the coordinates of the normal 

vector. All points for which A x  -f B y + C z — D < 0 are on the back side of the plane (negative 

half-space), and the points for which A x-\-B y+ C z — D  >  0 are on front side of the plane (positive 

half-space). The orientation of the face normal is defined by three points of that face that are not 

collinear; the vector that is orthogonal to the plane and pointing towards us when we look at these 

three points in counter-clockwise order from the outside is the front-facing normal.
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Object Face An object face is a polygon defined in space. Each object face has two attributes: the 

face normal and the colour.

Ordering Face An ordering face is a result of a splitting process in a Binary Space Partition undertaken 

on the set of object faces. One ordering face can coincide with the entire object face if the object 

face was not split, otherwise it can be only one part of the object face.

Object An object is a set of object faces grouped in that way for the purposes of easier manipulation 

and/or for some semantic reasons.

Scene A scene is a set of objects defined in space.

Current Mewpoint A viewpoint from which we view the scene.

Visibility Status Visibility status concerns the visibility of an ordering face when it is viewed from the 

current viewpoint. It is ON if the polygon is front-facing for that viewpoint, otherwise it is OFF.

Visibility Ordering Visibility ordering is the order in which the ordering faces have to be displayed so 

as to get a correct image with the respect to the current viewpoint. In the VpMS algorithm that is 

back-to-front order.

Visibility Property For a given set of ordering faces and one point in the space the visibility property 

in the context of the VpMS algorithm consists of two features: the visibility status of all ordering 

faces in the scene, and their visibility ordering. The visibility property is normally defined for a 

region of space in which it is constant.

3.3 Viewpoint Movement Coherence
Viewpoint movement coherence is a basic tool used in the VpMS algorithm to optimise the visibility 

determination and consequently accelerate the rendering process.

This kind of coherence is based on the fact that in the walkthrough virtual environments for polyg

onal scenes, it is possible to identify d-dimensional cells within the d-dimensional viewpoint movement 

space (d =  0 ,..., 3) where the visibility property, as it is defined in context of the VpMS algorithm, is 

invariant. These d-dimensional cells represent the maximal continuous regions of d-dimensional space 

in which the visibility property is constant i.e. does not change for any point within that region.

We defined the visibility property as a set of values of two aspects, and one of them is the visibility 

status of all ordering faces. If we have only one object face (Figure 3.2 (a) for F I  and Figure 3.2 (b) for 

F2) the entire space can be subdivided into two subspaces; one in which the face is visible and another 

one in which it is not visible. Therefore, each subspace by definition represents the maximal continuous 

region in which the visibility status of that face is constant. The intersection of these two subdivisions 

results in four regions or cells (Figure 3.2 (c)), where each cell has only one combination of visibility 

statuses for both faces that is valid for the entire cell.

Hence, the viewpoint movement coherence is related to the changes of the visibility properties for 

a given set of object faces; the visibility property within one cell is constant. The case of a 3D scene
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out_subspace(Fl)
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in subspace(Fl)

F2 ^
\  out_subspace(F2) 

in_subspace(F2)'\^
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Cl : F l o w ,F 2 ON

C2: F I  ON ,F 2 OFF

C3 : FI OFF ,F 2 OFF

C4 : F I  OFF ,F 2 ON

(c)

Figure 3.2: An example of 2D VpMS and its subdivision in four cells

and a 3D space that is subdivided into 3D cells represents a trivial extension of a 2D case shown in the 

Figure 3.2.

3.4 General Overview of the VpMS Algorithm
The VpMS algorithm consists of two phases:

1. Preprocessing phase: in this phase the necessary space subdivisions are done and the supportive 

data structures are generated (Section 3.5 and 3.6).

There are two methods of space subdivision that are used to support viewpoint movement coher

ence. To be able to distinguish them more easily, we will use the term a space partition  for the first 

one, and for the second one space subdivision. Both space partition and space subdivision take a 

set of object faces as a basis to partition the space. We will now briefly explain the basic principles 

of both space subdivisions.

(a) Binary Space Partition for the Dynamic Visibility Ordering List

This partition exploits the concepts of the Binary Space Partition. It enables the transforma

tion of the starting set of object faces into the set of ordering faces for which there are no 

cycles defined (Section 2.3.1). We call this ordering a dynamic visibility ordering list. This 

list represents the starting back-to-front order in which ordering faces should be displayed. 

The starting set of object faces and ending set of ordering faces are very unlikely to have the 

same cardinality due to the process of splitting polygons as explained in the case of construct

ing the BSP tree (Section 2.4). As we already mentioned, instead of building a BSP tree in 

the preprocessing phase, a list, called the dynamic visibility ordering list, will be constructed.
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Note that the space partition does not depend on the dimensionality of the viewpoint move

ment space. It is always a binary partition of the space in which the objects are defined.

(b) Space Subdivision for Order-Invariant Cells

The second space subdivision, called the space subdivision for order-invariant cells, is a sub

division of the space in cells with the locally constant visibility property. This space subdivi

sion is a source of the viewpoint movement coherence and it is used to accelerate the visibility 

determination task. As we said, the entire viewpoint movement space is subdivided into a set 

of non-intersecting cells where each cell is characterised with the visibility property that is 

valid for the entire cell. We call them order-invariant cells. As the viewpoint moves across 

the VpMS, or more precisely as it moves from one order-invariant cell to another one, we can 

identify a need to update the current dynamic visibility ordering list to reflect the changes of 

visibility property.

The geometrical representation of this space subdivision is actually an arrangement of hyper

planes in R ^ (d = 2 ,3). It represents the intersection of the planes that are defined by object 

faces, and the viewpoint movement space. In the case of 2D VpMS the intersection is an ar

rangement of the line segments, and in the case of 3D it is an arrangement of polygons. For a 

general scene, these arrangements are not simple arrangements. In other words, in 2D VpMS 

three or more lines can share one vertex, and two lines can be parallel. Similarly, in 3D VpMS 

four or more planes can share one edge or vertex, and two planes can be parallel.

Note that the binary space partition is subset of the space subdivision for order-invariant cells. 

An example of a simple scene with two objects from Figure 3.1 and its 2D and 3D VpMS and 

their subdivision is shown in Figure 3.3. These VpMSs will be used to illustrate the concepts 

and methods that the VpMS algorithm uses.

2. interactive phase; as soon as the viewpoint is known, the precomputed dynamic visibility order

ing list is updated accordingly. The same process of updating that list with regard to the current 

viewpoint is done incrementally for each subsequent frame.

3.5 Generating the Dynamic Visibility Ordering List
In this section we will describe the process of generating the dynamic visibility ordering list.

Before we start generating the visibility ordering list, we can perform the first level of the model 

pruning and in that way reduce the number of the object faces which will be processed further (Section 

3.5.1). We then give the overview of the whole process of generating the list (Section 3.5.2) and then 

present the principles of the VpMS processing order in detail (Section 3.5.3). The data structure as well 

as the optimisation issues are discussed (Section 3.5.4 and 3.5.5 respectively).

3.5.1 The First Level of Model Pruning

This process defines which object faces are the ones whose planes do not intersect the VpMS and at the 

same time they are back-facing from any point within the VpMS. Such faces can be discarded - they will
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3D VpMS

F l l  : fll

F I

F2F6

2D VpMSno

Figure 3.3: An example of the scene from Figure 3.1, and its 2D and 3D VpMS

not be seen from any point during the interactive phase and therefore there is no reason to keep them and 

process any further.

Figure 3.4 shows two objects and one possible 3D VpMS containing only object 0 1 .  The planes of 

object faces F S , F 9  and FIO  do not intersect the 3D VpMS. In addition to that, face f  10 is front-facing 

from any point within 3D VpMS, while faces F S  and F9  are back-facing. Therefore, object faces F S  

and F 9  will be discarded and will not be used to build the dynamic visibility ordering list.

3.5.2 Generating the List: Overview

The set of object faces that remains after the first level of model pruning is used as a basis to construct 

the dynamic visibility ordering list. Each element of this list, called an ordering face, has a visibility flag. 

This flag indicates the visibility status of that face from the current viewpoint: it is O N  if the ordering 

face is front-facing from that viewpoint, otherwise it is O F F .

To explain the way we generate the dynamic visibility ordering list, we will start by comparing the 

list with the BSP tree as both use the same principles of the space partition. The basic difference between 

the dynamic visibility ordering list and BSP tree is that the list is a representation of the actual order in 

which the faees will be displayed while the BSP tree is a representation of the relative relationship among 

the faces and that representation has to be processed in a particular way so as to determine the order in 

which the faces will be finally displayed. In other words, the list is always valid for the current viewpoint 

or more precisely the continuous part of the space that contains the current viewpoint (an order-invariant
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Figure 3.4: A simple scene with two objects and smaller 3D VpMS: first level of model pruning

cell), while the BSP tree as such does not represent an actual ordering of the faces - that has to be derived 

from the tree by traversing it.

We already explained that the space subdivision helps us define the set of order-invariant cells (Sec

tion 3.4)). Now one cell is chosen arbitrarily to be a reference cell, and within that cell a point is chosen to 

be the reference point. This reference point is used to generate the starting or reference visibility ordering 

list.

The construction of the reference visibility ordering list can be viewed as a synthesis of the BSP tree 

construction and the ‘traversal’ or rather VpMS processing order of the faces which is reminiscent of the 

traversal of the BSP tree from the reference point. Notice that both construction and traversal are com

bined and performed at the same time. In other words, to create a list we apply the basic concepts of the 

Binary Space Partition but the order in which we recursively treat the subsets of faces at each level of 

space partition matters (if we generate BSP tree this order does not matter). This order is governed by the 

general principles of the BSP traversal. The only difference between the principles of the VpMS process

ing order and the BSP tree traversal is that traversal of the faces from the BSP tree is defined in a rather 

general way i.e. the principles are the same for any type of BSP tree node. The principles of the VpMS 

processing order, in contrast, do consider different types of ‘nodes’ and these principles are different for 

each type. However, these differences are related only to the faces that are back-facing and therefore do 

not have any impact on the visual aftermath when front-facing faces are displayed. The main reason for 

adjusting the general principles of the BSP traversal to the particular type of ‘node’ is to obtain more in

variant ordering i.e. the ordering that will be minimally updated in the interactive phase. Nevertheless,
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when put together, the principles of the VpMS processing order still comply with the general principles 

used in BSP tree traversal: nothing on the far side obscures anything on the near side.

The initial set of faces is treated as though it were a BSP tree, and the visibility ordering list is pro

duced as a ‘traversal’ of that ‘tree’. One face is chosen from the set of faces available in that particular 

step, and the three sets (in_subset, out_subset and on_subset, that coincide with in_subtree, out_subtree 

and on_faces that we would normally have for the BSP tree) are generated. Notice that some faces would 

inevitably have to be split and one part put into in_subset and another one in out-Subset. The size of in 

and out-Subset define the type of that face. We consider four different types of faces:

1. leaf face: both insubset and outsubset are empty (Figure 3.5). This occurs when the face plane 

that makes a partition is such that there are no other faces either inside or outside that face. This 

corresponds to the leaf node in the BSP tree.

2. face with one subset - insubset non-empty: outsubset is empty and insubset is non-empty (Fig

ure 3.6). Namely, if the face plane that makes partition is such that it leaves all other faces from the 

set inside the plane, that is the face with in_subset. This corresponds to the node with one subtree 

in the BSP tree.

3. face with one subset - outsubset non-empty: insubset is empty and outsubset is non-empty. 

Namely, if the face plane that makes partition is such that it leaves all other faces from the set out

side the plane, that is the face with out_subset (Figure 3.7). This corresponds to the node with one 

subtree in the BSP tree.

4. face with both subsets: both insubset and outsubset are non-empty. Namely, if the face plane 

that makes partition is such that it leaves some faces from the set of faces on one side and some 

on another side, it is a face with two subsets (Figure 3.8). This corresponds to the node with two 

subtrees in the BSP tree.

Depending on the type of the face we apply the same procedure recursively on each subset, pro

cessing the subsets in the order that is defined by the corresponding VpMS processing order, detailed in 

Section 3.5.3. Instead of displaying the faces as in the case of BSP tree rendering, we store them in a se

quential list together with the accompanying data which will help us to deal with the future updates and 

rearrangements of the list. These updates of the list will be performed in the interactive phase to reflect 

the changes in visibility ordering as the viewpoint moves.

The faces in the list appear in back-to-front order. Hence, the actual displaying will be a type of 

painter’s algorithm. Before displaying each face, the visibility flag will be checked and if the flag is O N  

the face will be displayed, otherwise it will not.

3.5.3 Principles of the VpMS Processing Order

The principles that define ‘traversal’ of the imagined BSP tree, and in the context of our algorithm help 

us to generate the reference visibility ordering list, can be derived by analysing separately each case that
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might arise when traversing an imagined BSP tree. As we said, our aim is to generate the dynamic visi

bility ordering list which will have to be minimally updated during the interactive phase.

Let us first introduce the terminology that will be used:

- FI : the face whose plane does the partition in that step.

- F2: a set of faces that lie in the same plane as FI and have front-facing plane normal in the same

direction. In our examples (Figure 3.5, 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8) this is a set of faces {F2, F4}.

- F3: a set of faces that lie in the same plane as FI but have their front-facing plane normal pointing in

the opposite direction then FI. In our examples (Figure 3.5, 3.6,3.7 and 3.8) this is a set {F3}.

The traversal for each type of the ordering face is as follows:

1. leaf face

The resulting traversal can be derived by analysing two possible cases (Figure 3.5):

PI: front-facing (ON) : F3 
P I  ^  ^  back-facing (OFF): FI, F2, F4

X ^ 3  P2: front-facing (ON) : FI, F2, F4
F I /  back-facing (OFF): F3

X
F 2 /  " P2 BSP tree:

O FI (F2,F3,F4)

VpMS: list(Pl): Flgpp ,F2Qpp ,F4Qpp ,F3o^
to be displayed(PI): F3

list(P2): FI ON ,F2 ,F4 ,F3 Qpp
to be displayed(P2): F1,F2,F4

BSP: BSP traversal(PI): F3
BSP traversal(P2): F1,F2,F4

Figure 3.5: An example of the leaf face

The appropriate traversal for leaf face (Figure 3.5) would be:

(a) if the viewpoint is in front of the face F I  (point P2):

F I o n , F 2 o n , F Z o f f

(b) if the viewpoint is on the back of the face F I  (point PI):

F I o f f , F 2 o f f , F Z o n

The resulting traversal (ordering) which generates an invariant visibility ordering, valid no matter 

where the viewpoint moves, would be in the form (each face has itsTi§ibility flàg which can have 

two possible values, O N  or O F F ) :

PloN/OFF, < 2̂oN/OFF, *^3oFF/ON
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Note that the first value of the visibility flag refers to the situation when the viewpoint is in front of 

the face FI,  and the second one when the viewpoint is on the back of that face. The case analysed 

in Figure 3.5 shows that the rendering of the dynamic visibility ordering list and the corresponding 

BSP tree gives the same results.

2. face w ith in su b se t

The resulting traversal can be derived by analysing two possible cases (Figure 3.6):

\  /  , PI: front-faeing (ON) : F3
I \  /  • F 4 ^  back-facing (OFF): F I, F2, F4

P I /  ^
; \  I X ^ P2: front-facing (ON) : FI, F2, F4
i \  ^ F3 back-facing (OFF): F3

\  F4y%
\  .— -—  X BSP tree:

^  O  FI (F2,F3,F4)

in subset . O
-  insubset

VpMS: list(Pl): F3oN ,in_subset,Fl gpp ,F2oFP

to he displayed(Pl): F3,in_subset

list(P2): F3 o,.K,in_subset,Flo^,F2o^,F4()^ 

to he displayed(P2): in_subset,Fl,F2,F4

BSP: BSP traversal(Pl): F3,in_subsct
BSP traversal(P2): in_subset,FI,F2,F4

Figure 3.6: An example of the face with in_subset

(a) if the viewpoint is in front of the face F I (point P2), the corresponding traversal is:

in s u b s e t ,  F I q n , F ^ q n -, F S q f f  

We can now rearrange the ordering to a form that we will show is invariant for this type of 

face; we can ‘move’ faces F 3  wherever we want - they are back-facing in this situation and 

they will not be displayed anyway. The visible aftermath will therefore be the same. Knowing 

that, we can move FZ  to the place where its members should be when they become visible. 

F ^ o f f , in s u b s e t ,  F I q n , F 2 q n

(b) if the viewpoint is on the back of the face F I (point PI), the traversal is:

F I o f f , F 2 o f f , F S o n , in s u b s e t  

and ‘moving’ the faces F I  and F 2  for the same reasons explained in 1. we have:

F ^ o n , in s u b s e t ,  F I q f f , F 2 q f f

Notice that the only difference in the final forms for both cases is in the values of the visibility 

flag for each face. Therefore we can construct the resulting traversal (ordering) that is valid for the 

entire VpMS, in terms of the order in which we display the faces (the visibility flag still changes!): 

J ^ 3 o f f /o n ,  in j s u b s e t ,  F I o n / o f f ,  - ^ 2 o n / o f f
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where T 2  and ^ 3  will be considered as the leaf faces. The first value of the visibility flag refers to 

the situation when the viewpoint is in front of the face F I , and the second one when the viewpoint is 

on the back of that face. The scene analysed in Figure 3.6 shows that the rendering of the dynamic 

visibility ordering list and the corresponding BSP tree gives the same results.

3. face with out_subset

The resulting traversal can be derived analysing two possible cases (Figure 3.7):

PI: front-facing (ON) : F3
back-facing (OFF): FI, F2, F4

P2: front-facing (ON) : FI, F2, F4 
back-facing (OFF): F3

BSP tree:

out subset

Q ^ F 2 ,F 3 ,F 4 )

out subtree

VpMS: list(Pl): Fl^pp ,F2„pp ,F4qpp ,out_subset,F3Q^

to be displayed(Pl): out_subset,F3

list(P2): FloN,F2oN,F4oN^out_subset,F3opp 

to he disp!ayed(P2): F1 ,F2,F4,out_subset

BSP: BSP traversal(Pl): out_subset,F3
BSP traversal(P2): Fl,F2,F4,out_subsct

Figure 3.7: An example of the face with out_subset

(a) if the viewpoint is in front of the face FI (point P2), the traversal is:

F l o i V )  7-2o n , out^subset

and ‘m oving’ the faces 7^3 we have:

F I q n , ou t.subse t, T Z q f f

(b) if the viewpoint is on the back of the face F I (point PI), the traversal is:

o u t.subse t, F I o f f ,  F 2 q f f ,  F Z q n  

and ‘moving’ the faces F I  and T 2  we have:

F I - o f f ,  F 2 o f f ,  o u tsu b s e t,  F S q n

The resulting traversal (ordering) for this type of the face, valid for the entire VpMS, would be: 

F I q n / o f f ,  - ^ 2 o n / o f F )  o u t _ s u b s e t ,  T ^ S q f f / o n

where F 2  and 7^3 will be considered as the leaf faces. The first value of the visibility flag refers to 

the situation when the viewpoint is in front of the face F I, and the second one when the viewpoint is 

on the back of that face. The scene analysed in Figure 3.7 shows that the rendering of the dynamic 

visibility ordering list and the corresponding BSP tree gives the same results.
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4. face w ith two subsets

Figure 3.8 shows an example of the face with two subsets and viewpoint on each side of the plane 

that makes partition in this step.

Fl

P2
in subset

out subset

PI: front-facing (ON) : F3
back-facing (OFF): F l, F2, F4

P2: front-facing (ON) : F l, F2, F4 
back-facing (OFF): F3

BSP tree:
^^^yC^F2,F3,F4)

in subset out subset

VpMS: list(Pl): F2 oFF,F4oFF ,out_subset,Fl .FSq ,̂ ,in_subset

to be displayed(Pl): out_subset,F3,in_subset

list(P2): F3 o f f , in _ s u b s e t ,F l ,F 2 ,F 4 o ^  ,out_subset 

to be displayed(P2): in_subset,Fl,F2,F4,out_subset

BSP: BSP traversal(Pl): out_subset,F3,in_subset
BSP traversal(P2): in_subset,Fl,F2,F4,out_subsct

Figure 3.8: An example of the face with two subset

Generally speaking, the traversal of any set of the faces can be represented in the following form:

f i r s t^ su b se t ,  F q n / o f f , second ..sub set

where first-Subset and second.subset could be either in_subset or out_subset, depending on whether 

the current viewpoint is in front or on the back of the face F. There are again two cases;

(a) if the viewpoint is in front of the face F l (point P2), the traversal is: 

in jsubset,  F I q n , F 2 qN j F S q f f , out.subset  

and ‘moving’ the faces F 3  we have:

F Z o f f i  in .subse t,  F I q n , F 2 onj  out.subset  

where T 2  and T?> will be considered as the leaf faces, but they will be added to the out_subset 

and in_subset respectively. The reason for this will be more clear when we describe the oper

ations on the ordering list. For the time being we will only say that right before and after the 

face F l  in the ordering list we have to have its clearly defined subsets with no other faces in 

between. If we accept the notation:

in .subse t '  =  .F3, in .subse t  and o u tsu b s e t '  = T 2 , out.subset  

this finally gives:

in - S u b s e t ' ,  F I q n , o u t j s u b s e t '
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(b) if the viewpoint is on the back of the face F l (point PI), the traversal is: 

outsubset, F I o fF} ^"^o f f  ̂ FSoNy in su b se t 

and ‘moving’ the faces T 2  we have:

J-^oFFy outsubset, FloFFy F^oNy in su b se t 

where F 2  and FZ  will be considered as the leaves, but they will be added to the out_subset 

and in_subset respectively. Hence, with:

in su b se t' = F3, in su b se t  and outsubset' = F 2 ,o u tsu b se t 

we finally have:

out-subset', F I o f f , injsubset'

Note that in this case there is no invariant ordering that can be achieved. The scene analysed in 

Figure 3.8 shows that the rendering of the dynamic visibility ordering list and the corresponding 

BSP tree gives the same results.

Figure 3.9 shows one possible Binary Space Partition, the dynamic visibility ordering list that was 

built for the reference point PI, and the corresponding BSP tree if one would be built processing the faces 

in the same order. It was shown that the traversal of that BSP tree from the same point PI is identical with 

the content of the dynamic visibility ordering list for the same viewpoint.

The pseudo-code for generating the dynamic visibility ordering list is given in Appendix B.

3.5.4 Data Structure for Dynamic Visibility Ordering List

The data structure in which the visibility ordering list is kept is a doubly linked list with the following 

data:

objFace - pointer to the face description

next - pointer to the next element in the list

prev - pointer to the previous element in the list

N1 - number of elements in the first subset

N2 - number of elements in the second subset

flag - visibility flag i.e. visibility status (ON = front-facing / OFF = back-facing)

The term subset stands for the set of faces which directly precedes or follows the display of the par

ticular element i.e. ordering face, if the faces from the list are to be displayed. The first subset stands for 

the subset which would be displayed before that ordering face it is viewed from the viewpoint for which 

this is the correct traversal (current viewpoint), and the second subset stands for the subset which would 

be displayed after the ordering face if it is viewed from the same viewpoint. The numbers N1  and N 2  

will help us later to identify that ordering list element as either a leaf face (A TI =  0 and N 2 = 0), or a 

face with one subset (either A1 =  0 or N 2 = 0), or the face with two subsets (A l /  0 and N 2  ^  0). 

As we already mentioned, the visibility flag shows the current visibility status of the ordering face in that 

element. Figure 3.9 shows the dynamic visibility ordering list and the structure of its elements.
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Corresponding BSP tree

F 1 2 ^  fl2

One element of dynamic visibility ordering list:

next
previous

ordering face
N1
N2

visibility flag

Dynamic visibility ordering list for reference point Fl:
first step:

{F1,F2,F4,F5,F6} %

second step:

{Fl, F4, F5, F6} %

OFF
% {F7,F8, F9, FIO, F ll , F12}

- g - - 8 -
OFF OFF

^ {F 7 , F8, F9, FIO, F11,F12}

final result:

•if-*
OFF ON OFF OFF

JEl

OFF OFF

m

OFF
k m

ON OFF OFF

r m r
ON ON

Traversal of BSP tree from PI:
F2(0FF) Fl(OFF) F4(0FF) F6(0FF) F5(0N) F3(0FF) F9(0FF) F8(OFF) F12(0FF) 

Fl 1 (ON) FIO(ON) F7(0N)

=  F5(0N) F ll (ON) FIO(ON) F7(0N)

Figure 3.9: Dynamic visibility ordering list generated for the scene and its 3D VpMS from Figure 3.3, 

and reference point PI
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3.5.5 Optimisation Issues
So far we did not discuss the criteria that we apply to choose one face i.e. the plane that makes a Binary 

Space Partition at a certain level. It is clear that for one scene it is possible to have more than one Binary 

Space Partition. They differ from each other in the order in which we choose the planes to play the roles 

of partitioning planes in one particular Binary Space Partition. Nevertheless, after being rendered, they 

all result with the same, correct image.

The choice of the partitioning plane at each level of Binary Space Partition is considered to be an 

optimisation issue as it has an impact on the size of the dynamic visibility ordering list. Due to the im

portance and the extent of this discussion, it will be presented separately in Chapter 4.

3.5.6 Summary
The dynamic visibility ordering list is a sequential list of ordering faces and it can be understood as a 

representation of the actual order in which the faces have to be displayed to get the correct image for 

the current viewpoint. We generated the list combining the principles of Binary Space Partition and the 

VpMS processing order of the faces that is reminiscent of the BSP traversal. Both the VpMS processing 

order (or the VpMS ‘traversal’ of the imagined BSP tree as we call it) and the BSP traversal follow the 

same simple rule that ’’nothing on the far side obstructs anything on the near side”. The only adjustment 

that we have made in the VpMS algorithm was to rearrange the back-facing faces and in that way enforce 

the ordering which would be minimally updated later in the interactive phase. Nevertheless, the visual 

aftermath, when both the dynamic visibility ordering list and the BSP tree were rendered, was the same.

3.6 Generating the Space Subdivision for Order-Invariant Cells
Before we start dividing the viewpoint movement space into a set of order-invariant cells, it is necessary to 

do a second level of model pruning (Section 3.6.1). We describe general concepts of space subdivision for 

order-invariant cells and the requirements for a general data structure (Section 3.6.2). Finally, we present 

the details of the application of these general concepts on 2D and 3D examples of VpMS (Section 3.6.3 

and 3.6.4 respectively).

3.6.1 Second Level of Model Pruning
We said that the first level of model pruning consists of discarding the object faces whose planes do not 

intersect VpMS and they are back-facing from all points of the VpMS. Remember that the front-facing 

object faces whose planes do not intersect VpMS still participate in the dynamic visibility ordering list 

as they can be seen, i.e. they are front-facing, from all points within the VpMS. The faces that remain 

after the first level of model pruning can enter the second level of model pruning. Our objective now is 

to define which object face planes do not take a part in the space subdivision for order-invariant cells. 

More precisely, we can discard all faces whose planes do not intersect the VpMS or more precisely the 

front-facing object faces whose planes do not intersect the VpMS because the back-facing object faces 

were removed in the first level of model pruning; they will not participate in the VpMS subdivision and 

therefore there is no need to process them any further.

Figure 3.10 shows two objects and its 3D VpMS. The faces that passed first level pruning were: F l ,
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3D VpMS

0 2
F?!

F l lF4 OX:

F7

F2F6 Fl216, H2

faces left after the first level pruning: F1,F2,F3,F4,F5,F6,F7,F10,F11,F12
faces whose planes do not intersect 3D VpMS: FIO

faces left after the second level pruning: FI,F2,F3,F4,F5,F6,F7,F11,F12

Figure 3.10: A simple scene with two objects and smaller 3D VpMS: second level of model pruning

F2, F 3 , F 4, F 5 , F 6 , F 7, FIO , F l l ,  F 12. The object face whose plane does not intersect 3D VpMS is 

the face F IO  and it will be therefore discarded.

3.6.2 General Concepts of the Space Subdivision

As we showed in Figure 3.2, each plane in which an object face is embedded represents a critical surface 

where the information about the visibility status of that face changes. It divides the VpMS into two sub

spaces {insubspace  and outsubspace) or cells, such that the particular object face is visible (front-facing) 

from any point within out_subspace and it is invisible (back-facing) from any point within insubspace. 

This same subdivision is applied for each plane, with the entire VpMS being subdivided each time. (This 

is the crucial difference from the subdivision generated by a BSP tree, where each plane subdivides only 

a subspace from the previous step). Each subspace (cell) is a contiguous region of the space characterised 

by a unique ‘com bination’ of visibility statuses of each face and a particular ordering of the faces. We 

call these cells order-invariant cells. The union of all order-invariant cells makes up the entire VpMS; 

this kind of partitioning and the resulting set of areas/cells is known as a maximum tessellation [16]. It is 

also a convex arrangement [27].

Data Structure Requirements

The data structure that reflects the space subdivision for order-invariant cells has to encapsulate both ge

ometrical and topological information. The latter enables us to minimise the number of search operations 

needed to realize where (which cell) the viewpoint moved from the current order-invariant cell. Both ge

ometrical and topological information should be represented in compact form i.e. their number should 

be minimal. Ideally, only the basic set of topological information should be ever stored, and any other
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topological information necessary for the work of the VpMS algorithm should be derived on the fly in 

the interactive phase.

Definition of Crossing Events
We will define different classes of events that can be generated when the viewpoint moves from one order- 

invariant cell to another one, i.e. when it crosses some critical surface.

Class I visual event The event that causes the change of the visibility status of the appropriate ordering 

face.

Class II visual event The event that causes the change of the visibility status of the appropriate ordering 

face and the change of the visibility ordering as well.

One visual event is related to one ordering face only.

Crossing Event The event of crossing a critical surface between two neighbouring order-invariant cells 

where the visibility status of the appropriate ordering face(s) does change and where the visibility 

ordering of the faces to be displayed might change as well. One crossing event is made of one or 

more class I and class II visual events.

Note that the definition of the terms we have just described was primarily given in the context of 

the VpMS algorithm, and that excludes the definitions that the same terms might have in other areas or 

applications.

3.6.3 The Space Subdivision of Two-dimensional (2D) VpMS
Figure 3.11 shows the scene from Figure 3.1 and one possible 2D VpMS. The 2D VpMS is nothing else 

but a part of an arrangement of lines i.e. an arrangement of line segments within a convex polygon. Each 

line segment represents the intersection of the 2D VpMS and the plane defined by one object face (or 

several object faces if they are coplanar).

Supportive Data Structure
The order-invariant cells which are the result of the 2D VpMS subdivision are non-intersecting convex 

polygons, and the union of all cells makes up the entire VpMS. A good data structure that provides the cor

responding geometrical information but also the information about the topological relationships among 

the entities comprising such an arrangement, is the Winged-Edge (WE) data structure [3]. It is a boundary 

based type of structure and it consists of a set of doubly linked lists for vertices, edges and faces. Notice 

that WE faces coincide with the order-invariant cells of the 2D VpMS.

The main group of data which comprises the most important information about the topology is the 

edge ring. Figure 3.12 shows an edge element and basic topological as well as geometrical information 

attached to it. One edge element has several pointers. PointerspV and n V  are pointers to the vertices of 

the edge and they ‘define’ the orientation of the edge. Pointers nF  and pF  point to the faces that share 

this edge (next and previous face); poin tersnC W ,nC C W ,pC W  andpC'C'W are pointers to the ‘wings’

i.e. the edges that belong to the previous or next face, in either clockwise or counterclockwise direction 

from that edge element.
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jFft:F llOl
F3

F5
FID

no
2D VpM S

Figure 3.11: An example of two objects and 2D VpMS

pCCW nCW

nV

nP

nCCWpCW

e : edge
nV : next vertex
pV : previous vertex
nP : next face
pp : previous face
nCW : next face clockwise wing (edge)
nCCW : next face counterclockwise wing (edge)
pCW : previous face clockwise wing (edge)
pCCW : previous face counterclockwise wing (edge)

Figure 3.12: Winged Edge data structure
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V8. V7

V4 V3

F5 e4

lV2

F2
V5 V6

faces
dummy faces 
edges
dummy edges 
vertices

Fl
F2, F3, F4, F5 
el, e2, e3, e4 
e5, e6, el, e8 

: VI, V2, V3, V4
dummy vertices : V5, V6, V7, V8

Figure 3.13: Starting set of data in WE data structure for 2D VpMS

Using only the basic topological information that the WE data structure provides, it is possible to de

rive further topological information on the fly. For example, for a given vertex it is possible to get a list of 

edges (in the clockwise or counterclockwise direction) that meet at that vertex. This facility is extremely 

useful because it allows more efficient manipulation of the structure. In order to check whether the point 

is inside one WE face, we perform a set of inexpensive operations of the pointer manipulation (fetching 

and touring the edges of the face) and potentially minimise the number of more expensive floating point 

operations as we will be checking only the edges of that WE face (testing if the point is inside that WE 

face).

Building the WE Data Structure

We start building the WE data structure by creating the starting WE shown in Figure 3.13; we assume 

that the entire 2D VpMS is a current WE face which will be subsequently subdivided into a set of faces. 

We then create a list of line segments that form the subdivision of 2D VpMS. These line segments are the 

intersections of the 2D VpMS and the planes defined by the object faces that remained after the second 

level of model pruning.

The example in Figure 3.13 shows the starting WE for a rectangular 2D VpMS: edges e l, e2, e3 and 

e4 outline VpMS, but vertices V6-V8, edges Eb-ES  and faces F2-Fb  are ‘dummy’ vertices, edges and 

faces created only to avoid checking the pointers in the edge elements for the possible null value. WE 

face F l  is the current face at the start.

The algorithm to build WE structure consists of the following steps:

1. take the first line segment from the list of line segments and insert it as a bridge in the current WE 

face (a bridge is an edge that subdivides current WE face in two faces). It divides that WE face in 

two parts - in (previous) and out (next) face. The orientation of the bridge defines which face is 

the previous and which one is the next.

2. process the remaining line segments from the list classifying them into two sets - in and out. If the 

line segment intersects the bridge then divide that line segment into in and out segments. At the
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out

in

(a)

V I.V4

elO
VIO

e l l

V9

VI V2

(b)

Figure 3.14: Inserting of one line segment as a bridge into WE data structure

F2

(a) (b)

F2

(c)

Figure 3.15: Crossing surfaces in 2D VpMS

end, as a result of such a processing, there will be two lists of line segments: the in and out list. 

‘Assign’ each list to the appropriate WE face that we got as a result of splitting the current WE 

face in step 1.

3. apply the same procedure (steps 1. and 2.) to the in and out WE face and their lists of line segments 

recursively until the lists are exhausted.

Figure 3.14 illustrates the way this algorithm works: Figure 3.14 (a) shows which line segment has 

been chosen to be a bridge, and Figure 3.14 (b) shows which new WE vertices, edges, and face were cre

ated. At the end of the entire process WE faces will coincide with order-invariant cells of the 2D VpMS.

Crossing Events in 2D VpMS: The critical surfaces that the viewpoint can cross from one order- 

invariant cell to another one are the edges of the WE data structure. If two edges are crossed then the 

viewpoint moved across a vertex. Figure 3.15 (a) illustrates the situation when the viewpoint crosses the 

edge, and Figure 3.15 (b) and (c) show when it crosses over two edges i.e. over the vertex.

3.6.4 The Space Subdivision of Three-dimensional (3D) VpMS
Figure 3.16 shows the scene from Figure 3.1 and one possible 3D VpMS. The 3D VpMS subdivision is 

nothing but a part of an arrangement of planes i.e. an arrangement of polygons within a convex polyhe

dron. Each polygon represents the intersection of the 3D VpMS and the plane defined by one object face
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Figure 3.16: An example of two objects and 3D VpMS

Supportive Data Structure

The order-invariant cells which are the result of the 3D VpMS subdivision are non-intersecting convex 

polyhedra, and the union of all cells makes up the entire VpMS.

In order to represent those cells we imposed the same general requirements on the supportive data 

structure (Section 3.6.2). In the case of the 3D VpMS, i.e. a 3D convex arrangement, however, there is 

no elegant way of representing the topological information as in the WE data structure. For example, one 

edge can be shared by several faces and cells, and the meaning of next edge in star arrangement in does

not exist in the way it exists in E^. The similarities to the original WE were kept as much as possible, 

but in case some topological information could not be incorporated in a way which would facilitate their 

efficient derivation on the fly, they were computed in advance and attached to the appropriate elements.

Therefore, a new supportive 3D data structure, called a Modified Winged-Edge data structure 

(MWE), has been proposed. It consists of:
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P2

object faces: PI, P2
cells: Cl, C2, C3, C4
cell faces: F l , ..., F20
edges: el,..., e32
vertices: V I,..., V18

Cl C2
F6

,F2 FIO

F9

F20
F ll

rV2e4!

F ll
F18

F13F14
C4C3 F19

F15

Cl: ptrs to faces: Fl, F2, F3, F4, F5, F6

F l: ptr to prev. cell = C3 
ptr to next cell = Cl 
ptrs to edges: e l, e2, e3, e4 
ptr to object face normal = PI

el: ptrs to vertices: VI, V2 
ptrs to cells: Cl, C3 

VI: coords. = x, y, z
ptrs to cells: Cl, C2, C3, C4

visibility for each cell:
Cl: PI (ON), P2(0FF) 
C2: Pl(ON), P2(0N) 
C3: Pl(OFF), P2(0FF) 
C4: PI (OFF), P2(0N)

Figure 3.17: An example of 3D VpMS and its supportive data structure

•  a set of cells, each with a list of cell faces that bound it. Each cell is a convex polyhedron provided 

that the VpMS is convex polyhedron,

•  a set of faces, each with pointers to the object’s face plane normal, pointers to the previous and the 

next cell (in relation to the face plane normal), and a list of edges that make up the face,

•  a set of edges, each with a list of cells that share that edge, and pointers to its two endpoints (ver

tices),

•  a set of vertices, each with a list of cells that share that vertex.

Therefore, all vertices, edges, and faces in the MWE data structure carry relevant topological infor

mation. The cells of MWE coincide with the order-invariant cells of the 3D VpMS.

An example of MWE structure for the scene with two polygons and the content of its data structure 

for one cell, face, edge and vertex is shown in Figure 3.17.

Building the MWE Data Structure
The process of building the MWE data structure is very similar to the building of the WE data structure.

We begin by creating the starting MWE; we assume that the entire 3D VpMS is current M WE cell 

which will be subsequently subdivided into a set of cells. We then create a list of polygons that make the 

subdivision of 3D VpMS. These polygons are the intersections of 3D VpMS and the planes defined by 

the object faces that remained after the second level of model pruning. Figure 3.18 shows the starting 

MWE structure: the faces F \ - F %  describe 3D VpMS. MWE cell C l  will be the current cell at the start. 

The algorithm to build the MWE structure consists of the following steps:

1. take the first polygon from the list of polygons and insert it as a bridge in the current MWE cell (a
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cells: Cl
faces: F l, F2, F3, F4, F5, F6, F7, F8
edges: el, e2, e3, e4, e5, e6, el, e8, e9, elO, el 1, el2
Vertices: VI, V2, V3, V4, V5, V6, V7, V8

Figure 3.18: Starting set of data in MWE data structure for 3D VpMS

bridge is a face that subdivides the current MWE cell in two ce lls ) . It divides the cell in two parts 

- in (previous) and out (next) cell. The orientation of the bridge defines which cell is the previous 

and which one is the next.

2. process the rest of the polygons from the list classifying them into two sets - in and out. If the 

polygon intersects the bridge then divide that polygon into in and out part. At the end, as a result 

of such a processing there will be two lists of polygons: in and out list. ‘Assign’ each list to one of 

the two MWE cells that we got as a result when we subdivided current MWE cell in step 1.

3. apply the same procedure (steps I. and 2.) to the in and out MWE cell and their lists of polygons 

recursively until the lists are exhausted.

Figure 3.19 illustrates the way this algorithm works: (a) shows which polygon has been chosen to 

be a bridge, and (b) shows which new MWE vertices, edges, faces and cell were created. At the end of 

the entire process, MWE cells will coincide with the order-invariant cells.

Crossing Events In 3D VpMlS Critical surfaces that the viewpoint can cross from one order-invariant 

cell to another one are the faces of the MWE data structure. Two faces are crossed when the viewpoint 

moves across an edge shared by two faces. If three or more faces are crossed then the viewpoint moves 

across the vertex shared by those faces.

Figure 3.20 illustrates three possible cases: (a) shows the situation when the viewpoint crosses from 

cell C l  to cell C 2  across one face F l ,  (b) shows when it crosses two faces i.e. across the edge e and 

finally (c) shows when it crosses three faces i.e. across the vertex V .
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Figure 3.19: Inserting of one polygon as a bridge into MWE data structure

3.6.5 Summary

The space subdivision for order-invariant cells partitions the entire VpMS into a set of cells where each 

cell is characterised with a different value of its visibility property.

The set of order-invariant cells is a convex arrangement of hyperplanes obtained as intersections 

between the set of object face planes and the VpMS. In both 2D and 3D versions of space subdivision, 

the order-invariant cells coincide with the cells of the highest dimensionality: in the 2D VpMS those are 

the faces of Winged Edge data structure, and in the 3D VpMS the order-invariant cells are the cells of 

Modified Winged Edge data structure.
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Figure 3.20; Crossing surfaces in 3D VpMS

3.7 Interactive Phase - Updating the Dynamic Visibility Ordering 

List
The interactive phase of the VpMS algorithm is characterised by dynamic changes of the viewpoint po

sition, update of the dynamic visibility ordering list which has to reflect those changes of the viewpoint 

position accordingly, and display of the ordering faces from the dynamic visibility ordering list.

We first describe the overall work of the VpMS algorithm and give the description of the rules for 

updating the dynamic visibility ordering list (Section 3.7.1). As the viewpoint moves, it either stays inside 

the same cell or it crosses from one order-invariant cell to another one. We therefore present the method 

of finding current order-invariant cell in full detail (Section 3.7.2).

3.7.1 Rules of Updating the Dynamic Visibility Ordering List
From the analysis presented in Section 3.5.3 we can now define the rules for updating the dynamic visi

bility ordering list.

We assume that we always know the position of the current viewpoint and the current order-invariant 

cell. During the rendering process, for each frame we check if the new viewpoint is within the current 

cell.

If the result of such a test is:

•  TRUE, then the dynamic visibility ordering list remains the same,

•  FALSE, then find the set of all crossing events and for each event find a set of visual events that 

are generated. This means that we have to identify all ordering faces to which these visual events 

are related (one visual event is related to one ordering face), or precisely all ordering faces whose 

visibility status changes as the viewpoint moves.
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In the practical implementation of the VpMS algorithm, we do this in the following way: using the 

topological and geometrical information in the MWE, we first find which cell faces were crossed. 

Then for each cell face we get a set of ordering faces assigned to the subdividing plane in which 

the crossed MWE cell face lies. This information will be easily obtained since each MWE cell 

face shares the plane with one or more ordering faces; in the preprocessing phase we attach the 

identification of all coplanar ordering faces to the description of ‘their’ plane normal. Knowing 

the crossed MWE cell face i.e. knowing the description of its plane normal, the information about 

all coplanar ordering faces is available directly. The practical solution for the 2D VpMS i.e. WE 

data structure, follows similar principles.

Further processing depends on the type of ordering face, therefore, for each ordering face from that 

set check if that is:

- a leaf face or a face with one subset ( iV l  =  0 and/or N 2 = 0). In this case merely reverse 

the visibility flag of that element (a back-facing polygon becomes front-facing or vice versa). 

It is a simple negation of the visibility flag without the need to check the current value. This 

is the case of the class 1 visual event.

- a face with two subsets (ATI /  0 and N2  /  0): reverse the visibility flag of that ele

ment. Also, its ‘subsets’ have to be swapped. Swapping the subsets in this context means 

only changing the appropriate pointers and not physical copying over the subsets. In order to 

perform that swapping we have to obtain the pointers to both ends of the subsets; to do that 

we use the pointers prev and next, and the numbers# 1 and N 2  from the ordering list. Note 

that the internal ordering within the subsets remains the same. This is the case of the class 11 

visual event.

We can see now that the reason why we adjusted the rules of BSP traversal to the principles of the 

VpMS processing order for leaf faces and the faces with one subset, was only to have less work in the 

interactive phase (see Section 3.5.3). In the case of the faces with two subsets this was not possible to 

achieve and therefore they had to be treated in the same way as in BSP traversal.

Now we can draw two important conclusions about ordering faces:

1. both a leaf face and a face with one subset cause a class 1 visual event; the only change of the 

visibility ordering is that the visibility flags for those ordering faces have to be reversed,

2. faces with two subsets will cause a class 11 visual event; the visibility flags for those ordering faces 

have to be reversed, and the appropriate parts of the list ‘swapped’.

The above procedure is adopted when the viewpoint moves from one order-invariant cell to the 

neighbouring cell. When the viewpoint ‘jumps’ across several cells then the final cell has to be tracked 

down step by step going along that line segment. Each time some crossing event is generated along that 

path, the dynamic visibility ordering list has to be updated accordingly.

Figure 3.21 shows a simple path starting in viewpoint P I  and ending in P2. The WE face edges in 

2D VpMS correspond to the MWE cell faces in 3D VpMS. Notice that /3  ( /7 ) is the intersection that
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Figure 3.21: An example of 2D and 3D VpMS and dynamic visibility ordering list being updated for 

simple path PI - P2
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P2

(b) (c)

Figure 3.22: Some extreme cases of viewpoint movements

the plane of the ordering face F 3 ( F7)  makes with 2D and 3D VpMS. It therefore corresponds to the 

crossing event c l  (c2) that will be generated if the viewpoint moves across / 3  ( /7 )  in the direction of 

viewpoint P 2. The same figure also illustrates how the visibility ordering list is updated when both c l 

(class II visual event) and c2 (class I visual event) are generated.

Starting Adjustment of the Dynamic Visibility Ordering List
The only adjustment of the visibility ordering list that has to be done before entering the interactive phase, 

is to update the reference visibility ordering list that was initially created for reference viewpoint (Section 

3.5.2), to the current visibility ordering list. Specifically, as soon as the rendering starts and the current 

viewpoint position is known, the current order-invariant cell (or current cell for short) will be tracked 

down starting from the reference cell and reference point. The reference visibility ordering list will be 

updated accordingly. This updated ordering list is a basis for further updates during the rendering process.

3.7.2 Tracking Down the Current Order-Invariant Cell
When the viewpoint moves within the scene, the new viewpoint position could be either in the same order- 

invariant cell, it could move to an adjacent cell or it could be in any cell which is relatively close to the 

previous cell. To explain the principles of tracking down the cell to which the viewpoint moved, we will 

consider the case of the viewpoint moving to any cell as that is the general case of the three possible 

scenarios that we just mentioned.

2D VpMS
Figure 3.22 shows three cases when the viewpoint moves to the order-invariant cell which is not adjacent 

to the current cell. A new position, P 2 , is not in the adjacent cells with regard to the cells where P I  is, 

i.e. the adjacent cell which was in that direction was ‘jumped over’. The number of the cells between the 

current one and the new one could be arbitrary. Therefore, we introduced a simple method of tracking 

down that new cell. Note that the order-invariant cells in the 2D VpMS coincide with the WE faces.

The following steps should to be performed:

1. check if the new position of the viewpoint is in the (old) current WE face. This means dealing with 

the topological and geometrical information related to the current order-invariant cell i.e. current 

WE face. If the result of this processing is:

•  YES - the requested WE face is found.
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Figure 3.23: Tracking a new position of the viewpoint

NO - process all edges of the current WE face and find which one was crossed on the way from 

the old viewpoint to the new one. The intersection point becomes the new current viewpoint.

If only one edge was crossed then the current WE face is the one across that edge, otherwise 

the viewpoint crossed over the vertex. If that happened we tour all faces around that vertex 

(TV WE faces, where N  is always even number) and { N / 2 Y ^  face in either clockwise or coun

terclockwise direction from the current face is the one to be named as new current WE face. 

It has to be noted that the processing of each edge is connected with the process of updating 

the dynamic visibility ordering list. Namely, for each edge that is crossed it is necessary to 

get a set of ordering faces assigned to the line in which the WE edge lies. Each ordering face 

is inspected and the appropriate actions that we explained in Section 3.7.1 are taken.

Repeat step 1. again.

In the Figure 3.23, if we follow the procedure proposed above, it can be shown that on the way from 

P I  to P 2 , the first crossing was done over one edge (crossing c l), and therefore the next current face was 

WE face P I .  The next crossing is c2 where two edges are crossed. Therefore, we count the number of 

faces around (N=4)  and the next current face will be the second face from P I  in any direction, and that is 

the face P 4 . The crossings c3 - c6 will be processed in the same way. Notice that for faces P I ,  P 4 , P 5 , 

P 8  and P l l  we have to check geometrical information i.e. to compare current viewpoint against each 

edge of that face. On the other hand, for faces P 2 , P 3 , P 6 , P 7 , P 9 , P IO , P 1 2 , P 13  we do not do it - 

they will be inspected i.e. toured only as the pointers to the faces around particular vertex and it will not 

be necessary to inspect their geometrical information in order to draw conclusion about the WE face to 

which the viewpoint moved.

3D VpMS
Figure 3.24 shows three cases when the viewpoint moves to the cell which is not adjacent to the current 

one. Again, the number of cells between the current one and the new one could be arbitrary. Note that 

the order-invariant cells in 3D VpMS coincide with the MWE cells .

The procedure of tracking down the ‘new ’ current order-invariant cell, similar to the one for 2D 

VpMS, was introduced here as well:
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Figure 3.24: Some cases of viewpoint movements in 3D VpMS

1. check if the new position of the viewpoint is in the current MWE cell. This means dealing with 

the topological and geometrical information related to the current order-invariant cell i.e. current 

MWE cell. If the result of this processing is:

•  YES - the requested MWE cell is found,

•  NO - process all faces of the current cell and find which one was crossed on the way from old 

viewpoint to the new one. The intersection point becomes new current viewpoint.

Possible crossings in the MWE are:

(a) if only one face was crossed then the current MWE cell is the one across that face,

(b) if two faces were crossed then the viewpoint moved across the edge. Fetch the list of the 

cells attached to that edge and check which one was crossed on the way to a new position,

(c) if three or more faces were crossed, then the viewpoint moved across the vertex. Fetch 

the list of the cells attached to that edge and check which one was crossed on the way to 

a new position.

For both (b) and (c) case, once we get the relevant lists of the cells, we have to use the geo

metrical data in order to realise which cell was passed on the way to the final viewpoint.

It has to be noted that the processing of each face is connected with the process of updating the 

dynamic visibility ordering list. Namely, for each MWE face that is crossed it is necessary to 

get a set of ordering faces assigned to the plane in which that MWE face lies. Each ordering 

face is inspected and the appropriate actions that we explained in Section 3.7.1 are taken. 

Repeat step 1. again.
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3.8 Multi-layer Subdivision of the VpMS
So far we discussed the VpMS as one complex VpMS divided into a set of order-invariant cells. When 

dealing with large scenes, one can imagine that such a division can be highly complex in terms of the 

number of order-invariant cells that are created. Such a complexity of the space subdivision might lead 

to the precision errors due to the very small length of cell edges that are created in both 2D and 3D VpMS. 

However, it is possible to split one complex subdivision into a set of less complex subdivisions or a set of 

layers. We will show that this is basically an optimisation issue for space subdivision for order-invariant 

cells.

We can say that there were three reasons to introduce multi-layer subdivision into the VpMS algo

rithm:

1. to avoid precision error that might happen in some cases,

2. to reduce memory requirements,

3. to introduce a tool for treating dynamically changing scenes. Namely, it is possible to have one

or more layers for static objects in the scene and another set of layers for the object(s) that will be 

moving. In that way deleting and recreating layers only for the objects that are moving would be 

much faster and the entire system more flexible than if we would have ‘mixed’ layers. We empha

sise that only small scale object changes will be considered, i.e. only a limited number of objects 

will be moving within the scene.

We review the general concepts of multi-layer subdivision (Section 3.8.1) and summarise its char

acteristics for 2D and 3D VpMS (Section 3.8.2 and 3.8.3 respectively).

3.8.1 General Concepts of the Multi-layer Subdivision of VpMS

Each layer is a representation of the same VpMS but subdivided by different object face planes. The 

strategy is to start a new layer each time some division cannot be inserted into any of existing layers 

because of the criteria that we imposed. One criterion, for example, could be the minimal length of any 

cell edge produced by introducing one division into the layer.

The complexity of the layers can be governed in different ways. We decided to use two parameters. 

One parameter is a minimal length of an edge in any layer; the longer length of an edge the less ‘packed’ 

the layers will be, with the additional consequence of their being more such layers. Another parameter 

is the number of times we try to introduce new divisions into one layer without success before giving up 

inserting any new division into that layer. That situation would happen if the edges in the layer are already 

near a critical length i.e. the layer is consider to be ‘full’. The greater we set this number, the chances to 

try inserting new division in the existing layers are higher. As a result we get fewer but more ‘packed’ 

layers.

Combinatorial Complexity of the Multi-layer Subdivision We mentioned that the combinatorial com

plexity for arrangement of n hyperplanes in d-dimensional space is O(n^) (see Section 2.5.4). However, 

if we split one complex subdivision into a set of k less complex subdivisions the costs will be smaller
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2D VpMS: single, complex layer
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Figure 3.25: An example of single 2D VpMS, and the same VpMS in two layers

since 0 { n ^ )  >  0 ( n f  +  +  ... +  n^), n =  rii +  ... +  Uk, where n i , ..., Uk are the numbers of the

hyperplanes in the first,..., and layer respectively. Note that the combinatorial complexity is directly 

related to the memory requirements.

Processing the Layers
Once we obtain a set of layers, we process them sequentially (the order is irrelevant) in the same manner 

we process one complex subdivision. Namely, for each layer we track down all crossing events that the 

viewpoint generates by moving from previous position to the new position and for each crossing event 

we update the dynamic visibility ordering list accordingly. The union of all crossing events in all layers 

is equal to the set of crossing events we would get for the same viewpoint movement if we have only one 

complex layer.

3.8.2 Multi-layer Subdivision of 2D VpMS

At the start of generating the space subdivision for order-invariant cells, we have a list of line segments 

as described in Section 3.6.3. Each time some line segment cannot be inserted (according to the criteria 

that we set) into the layers that were created so far, a new (starting) WE data structure i.e. a new layer is 

created and that line segment is inserted into it. The whole process continues until all line segments are 

successfully inserted.

Figure 3.25 shows an example of 2D VpMS and its subdivision represented in one complex layer 

and a version of the same VpMS subdivision represented in two layers. It is possible to see that when 

walking along the path P I  -  P ‘1, the same crossing events, c l  and c2, will be done in both cases.

3.8.3 Multi-layer Subdivision of 3D VpMS

At the start of generating the space subdivision for order-invariant cells, we have a list of polygons as 

described in Section 3.6.4. Each time some polygon cannot be inserted (according to the criteria that we
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set) into the layers that were created so far, a new (starting) MWE data structure i.e. a new layer is cre

ated and that polygon is inserted into it. The whole process continues until all polygons are successfully 

inserted.

Figure 3.26 shows an example of 3D VpMS and its subdivision represented in one, complex layer 

and a version of the same VpMS subdivision represented in two layers. As in the 2D example we have 

given, it is possible to see that when walking along the path P I  — P2, the same crossing events, c l and 

c2, will be done in both cases.

3.8.4 Summary

Multi-layer subdivision is an effective tool used for several purposes: it is a solution for a possible preci

sion problem that might arise in some scenes, it reduces the memory requirements, and it is also a pow

erful tool for future extension of the VpMS algorithm for situations where there are dynamic changes of 

a limited number of objects in the scene.

The introduction of this concept did not change the concepts of the VpMS algorithm. The only 

‘change’ that was induced was related to the processing: instead of processing one complex VpMS we 

had to process a set of layers (each layer separately) in the same fashion. The order in which we performed 

this did not matter.

3.9 Implications of the VpMS Algorithm on Memory Requirements
The main disadvantage of the VpMS algorithm is the memory requirements to build the extensive data 

structure. However, in a real situation this cost can be highly reduced in two different ways. One way 

is to apply the multi-layer subdivision of VpMS and another way is to set the size of the VpMS to the 

minimal area necessary for the interactive phase in a particular application.

Number of Layers

Depending on the arrangement of the object faces it may happen that a scene of only a few thousand 

polygons demands a large amount of memory. In theory, the worst case cost can be as extensive as 0(n '^), 

where n is the number of hyperplanes that make a subdivision of a d-dimensional space. This worst case 

is related only to the situation when there is only one complex subdivision, i.e. one layer. We have to bear 

in mind that viewpoint movement space is a limited area always, and therefore the possibility of reaching 

the worst case cost is not realistic.

However, this cost can be significantly reduced by manipulating the complexity and the number of 

layers that we create as was discussed in Section 3.8.1. The more layers we have, the less memory the 

supportive data structure will require, but, at the same time, more layers will require more time to process. 

Although the decreasing cost of the memory on the market makes the memory requirement easier to cope 

with, a suitable compromise should be still obtained.

Size of the VpMS

We already mentioned that it is possible to define a smaller VpMS i.e. to limit our walk-through to the 

region within which the viewpoint will be moving. This region can be inside the scene or generally any
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part of the space from which we would like to view the scene. The number of object planes that make the 

subdivision of such a smaller VpMS will be smaller, and consequently the memory requirements will be 

reduced as well.

Figure 3.27 illustrates an example of a ‘th in’ 3D VpMS - a part of bigger VpMS. Indeed, it is not 

necessary to construct the extensive data structure for the big VpMS if the viewpoint is going to move 

only within one small part or slice of that big VpMS. This is very much related to walkthrough situations 

when the viewpoint stays in a thin region centred around the level of participant’s eyes and stretching all 

across the scene.

02
■F9:

f i tF4 or
F8F7

F2 Ft2

3D VpMS

Figure 3.27; An example of two objects and ‘th in’ 3D VpMS

3.10 Summary
The Viewpoint Movement Space (VpMS) algorithm is a viewer-centred list-priority algorithm for static 

polygonal 3D scenes. The main concept that was exploited in the VpMS algorithm was the concept of 

the viewpoint movement coherence in conjunction with two space subdivisions that support it. One space 

subdivision was the Binary Space Partition and it was used to generate the dynamic visibility ordering list. 

The dynamic visibility ordering list is a sequential list or precisely the representation of the actual
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back-to-front order in which the faces have to be displayed to get a correct image for the current view

point. The second space partition was used to generate the subdivision of the VpMS into a set of non

intersecting cells. Each cell is characterised with the unique value of visibility properties i.e. the content 

of the dynamic visibility ordering list, and therefore we call them order-invariant cells. As the position of 

the viewpoint in the interactive phase changes, the list gets updated accordingly; it reflects the changes of 

the visibility property in the scene at any time. The multi-layer subdivision of the viewpoint movement 

space is seen as an effective tool for solving precision problems and reducing the memory requirements. 

It is also a tool that offers a greater flexibility and a basis for the future work on issues such as dynamic 

changes of objects and the treatment of the large scenes.



Chapter 4

A Study of Size and Shape of BSP Trees
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4.1 Introduction

This chapter is dedicated to the study of the size and the shape of BSP trees, both closely related to the 

optimisation issues for the dynamic visibility ordering list.

There are two reasons to undertake this kind of study. Firstly, it is in our interest to have as few as 

possible ordering faces at the end of the Binary Space Partition; the fewer ordering faces we have, the 

faster the rendering is. Secondly, from the analysis described in Section 3.7.1, it is possible to see that 

the ordering faces which require more processing in the interactive phase are the faces with two subsets. 

Since the type of the ordering faces, i.e. nodes in the BSP tree, defines the shape of the tree, we will be 

addressing the shape of the tree as well.

One reason that in this chapter we talk about the BSP tree and not the dynamic visibility ordering 

list is simply because the terminology is irrelevant for these issues. The visibility ordering list is a flat 

representation of the BSP tree as traversed from particular viewpoint. In other words, there is an equiv

alence between them, and therefore the same discussion can be applied to both. When we talk about the 

size of the BSP tree and the size of the ordering list, we refer to the same thing: both the BSP tree and the 

visibility ordering list have the same number of nodes, and we can say that there is a direct mapping be

tween the two. However, with the term ’shape’ it is slightly different, but only in the terminology that we 

use. The term ‘shape of the visibility ordering list’ does not sound appropriate because a sequential list 

has only one shape - it will be a sequential, linear list no matter how much we move its elements around. 

However, the types of the nodes in a BSP tree, defining the shape of the tree, map directly to the types 

of the ordering faces in the dynamic visibility ordering list. Therefore, the term shape of the visibility 

ordering list will always refer to the number of different types of ordering faces in the list and their po

sition in the list. Hence, we will be talking about the number of leaf nodes (leaf faces), nodes with one 

subtree (faces with either in-subset or out-subset) and nodes with two subtrees (faces with two subsets). 

As much as the numbers of these nodes are important, we will show that the places in which they appear 

in the BSP tree, i.e. dynamic visibility ordering list, are very relevant as well.

Another reason to use the terminology of the BSP trees is the following: in the methods we propose, 

we will address previous work related to the size and the shape of BSP trees, and therefore it is more suit

able to keep the same terminology while discussing these kinds of issues. This study can be also viewed 

as a survey of the work done in this area so far, as well as an extension of that work: we present a new 

approach which attempts to treat both the size and the shape of the BSP tree at the same time.

We first review the previous work done in this area (Section 4.2) and introduce the terms linear and 

near-linear BSP tree (Section 4.3). The size as well as the shape of the BSP trees are discussed in context 

of the VpMS algorithm (Section 4.4), and then we analyse an approach to build an object-based BSP tree 

(Section 4.5).
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4.2 Previous Work
It is clear that the size of the BSP tree is very important for all applications: the fewer polygons we get at 

the end of building the BSP tree, the less processing time such a BSP tree will require. Equally important, 

if not sometimes more important, is the shape of the tree. A well balanced BSP tree will be built quicker, 

have logarithmic search time and it will serve as a better tool in ray-tracing, collision detection, clipping 

and similar applications. The common feature of these applications is that only a subset of the tree need 

be examined at a time, and therefore it is important to have all paths from the root of the tree towards 

any of its leaves with the same length. Nevertheless, in some other applications it might be better to be 

able to build a near-linear BSP tree. One such example is the VpMS algorithm for static scenes, and the 

dynamic visibility ordering list with possibly minimal number of faces with two subsets.

The size and the shape of the BSP trees were rarely the central issue in the previous studies dedicated 

to BSP trees. They were rather treated as side-issues that were discussed when some application of the 

BSP trees was presented. In addition, when compared with the discussions of the shape of the BSP tree, 

the size of BSP trees was more analysed and different optimisation methods suggested, and the shape of 

the tree was rarely examined.

We will discuss several approaches that were proposed which deal with these two issues.

4.2.1 Size of BSP trees

Early studies done by Fuchs et al. ([16], [17]) are concerned with the size of the tree. The main task was 

to minimise the number of the polygons obtained at the end of the Binary Space Partition. The scheme 

proposed in [16] and detailed in [17] was simple: in each step a few candidate faces were selected at 

random and the one whose plane intersected the fewest other polygons was chosen as the node face. This 

scheme has shown to be very powerful and simple to implement. By changing only one parameter one 

could define a ‘refinement’ of processing the set of candidate polygons and in that way ‘govern’ the total 

number of polygons at the end. Another method that was suggested in [16] exploited a different approach. 

Namely, they devised a function which helped selecting the polygon that would be in the node. This 

function calculated the number of the polygon conflicts eliminated (polygon conflict for one face is related 

to the number of intersections that the rest of the planes make when compared with the face). The function 

itself was devised by employing some heuristics - the coefficients that were used in the function were the 

coefficients that proved to give good results. This method was extended in [51] when the shape of the 

BSP tree was considered as well.

A set of papers from the area of computational geometry was concerned with setting the lower 

bounds on the size of the BSP tree and several authors gave highly valuable contributions to these kind 

of issues. Paterson and Yao [38] constructed the 2D BSP tree of 0 {n  log n) size, and for the 3D case the 

size was 0{n^). A special case of the scenes was considered as well: for n orthogonal 2D line segments 

in the plane they constructed BSP trees of size 0 (n ) ,  and for a set of mutually orthogonal 3D

line segments or rectangles ([39] and [37]).

The reduction of the size of the BSP tree was also analysed in [47]. It was suggested that while build

ing a BSP tree, it would be best to start from the outer-most faces (the ones that surround the whole scene)
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and work inwards towards the interior faces, and also process the larger faces first. Although the shape 

of the BSP tree was not considered here, this approach leads toward a more unbalanced tree. Depending 

on the application this feature can be very useful.

The problem of the perfect Binary Space Partition, a term defined in the area of computational ge

ometry, was a basic issue in [10]. The Binary Space Partition was defined as perfect if none of the objects 

are cut by the hyperplanes used for the partitions. The proposed method answers the question whether it 

is possible to construct the perfect BSP tree or not. It either constructs such a tree or it takes 0{n^  log n) 

time to conclude that no perfect BSP tree can be built. Although this method deals with an object cate

gory of little interest to our study - the sets of non-intersecting line segments it offers an insight into what 

the possible interpretation of the perfect BSP tree might be.

The work presented in [24] was concerned with the optimisation of the size of a BSP tree. Although 

the authors claim that the optimisation techniques that they proposed were primarily aimed at architectural 

scenes and their characteristics (parallel surface, symmetry, instancing), that claim does not stand for all 

techniques they described. For example, the proposed methods of selecting the node face did not consider 

the characteristics of architectural scenes and they were concerned with general scenes in their approach. 

Several methods were either already known in the literature (such as ‘least-crossed facet criterion' first 

described in [16], and ‘balanced tree criterion’ which is known in the literature in its general approach 

but perhaps not formally named). As one of these techniques it was suggested to introduce the coplanar 

facets within the same node of the BSP tree, something that is considered as a part of the general approach 

towards the construction of the BSP trees already. However, the results of the experiments they conducted 

confirm that the best method for selection of the face to be a node is the ‘least-crossed facet criterion’ or 

the criterion that we call Fuchs’ method in this thesis. This kind of results will be confirmed in our study 

as well (Section 5).

The concept of a feudal tree discussed in [6] also demonstrated an attempt to reduce the number of 

polygon splits. The algorithm exploits processing of the faces from outside towards the interior faces as 

suggested in [47] (faces with ’absolute front/back priority’ in [6]), and when those faces are exhausted 

the linear separability introduced in [44] was next to be exploited. However, while building the feudal 

tree, one has to process every single face in order to make sure that the faces with absolute front and back 

priority were isolated first, and then either the face which does not make any splits is chosen, or the one 

that makes fewest face splits. The algorithm does not offer a solution for an efficient preprocessing of the 

faces in the desired order. For example no method for fast finding of the faces that have the absolute front 

and back priority has been suggested. The comparison with Fuchs’ method, when only five candidate 

faces are inspected at each step, is not fair because for building the feudal tree all faces are tested. Hence, 

both methods did not have an equal chance to reach potentially good results. In addition to that, the size 

of the scenes (one with 304 and another with 736 polygons), their number (two scenes) and the type of 

the scenes (one object in the scene only) that were tested, in our view were not a good enough basis to 

draw credible conclusions. Nevertheless, the method showed that the Fuchs’ method obtains very good 

results and that it is a good tool to measure the success of new methods.
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4.2.2 Shape of BSP trees

The studies of the shape of BSP trees are normally accompanied with studies related to the size of the 

tree, and therefore the methods we discuss take into consideration both these issues.

The main objective in [51] was to describe the set operations on polyhedra using the BSP trees. This 

study also offered a method that aimed to optimise the size as well as balance (shape) of the BSP tree. The 

approach that was taken was to employ heuristics, similar to those in [16] and devise a function that helps 

select a node polygon: in each step of building the BSP tree, a candidate set of faces would be selected. 

Each face from that set was tested against the rest of the faces, and the number of faces inside, outside 

and faces that are split were counted. Those numbers were then used to calculate the heuristic function 

that was devised; the candidate face that maximises the function was chosen to be the hyperplane to make 

the subdivision.

Concepts similar to the work of Schumacker et al. [44] which were related to the movements of the 

clusters within the scene, were discussed in [53]. They both use separating planes and not autopartitions. 

The method described puts an emphasis on building dynamic BSP trees introducing five different kinds 

of auxiliary planes which are aimed to ease the management of dynamic modifications of the scene. The 

definition of those planes is not completely automatic as at the first level dividing planes have to be defined 

manually. Also, there are some limits set on performance. For example, the movements of the objects 

in the scene can be represented very fast if the objects do not ’cross’ the separating planes, otherwise the 

performance decreases as the reconstruction of the BSP tree is quite expensive in that case.

The definition of the term ‘goodness’ of a BSP tree as well as its metrics was presented in [31]. It 

provided a quantitative methodology for measuring goodness as well as qualitative understanding of what 

a good partitioning tree is. The adopted criteria for a good BSP tree is the cost of several elementary 

operations carried out on such trees: this cost has to be minimal if one BSP tree is to be called a good 

BSP tree. The importance of the shape of the tree was revised; it was demonstrated that the smallest tree 

is not necessarily the best one, and that the balanced tree is not the optimal one in general. It was also 

noted that even if we have a set of locally optimal decisions it will not automatically lead towards a global 

optimal solution. We find those observations very important and valuable; they are in line with the results 

achieved by other researchers in this area.

The use of evolutionary techniques aimed for near-optimal construction of partitioning trees 

(quadtrees, octrees, BSP trees, k-d trees) has been presented in [5], and the different metrics and cost 

models to evaluate such trees were assessed. Two evaluation functions were defined: one that is more 

concerned with the size of the tree and another one with the construction of the tree which would be more 

suitable for accelerating the ray tracing algorithm. The method is interesting but the main disadvantage 

is that the computations are highly time consuming (according to the results presented in the paper it 

takes 19.8 hours to generate a BSP tree for the ‘Lillian’ scene with 1863 initial faces).

4.2.3 Summary

We reviewed the significance of the size and the shape of BSP trees in the previous research dedicated to 

BSP trees, and we detailed some algorithms that were concerned with this kind of issue.
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Although a great part of the work related to the BSP trees was dedicated to the study of their appli

cation, it is clear that the size and the shape of BSP trees has to be taken into consideration. Different 

applications define different criteria about what the perfect or optimal BSP tree is. Those criteria can be 

related to the size of the tree, its shape, or it can be defined as a measure of the cost of operations that 

have to be performed when manipulating the tree.

In general, the time necessary to build a BSP tree is not as important as the properties of the BSP tree 

after construction. This preprocessing time should not exceed a reasonable time that the user is ready to 

accept while starting the application. Nevertheless, it is always possible to build a BSP tree, save it and 

then retrieve it any time it is needed, and in that way diminish the excessive time that might be needed to 

build the BSP tree.

4.3 Linear and Near-Linear BSP Trees
Let us first define what a linear or near-linear BSP tree is.

Linear BSP tree A linear BSP tree is the tree for which all nodes have only one subtree, except the ‘last’ 

one which is a leaf node.

Near-linear BSP tree Any BSP tree that is not a linear one but whose shape is close to the linear BSP 

tree i.e. it still has some nodes with two subtrees (as few as possible), will be called near-linear 

BSP tree.

The feature that follows from the definition of the linear tree is that in such a tree no object face has to 

be split ever, i.e. the cardinality of the starting set of object faces and the set of ordering faces is the same. 

Consequently, the rendering of such a set would be the optimal one. This tree is rare if not impossible to 

obtain for the entire scene, yet the consideration of the properties of such BSP trees can lead to a number 

of improvements in dealing with general scenes.

One of the features of linear and near-linear BSP trees that we are interested in is the number of dif

ferent invariant visibility orderings that can be generated for a particular BSP tree. We elaborate this in re

lation to the linear and near-linear BSP trees (Section 4.3.1). We conclude this section with the definition 

and metrics of the linearity, an attribute whose value can be calculated for any BSP tree (Section 4.3.2).

4.3.1 The Number of Different Invariant Visibility Orderings 

Linear BSP TVee
The obvious feature of a linear tree is the absence of nodes with two subtrees. Therefore, if such a dynamic 

visibility ordering list was built, no subsets of any ordering face would ever have to be swapped (Section 

3.7.1). It also means that the number of cells where the visibility ordering is invariant would be reduced to 

only one cell which would cover the entire VpMS space. In other words, no matter where the viewpoint 

is, there would not be any change of the visibility ordering in terms of the order in which faces appear in 

the list. Note that the visibility status of the ordering faces changes across the VpMS, and therefore the 

only operation that still remains to be done when the viewpoint moves is to change the visibility flag of 

the appropriate ordering face(s).
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The structure of the ordering list could be consequently simplified and the list could be handled more 

efficiently. There would not be a need for a double linked list and a simple linked list would be sufficient. 

Also the data related to the size of the subsets (numbers N 1  and N 2 )  would not be necessary as well 

(detailed description of the data structure is given in Section 3.5.4).

An example of scenes for which it is possible to build the linear BSP tree is illustrated in Figure 4.1. 

The accompanying BSP trees show the order in which the object faces were processed in the nodes of the 

tree.
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Figure 4.1 : Two scenes and their linear BSP trees

Near-Linear BSP Tree
In the case of the near-linear tree, or any BSP tree that is not a linear one, it is possible to calculate the 

maximum number of different invariant orderings that it is possible to generate for that tree. Using the 

results related to the complexity of the arrangements of planes in we can say that the number of the 

invariant orderings for any tree is O (k^), where k is the total number of planes that contain the nodes with 

two subtrees.

Figure 4.2 shows a simple scene with six facets and one of its several possible BSP trees (in this case 

6!). The facets A l, A2, D l, D2, E l, E2, E3 and F are either in the nodes with two subtrees or they lie in 

the lines that contain such nodes. The only facets that are not like that are B l, B2, C l and C2; no matter 

whether the viewpoint is outside or inside the lines 3 and 6 (Figure 4.3), the visibility ordering will not 

be changed. Figure 4.3 shows that for the BSP tree from Figure 4.2 there will be nine different visibility 

orderings for the entire VpMS.

However, it is possible to build a different, near-linear BSP tree for the same scene (Figure 4.4). The 

only facet that lies in the lines ‘assigned’ to the nodes with two subtrees is facet D. Consequently the entire 

VpMS will be subdivided into two areas, each with one invariant visibility ordering (Figure 4.5). There

fore, for this second BSP tree there will be only two invariant visibility orderings for the entire space.
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Figure 4.2: An example of simple scene and one possible BSP tree
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Figure 4.4: The scene from Figure 4.2 and another possible BSP tree
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Figure 4.5: A set of cells with invariant ordering, for scene and BSP tree in Figure 4.4
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Summary

The number of the invariant visibility orderings might be quite a significant feature in some applications. 

For example, we might want to generate a BSP tree which would have invariant ordering within a partic

ular limited area. The only thing we have to ensure is to have all scene polygons whose planes are passing 

through this area either as leaves or in the nodes with one subtree. This result is highly valuable in the 

cases we have to deal with, for example, area light sources [7], or objects that are moving within some 

limited area.

4.3.2 Linearity

So far we have been using the terms ‘linear’ and ’near-linear’ BSP tree, but we have not discussed the 

way we can compare two BSP trees and give an answer as to which one is ‘more linear’.

We therefore define linearity of one BSP tree as:

i  (4-1)
NM + ' ^ W i

t = l

^  (4.2)

where:

Ntot =  Nieaves +  -^ 1  +

N iir i  — ^ l e a v e s  “b

^leaves ' total number of leaves

N i : total number of nodes with exactly one non-empty subtree

N 2 : total number of nodes with two non-empty subtrees

Wi : weight of i-th node with two non-empty subtrees

: total number of nodes in both subtrees of i-th node

The bounds for linearity defined in this way are 0.0 <  iL <  1.0, where L=1.0 for a linear BSP tree. 

This definition includes the weight that each node with two non-empty subtrees possesses. The weight 

takes into account the total number of the nodes in both subtrees of such a node. We introduced these 

weights to be able to distinguish two BSP trees that have nodes with two subtrees at different places within 

their structures. More precisely, the BSP trees that have the nodes with two subtrees deeper in the tree 

will be more linear than BSP trees which have such nodes closer to the root of the tree. This follows from 

Equations 4.1 and 4.2: a node with two subtrees that is closer to the root will have greater Ntot (*) (* is an 

index of that node), which in turn will produce greater weight Wi, and that consequently will influence 

smaller overall linearity of the entire tree. Opposite, the nodes deeper down the tree will have less nodes 

(smaller Ntot{i)) which produces smaller weights, and that makes greater linearity. Such a treatment of 

the linearity favours the requirements set by the VpMS algorithm and it does not represent the general 

specification of the term linearity.
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Figure 4.6: An example of three BSP trees

Figure 4.6 shows three BSP trees with the same total number of nodes (8) and the same number of 

nodes with two subtrees (1). Nodes 6, a and C  do not have the same weight and if we do the calculation 

using Equations 4.1 and 4.2 we have the following results:

W e = l  L i  = 0.848

Wa = l  L u  = 0.789

W c  = I  L / u  = 0.811

Comparing the results for all three cases, tree I  is the most linear one, then tree I f f  and at the end 

tree I I .  These results reflect the way we see the linearity in the context of the VpMS algorithm. Note that 

because of the way we define linearity, there is not much point in comparing the linearity of two trees if 

they differ greatly in the size.

4.3.3 Summary

The issue of the shape of the BSP tree is shown to be important in many applications that exploit the con

cepts of Binary Space Partition. We introduced the term of linear and near-linear BSP tree and reviewed 

their characteristics. We also showed that one of the optimisation issues in the VpMS algorithm is lin

earity of the dynamic visibility ordering list. This was defined as a qualitative measure which helps us 

compare two lists of the approximate size.

4.4 Size and Shape of BSP Trees in VpMS Context
We present a general approach towards the treatment of the size and the shape of BSP trees in the context 

of the VpMS algorithm (Section 4.4.1) and we detail the methods which help us generate the tree of the 

required size and shape (Section 4.4.2).

4.4.1 The General Approach

We pointed out that it is unrealistic to expect to be able to build a linear BSP tree for some complex scenes, 

but we can certainly try to build a tree that is as linear as possible, i.e. a near-linear BSP tree. This tree 

brings a number of improvements that are directly related to more efficient rendering in the interactive
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phase. Therefore, all efforts employed in the preprocessing phase which are aimed to obtain this kind of 

tree, will be well justified.

In order to obtain such a tree several algorithms were constructed, all influenced by ideas in [47] and 

the method proposed in [17]. The main objective in both was to reduce the number of polygon splits. The 

former method suggested selecting node faces starting from the outer-most faces (if a few faces are outer

most then the larger faces should be taken first), but the latter accomplished the same objective using a 

different method. There, in each step a few candidate faces were selected at random and the one whose 

plane intersected the smallest number of other polygons was chosen as the node face. We refer to this 

method as Fuchs’ method.

If we apply the approach suggested in [47] to the scene shown in Figure 4.1, the faces that will have 

the rest of the faces on one of its sides (nodes with one subtree) will certainly be found on the boundaries of 

such a set. The suggestion from [47] that the larger faces should be processed first has to be dropped as it 

does not make any impact on the ‘linearity’ (shape) of the tree. Indeed, it can be shown that if in the same 

step two faces can make the node with one subtree, both faces have the same priority number. The order in 

which we put them in the tree will not matter as both faces will make a node with one subtree. In Figure 4.1

(a) which shows three objects it is easy to recognise that the faces in the groups {1,2,3,12}, {5,6,7} and 

{9,10,11} have the same priority. A similar case is shown in Figure 4.1 (b) with groups {1,2,19}, {3,4}, 

{5,6}, {7,8}, {9,10}, {11,12}, {13,14}, {15,16}, and {17,18}.

Producing more nodes with one subtree means that those faces were inserted without making any 

splits (at least in the steps when such faces were chosen to be the nodes). Consequently, as we have less 

faces that remain to be inserted into the tree, there is less ‘chance’ for further splits. In that way not only 

do we get the tree in the shape we need but we also get the tree with (possibly) minimal number of splits 

made. We can therefore say that the size and the shape of BSP trees are interrelated in the context of the 

VpMS algorithm.

Since there is no knowledge about the relationships among the faces at the start (which ones are 

the outer-most and which ones are the inner-most), we had to devise methods which would facilitate the 

processing order. In other words, we have to fetch the faces in a particular order so as to insert them in 

that way, to get the BSP tree of the required shape. There are a few schemes that can be exploited in order 

to avoid the brute-force approach of processing all faces in order to select the one which is the ‘best’. In 

the context of the VpMS algorithm the best face would be the one that satisfies two criteria; the minimal 

number of face splits, and the BSP tree which is as linear as possible.

4.4.2 Proposed Sorting Methods
All the methods we propose, except the VpMS Moderated Fuchs’ method, use sorting of the faces on a 

certain basis.

Min x This method sorts all object faces by the minimal x-coordinate (xmin) amongst all vertices of the 

face. It then inspects N  faces from the beginning and N  faces from the end of that sorted list, and 

selects the one which has the rest of the faces on one of its sides, otherwise the one which intersects 

the fewest other faces. Our hypothesis is that the faces with Xmin closer to both ends of such a sorted
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set (i.e. the borders of a subspace) are likely to have the other vertices closer to the borders as well. 

We expect that the faces from the boundary of the scene will be found in this set of 2N  selected 

faces, and also that the faces will be the ones that will form the nodes with one non-empty subtree. 

Hence in this way we will be processing faces from outside towards the interior. By giving priority 

to the nodes with one subtree, we ‘push’ the potential nodes with two subtrees deeper into the tree, 

ideally almost at the bottom of the tree.

In other words the resulting BSP tree will have more linear parts closer to the root of the tree, and 

non-linear parts will be pushed deeper in the tree. The subtrees that are closer to the bottom of the 

tree are not very large; they are at least smaller than they would be in the node which is closer to 

the root node. Therefore, the updating of the dynamic visibility ordering list is much faster when 

the face with two subsets has to be processed - its subsets are ‘shorter’ and therefore fetching their 

ends will be faster following the pointers next and prev (Section 3.7.1).

By changing parameter N  it is possible to control the shape and the size of the tree. A greater N  

means a greater chance of finding a node with one non-empty subtree in each step, which leads 

towards a more linear BSP tree, which indirectly gives the tree with fewest splits. This method 

was designed particularly for ‘building-like’ or axes aligned scenes.

Figure 4.7 illustrates the way this method works; parameter N  is set to N=3. The figures on the 

left show which facets were selected in each step and the object facet which was selected to be in 

the node, and the figures on the right show the resulting space partition in that step.

In the first step (Figure 4.7 (a)) all facets were sorted and three facets at the beginning of the list 

(5,7,1) and three at the end of the list (23,20,21) were examined. Facet 7 is taken to be in the root 

of the tree because it leaves all other facets on one of its sides (in this case - inside). In the next step 

(Figure 4.7 (b)) the facets 5,1,3,23,20,21 are selected and facet 21 taken to be in the next node (it 

leaves all other facets inside). In the third step (Figure 4.7 (c)) facets 5,1,3,22,23,20 are selected. 

However, none of them makes a node with one subtree, and therefore facet 1 is taken in the next 

node as it does not make any facet split. Figure 4.8 shows the complete BSP partition and the cor

responding BSP tree.

Min x,y,z This method requires making three lists sorted by X m i n , V m in  and Z m in  respectively. The rea

son for developing this method is to treat the other two axes equally. The approach is similar to the 

previous method. It suggests that, among selected N  faces from the beginning and N  faces from 

the end of each list, the face which makes a node with one non-empty subtree should be taken, 

otherwise the one which makes fewest splits.

Figure 4.9 (a) illustrates the first step of Min x,y,z method i.e. Minx,y  method as we demonstrate it 

in the 2D case - the facets are sorted only by minimal x and y (N  =3). The facets that are inspected 

in this first step are 5,7,1,23,20,21 from the Min x  list, and 7,6,10,12,13,14 from the Min y  list. 

Facet 7 is taken as a root node because it makes a node with one subtree. Figure 4.9 (b) shows the 

final BSP subdivision and the corresponding BSP tree. If we compare two subdivisions, the one
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Figure 4.7: An example of simple scene and the first three steps of Mm x method (N=3)

done using Min x  method (Figure 4.7) and the one done using Min x,y method (Figure 4.9), we can 

see that there are two things that are different in the latter case: there were no splits generated and 

although the number of the nodes with two subtrees is the same (4) these nodes are deeper in the 

tree. Sorting the facets not only by minimal x but also by minimal y (and in the 3D case by minimal 

z as well) there is more chance to process the facets that are at the border of the scene first.

M id dist The object faces are sorted by the distance of each face’s centre of gravity from the centre of 

the scene. The N  most ‘remote’ faces are inspected and the one that makes the node with one 

non-empty subtree is taken, otherwise the one that makes fewest splits. This method is used for 

two reasons. Firstly, it is a simplification of the Min x,y,z method as we would have only one list 

for M id dist. Secondly, this method is supposed to have better results for so-called ‘non-regular’ 

scenes, the scenes where faces are not very much axes aligned but rather irregularly scattered across 

the scene.
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Figure 4.8: A scene from Figure 4.7: final BSP subdivision using Mm % method

Mean x This method is similar to the one that operates with Xmin- The only difference is that here the 

mean value of all x-coordinates of face vertices is computed. The main intention for introducing 

this method is to develop a criterion which would suit better the ‘non-regular’ scenes.

Mean x,y,z This method is similar to the one that operates with Xmin, Vmin and Zmin- Here, no axis is 

given priority and all three are treated on an equal basis. Again, the method was devised to suit the 

‘non-regular’ scenes better.

VpMS Moderated Fuchs’ method This method represents a slightly changed Fuchs’ method with an 

alteration that is meant to govern better the linearity of the BSP tree. Fuchs’ method suggests se

lection of N  faces at random taking the one which makes the fewest splits [17]. The alteration we 

introduced is that, after inspecting N  faces at random, we take the one (if such exists) which makes 

a node with one non-empty subtree, otherwise the one which makes fewest splits.

We will explain one more method; it will be used just for the purposes of comparison with other 

methods. The BSP tree built using this method is an example of the possible ‘worst case’ BSP tree.

Simple Random BSP tree In each step we randomly chose only one face from the list available, and put 

it in the node in that step.

4.4.3 Summary

The requirements of the VpMS algorithm favour the BSP tree which is as linear as possible. If we interpret 

this using the terminology of the dynamic visibility ordering lists, these would be the lists with as few 

ordering faces with two subsets as possible. In order to achieve this goal we proposed several methods: 

Min X, Min x,y,z, VpMS Moderated Fuchs’, Mean x, Mean x,y,z and M id dist. The main disadvantage 

of the sorting methods in general is the intensive sorting task that has to be performed in each step while 

constructing the BSP tree and the dynamic visibility ordering list. However, one could say that it is not an
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Figure 4.9: A scene from Figure 4.7: BSP subdivision using Min x,y method

obstacle as it will be done in the preprocessing phase. Having in mind the importance of the features that 

could be improved, the reasonable amount of extra time needed for preprocessing is not so unsatisfactory 

and will not represent a drawback of the method.

4.5 Object-Based BSP Trees
So far we were operating with BSP trees that were built using a set of object faces as a basis for sub

division. The faces of one object were not kept in one group; each face was considered separately, and 

all calculations are always related to the relationships among the faces. We call this kind of BSP trees 

a face-based BSP tree. We could, therefore, say that the basic building blocks that are used here are the 

objects faces.

However, a different kind of approach has been suggested in [44]. We formalise it here as the object- 

based BSP tree approach and present the way such trees could be generated without the intervention of 

the operator. The process of building such a tree is adjusted to the needs of the VpMS algorithm. We first 

introduce the notion of cluster (Section 4.5.1), and then give details of the algorithm which constructs the 

object-based BSP tree (Section 4.5.2).

4.5.1 Clusters

We already mentioned that, in general, we will be working with scenes that are static. However, our 

aspirations for further work are also related to scenes that are dynamic. Although BSP trees are meant 

mainly for static scenes, their successful application in solving the problems of dynamic changes in an
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environment was demonstrated in [7]. Concentrating on the example of providing shadows in dynamic 

scenes, it was shown that the BSP trees allow efficient manipulation in the case of small scale changes.

Our decision is to operate with the visibility ordering lists, the specific data structure which can be 

described as the ‘BSP tree traversed from a particular viewpoint’. We therefore assume that the same 

functionality applied to BSP trees can be applied to dynamic visibility ordering lists as well. In the case 

which deals with dynamic changes of small scale, we believe the ordering lists would be as good as BSP 

trees.

As far as dynamic changes of the objects are concerned it is to be expected that entire objects will 

be moving rather than only certain faces. Consequently, it would be better to have, if possible, all faces 

of one object in a group and, whenever it is needed, deal with the entire group as one entity. The dele

tion/insertion of one object should be much quicker than deletion/insertion of a set of object faces one by 

one. Having face-based BSP trees in such situations can represent possible drawbacks if we do not use 

some other methods to reduce this cost.

The notions of cluster - a collection of object faces that can be treated as a group for some special 

purposes, and cluster coherence - when within the cluster the visibility priority of the faces is independent 

of the viewpoint, were introduced in the work done by Schumacker et al. [44]. Clearly, a cluster can be 

just one face, a few faces, one object or a set of objects, but such a set has to satisfy a cluster-coherence 

condition. The environment is considered to be linearly separable which means that at any stage of cho

sen space subdivision it is possible to find a separating plane for a set of clusters. If that is not possible, 

the conflicting cluster is manually split into smaller clusters until the condition has been reached. The 

fact that such work had to be done manually is a shortcoming of the method proposed but further work in 

this area has solved this problem. Note that in the general case the autopartitions are not used to separate 

the clusters here. The clusters can move within the environment but they should stay linearly separable, 

so as to satisfy current visibility priorities.

Having in mind the discussion of Sections 3.5.3 and 3.7.1 which were related to the visibility order

ing of a set of faces, and the requirements for a set of faces to be called a cluster, now we can give a new 

definition of the cluster.

Definition 1 : A linear BSP tree that is possible to build for a set of polygons represents a cluster.

Therefore, we can say that each cluster can be represented by a linear list of faces with a visibility 

order that is fixed and valid for the entire space. Using the rules for generating the visibility ordering list 

defined in Section 3.5.3, it is now possible to generate an invariant ordering of the faces in the cluster and 

assign them priority numbers. One obvious example of clusters is convex polyhedra.

Convex objects as clusters

An intuitive way of specifying what the clusters could be is to use convex polyhedra as the primitive 

type of objects. Indeed, by definition convex objects comply with the cluster coherence condition. Any 

convex object can be represented with a linear BSP tree and once we resolve which faces are front-facing 

(and will be displayed) the order in which we display them does not matter. Furthermore, as all faces can 

be the candidates for the node with one subtree, they can all be assigned the same priority number. In the
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case of a concave object it can be split into a set of convex objects so the method can still be applied.

Now we can give one definition of the object-based BSP tree: it is the tree which, in contrast to the 

face-based one, uses convex objects as the basic building blocks.

4.5.2 Building Object-Based BSP Tree
We present a new approach to the automatic building of object-based BSP trees. The algorithm takes into 

consideration the requirements of the VpMS algorithm for static scenes. (If we would deal with dynamic 

scenes, a different shape of the BSP tree should be enforced while generating it.)

We will discuss two possible solutions: one using autopartitions and another one using separating 

planes. The first method is easier to implement but does not guarantee better results in terms of the number 

of splits generated while building the tree. The second method requires more computation for finding the 

separating planes but may result in less splits. A typical example is the scene with two sets of parallel 

faces positioned opposite each other as shown in Figure 4.10. If autopartitions are used (Figure 4.10(a)) 

the size of the tree is 0 ( r^  +  2 r), while for the separating planes when one strategic separating plane S  

is introduced, that size would be 0 ( 2 r  +  1) (Figure 4 .10(b)). In both cases r  is the number of the faces 

in one set, and both sets have equal number of faces.

F5 F6 F7 F8

F4

F5 F6 F7 F8

(a) (b)

Figure 4.10: An example of autopartitions and separating planes

Autopartitions
We assume that we have a set of convex objects as a starting set of objects. In each step of the space 

subdivision, we have a set of convex objects again. At some point, due to the object splits, an object can 

be reduced to only one object face or part of the original object face.

Figure 4.11 shows one scene with six convex objects and the corresponding object-based BSP tree 

- this scene is used to illustrate the algorithm that constructs such a tree.

The algorithm: At the beginning we have a set of convex objects. That will be the current list of objects.

1. if there is only one object in the list, put all faces into the leaf node (Figure 4.11: objects B, Fa, 

Fb, Fc),

2. if there is more than one object in the set, process all objects and find such an object face whose 

plane satisfies one of the following conditions (we enumerate them starting with the condition of 

the highest priority);
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Object-based BSP tree:
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El+restofE 

C2+rest of C D3+rest of D Fa 

Fc Fb

Figure 4.11: An example of a set of convex objects and its object-based BSP tree

(a) it leaves the ‘belonging object’ on one side and the rest of the objects on another side: put that 

face as a subdividing face and all other faces o f ‘its’ object into the list o f ‘extra’ faces assigned 

to that node (Figure 4.11: subdivision 1 - object A, subdivision 5 - object E, subdivision 6 - 

object C, subdivision 7 - object D). The rest of the objects from the current list go into the 

out-list,

(b) it leaves one object on one side, and the belonging and other objects on another side: split 

belonging object into the face that makes the subdivision (that face is going to be in the node) 

and all remaining faces will be treated as ‘new’ object (Figure 4.11 : subdivision 2, object D, 

face D l). That and other objects from the current list go to the in-list, and the object outside 

the separating plane goes to the out-list,

(c) if it is not possible to find faces which satisfy either condition (a) or (b), and there are object 

faces whose planes leave some objects on one side and some on another side, find such a par- 

titioningplane that cuts the fewest objects and within such a candidate set find the partitioning 

plane which cuts the fewest faces (Figure 4.11: subdivisions 3 and 4). In this way we give 

priority to ‘keeping an object whole’ over ‘keeping a face w hole’. Put the selected object face 

in the node in that step, and classify the rest of the objects from the current list into in and out 

lists. Clearly, some objects will have to be split and each part added to the appropriate list,

(d) if it is not possible to satisfy any of the conditions mentioned above we put the faces of all 

objects into one list and then build the rest of the tree in the way we would build a face-based 

BSP tree. The method in which we build the tree is irrelevant - the order in which we put the 

faces into the tree does not matter because all faces will have the same priority. We call this 

part of BSP tree a simple BSP tree. Two examples of configurations for this case are shown 

in the Figure 4.12.

3. process in and out list of objects (if they exist) recursively applying the same rules.
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Figure 4.12: An example of the situations when a simple BSP tree has to be built
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Al+rest of A

Bl+rest of B

El+rest of E

Dl+rest of D 

C

(b)

Figure 4.13: Constructing two object-based BSP trees

Figure 4.13 shows two different BSP trees that were constructed for the same simple scene. It can 

be seen that objects B and D were ‘split’ (Figure 4.13 (a)) - their faces are not in the same node if we use 

the method which gives us a more balanced BSP tree. For that method, the ideal subdividing face is the 

face which does not make any splits but divides the scene into two sets of objects with approximately the 

same cardinality. If we use the method that we have just described, the object faces will be together in 

one node (Figure 4.13 (b)).

Separating Planes
Our main objective is to find general separation planes which would not make any splits. Therefore, the 

best way to generate the object-based BSP trees is to use separating planes instead of autopartitions.

This kind of separating plane might exist even if the objects cannot be separated without making any 

splits using autopartitions (Figure 4.14 (a) illustrates the use of autopartitions, and Figure 4.14 (b) - the 

separating planes).

It can be seen in Figure 4.14 (b) that the separating planes divide object A  from objects {B, C, D }, 

and object B  from objects {C, D }, and object C  from object D. The example in Figure 4.14 (a) shows
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Figure 4.14: An example of using the autopatitions and separating planes for the same scene

that, using autopartitions, at least two objects have to be split (objects B  and C).

The algorithm: At the start we have a list of convex objects, which is the current list of objects.

1. if there is only one object in the list, put all faces into the leaf node,

2. if there is more than one object in the set, try to find a separating plane that satisfies one of the 

following conditions (the order in which we give them defines their priority):

(a) it leaves one object on one side and the rest of the objects from the current list on the other 

side. The separating plane will be in the node, a single object that is found on one side of the 

separating plane goes into one list {in or out list) and the rest of the objects that are found on 

another side of the separating plane go into another list {out or in list),

(b) it cuts fewest objects and within such a candidate set find the partitioning plane which cuts 

fewest faces. Classify the rest of the objects from the current list into in and out list.

3. process the in and out list of objects (if they exist) recursively applying the same rules.

It is advisable to use object-based BSP trees in the case of dynamic scenes. The issue of the shape 

of such trees, however, still has to be resolved, and a few factors would influence it (distribution of the 

objects in the scene, for example). Using separating planes, the object faces would not be in the nodes 

that make the subdivision of the space and therefore all faces of one object would be (ideally) in only one 

leaf node. Also, this kind of separation plane offers higher flexibility for dynamic changes of the objects 

- if objects move the linear separation of the objects is more likely to remain the same at least for some 

period of time. The same situation is very unlikely to happen when we use autopartitions.

Sorting methods
Similar to the sorting methods that we applied to the set of object faces, we can employ the same technique 

to the set of objects. All these techniques are aimed at avoiding the brute-force approach and ease the 

processing of the objects in the desired order, starting from the outer-most first and continuing towards 

the inner-most objects.
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Figure 4.15: Sorting method Min x  applied on object-based BSP trees

Figure 4.15 (a) shows the first step of Min x  method when objects are sorted by their minimal x 

vertex and two objects from both ends of that list are inspected (A,B,F,G). The object A and its face A1 

are selected; Figure 4.15 (b) shows the first step of the corresponding BSP subdivision. Figure 4.15 (c) 

shows the final BSP subdivision and Figure 4.15 (d) the corresponding BSP tree.

4.5.3 Summary

We reviewed the notion of clusters and we gave a new definition and consideration for this term. We dis

cussed the idea of object-based BSP trees and described two ways how such trees could be automatically 

generated. This kind of BSP tree would be valuable in the case of dynamic changes within the set of ob

jects, for the ability to have all faces of one object in a group means greater flexibility and efficiency. It is 

also expected that the number of splits, caused inevitably while building the BSP tree, would be reduced.

4.6 Summary
There are two approaches which lead towards better results in dealing with BSP trees; they proved to be 

well justified in a number of applications. Firstly, the size and the shape of a BSP tree should be gov

erned in a desired way to suit the needs and characteristics of the algorithm in which BSP trees are to be 

used. Secondly, the object faces should be grouped on a basis that is significant for the particular appli

cation. The results of the work done in this area, especially more recent work, confirm these findings. 

However, we believe that there is still room to investigate these issues to a greater extent in the context 

of the particular applications in which the BSP trees are used.
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We reviewed the significance of the size and the shape of BSP trees, both important for good per

formance of the processes in which the BSP trees are used (Section 4.2). The attribute ‘linearity’ of the 

BSP trees i.e. dynamic visibility ordering lists, was designed to allow the comparison of two BSP trees 

(two dynamic visibility ordering lists) that have a similar size (Section 4.3). We discussed these issues in 

the context of the VpMS algorithm and proposed several methods which help in generating the visibility 

ordering list with the required features (Section 4.4).



Chapter 5

Experimental Results
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5.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the results of three sets of experiments designed and carried out to test the per

formance of the VpMS algorithm. We discuss these results and give a critical review of their accom

plishments. We also review the measurements of the time needed to generate supportive data structures 

(preprocessing time) as well as the memory costs demanded by the VpMS algorithm.

Set of Experiments and Measurements
The following set of experiments has been carried out:

1. experiments designed to test the results of the eight different methods that are used to generate the 

dynamic visibility ordering list; the size of the list (the number of the ordering faces generated) is 

the main criterion that helps evaluate the results of the method (Section 5.2). The methods tested 

are: Min x, Min x,y,z, VpMS Moderated Fuchs', Fuchs', Mean x. Mean x,y,z. Mid dist and Simple 

Random,

2. experiments designed to test the linearity of the dynamic visibility ordering list (Section 5.3),

3. timing experiments: experiments designed to test the performance of the rendering using the dy

namic visibility ordering list (Section 5.6). We compare these results with the performance of the 

BSP trees rendering and calculate the acceleration of one method over another. Both methods are 

tested for the visibility determination task only.

The following measurements were included to give a clearer picture of the demands of the VpMS 

algorithm:

1. size of the supportive data structures: Winged Edge (WE) and Modified Winged Edge (MWE) data 

structures (Section 5.4). The size is expressed with the number of WE/MWE vertices, edges, faces 

and cells that are created. We usually refer to this as a complexity of the WE/MWE structure.

2. memory requirements for different data structures used in the VpMS and BSP algorithms: MWE 

structure, dynamic visibility ordering list, BSP tree (Section 5.5),

3. preprocessing time: the time needed to build the supportive data structures used in the VpMS al

gorithm (Section 5.6.3).

Models of the Scenes Used
The models of the scenes that have been used in our experiments were not specially designed for our ex

periments but rather chosen as the representatives of the classes of scenes for which the VpMS algorithm 

is designed. Such models belong to the class of outdoor scenes for architectural walkthrough and indoor 

office-like scenes.

The scenes that will be used in experiments are described in Table 5.1. The model Office Scene is a 

model of our laboratory 127, while both Londonl and London2 Scene are 3D models built from 2D Au

toCAD files taken from work done on the Collaborative Virtual ENvironments (COVEN) project at the
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Scene No. object faces Description Figures showing the scene

SHouses 952 internal file format, a model 

of eight houses

5.1 

(Page 108)

SSpheres 2704 internal file format, a model 

of eight spheres

5.2 

(Page 108)

Office 3902 vrml.l file, a model of our 

laboratory at the UCL

5.3,5.4 

(Page 109)

Londonl 7724 vrml.l file, a model of the 

part of Central London

5.5,5.6 

(Page 110)

London! 10725 vrml.l file, a model of the 

part of North London

5.7,5.8 

(Page 111)

Table 5.1: Three scenes used in experiments

Department of Computer Science, UCL. The models SHouses and SSphere were constructed for testing 

purposes.

A basic set of all experimental results, viewed as a brief illustration needed for the discussion in 

this chapter, can be found within the chapter itself. The rest of the experimental results, because of their 

extensive volume, can be found in Appendices C and D.
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%
Figure 5.1 : SHouses Scene

Figure 5.2: SSpheres Scene
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m

Figure 5.3: Office Scene

Figure 5.4: Office Scene: close up
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Figure 5.5: Londonl Scene

Figure 5.6: L ondonl Scene: close up
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Figure 5.7: London! Scene

Figure 5.8: L ondon! Scene: close up
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5.2 Size of Dynamic Visibility Ordering List

5.2.1 Experimental Strategy
In this set of experiments we generate various dynamic visibility ordering lists using the following meth

ods: Min X, Min x,y,z, VpMS Moderated Fuchs’, Fuchs’, Mean x. Mean x,y,z. Mid dist and Simple Ran

dom, all described in detail in Section 4.4.2. The experiments examine which method generates the short

est dynamic visibility ordering list. Note that three methods (VpMS Moderated Fuchs ’, Fuchs ’ and Simple 

Random) in their design use a function which generates random numbers to help choose the faces from 

any set at random. The direct consequence is that each time we run one of these methods, we get a dif

ferent number of ordering faces for the same starting number of object faces. We therefore adopted a 

procedure where we run 10 tests for Office Scene and 5 tests for Londonl Scene, and then calculate the 

mean values which appear as the final results for the methods named.

The column ‘no. faces tested’ shows the number of faces N  that are tested in each step while building 

the dynamic visibility ordering list (a detailed explanation can be found in Section 4.4.2).

We first ran an extensive set of experiments for Office Scene, and then a reduced set of experiments 

for Londonl Scene. The experimental scheme is shown in Table 5.2. Note that the results for Office Scene 

can be found in this chapter, while the results for Londonl Scene can be found in Appendix C.

5.2.2 Results 

Office Scene
Table 5.3 explains the organisation of the results. They are presented in two sets: basic set of results, and 

the results which contain the same data as in the basic set but sorted in different way to suit the analysis 

(Sort2).
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Experimental scheme

Scene Method No. faces tested No. tests Total no. tests

Min X 6/10/20/30/40/50/60 1 7

Min x ,y ,z 6/10/20/30/40/50/60 1 7

VpMS Moderated Fuchs’ 6/10/20/30/40/50/60 10 70

Fuchs’ 6/10/20/30/40/50/60 10 70

Office Mean x 6/10/20/30/40/50/60 1 7

Mean x ,y ,z 6/10/20/30/40/50/60 1 7

Mid dist 6/10/20/30/40/50/60 1 7

Simple Random 1 10 10

Total number of tests for Office Scene: 185

Min X 6/10/20 1 3

Min x ,y ,z 6/10/20 1 3

VpMS Moderated Fuchs’ 6/10/20 5 15

Fuchs’ 6/10/20 5 15

Londonl Mean x 6/10/20 1 3

Mean x ,y ,z 6/10/20 1 3

Mid dist 6/10/20 1 3

Simple Random 1 5 5

Total number of tests for Londonl Scene: 50

Total number of tests for both Scenes: 235

Table 5.2: The scheme for the experiments related to the size of the dynamic visibility ordering list
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Organisation of results

Scene Basic results

Method Table Figure

Basic results - Sort2

No. faces 

tested

Table Figure

Office

Min X

Min x,y,z 5.9 

(Page 117)

VpMS Moderated Fuchs’

Fuchs’

Mean x

5.4

5.5

(Pages 115 

and 116)

Mean x,y,z

5.10 

(Page 117)

Mid dist

5.11 

(Page 120)

10 5.12 

(Page 120)

20

30

40

5.6

5.7

(Pages 118 

and 116)

5.13 

(Page 121)

5.14 

(Page 121)

5.15 

(Page 122)

50 5.16 

(Page 122)

60 5.17 

(Page 123)

Londonl

Min X

Min x,y,z

VpMS Moderated Fuchs’

C.l 

(Page 190)

Fuchs’

Mean x

C.l 

(Page 189)

Mean x,y,z

C.2 

(Page 190)

Mid dist

C.3 

(Page 192)

10 C.2 

(Page 191)

C.4 

(Page 192)

20

C.5 

(Page 193)

Table 5.3: Set of tables and figures that sum up the results of experiments which test the size of the dy

namic visibility ordering list
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Office Scene: basic results (parti)

Method No. faces No. leaf No. faces with No. faces with Total no.

tested faces 1 subset 2 subsets ord. faces

6 7857 2602 2087 12546

10 7294 2277 1957 11528

20 6173 1876 1638 9687

Min X 30 5894 1744 1554 9192

40 5506 1550 1471 8527

50 5487 1515 1477 8479

60 5318 1452 1443 8213

6 5148 1367 1403 7918

10 5045 1288 1380 7713

20 4702 1153 1304 7159

Min x ,y ,z 30 4742 1136 1315 7193

40 4819 1219 1310 7348

50 4716 1152 1297 7165

60 4937 1182 1368 7487

6 5177 1281 1537 7995

10 4813 1155 1407 7375

20 4605 1081 1320 7006

VpMS Moderated Fuchs’ 30 4596 1062 1316 6974

40 4545 1046 1301 6892

50 4560 1053 1293 6906

60 4592 1055 1305 6952

6 5244 1151 1611 8006

10 4912 1051 1477 7440

20 4723 967 1406 7096

Fuchs’ 30 4652 926 1381 6959

40 4658 919 1375 6952

50 4655 909 1382 6946

60 4628 910 1368 6906

Size of scene: (20.0,20.0,5.0) m. Size of VpMS (50.0,50.0,3.0) m

No. object faces at the start: 3902

Table 5.4: Size of dynamic visibility ordering list for Office Scene - classified by methods and sorted by 

no. tested faces (parti)
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Office Scene: basic results (part2)

Method No. faces No. leaf No. faces with No. faces with Total no.

tested faces 1 subset 2 subsets ord. faces

6 8242 2840 2252 13334

10 7049 2229 1916 11194

20 5897 1724 1586 9207

Mean x 30 6153 1691 1691 9535

40 5575 1542 1511 8628

50 5659 1581 1528 8768

60 5305 1417 1463 8185

6 5591 1471 1537 8599

10 5226 1316 1441 7983

20 4917 1232 1356 7505

Mean x,y,z 30 5178 1331 1404 7913

40 5006 1317 1358 7681

50 5211 1391 1431 8033

60 5054 1332 1360 7746

6 6803 2078 1758 10639

10 6460 1909 1636 10005

20 5556 1353 1506 8415

Mid dist 30 5293 1295 1460 8048

40 4741 1133 1310 7184

50 4714 1139 1300 7153

60 4674 1075 1294 7043

Simple Random 1 10001 2464 3446 15911

Size of scene: (20.0,20.0,5.0) m. Size of VpMS (50.0,50.0,3.0) m 

No. object faces at the start: 3902

Table 5.5: Size of dynamic visibility ordering list for Office Scene - classified by methods and sorted by 

no. tested faces (part2)
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no. faces at the start: 3902
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Figure 5.9: Office Scene: size of dynamic visibility ordering list, methods Min x, Min x,y,z and VpMS 

Moderated Fuchs’ (data in Table 5.4)
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Figure 5.10: Office Scene: size of dynamic visibility ordering list, methods Fuchs’, Mean x, Mean x,y,z, 

and Mid dist (data in Table 5.4 and 5.5)
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Office Scene; basic results - Sorti (parti)

No. faces Method No. leaf No. faces with No. faces with Total no.

tested faces 1 subset 2 subsets ord. faces

Mean x 8242 2840 2252 13334

Min X 7857 2602 2087 12546

Mid dist 6803 2078 1758 10639

6 Mean x,y,z 5591 1471 1537 8599

Fuchs’ 5244 1151 1611 8006

VpMS Moderated Fuchs’ 5177 1281 1537 7995

Min x,y,z 5148 1367 1403 7918

Min X 7294 2277 1957 11528

Mean x 7049 2229 1916 11194

Mid dist 6460 1909 1636 10005

10 Mean x,y,z 5226 1316 1441 7983

Min x,y,z 5045 1288 1380 7713

Fuchs’ 4912 1051 1477 7440

VpMS Moderated Fuchs’ 4813 1155 1407 7375

Min X 6173 1876 1638 9687

Mean x 5897 1724 1586 9207

Mid dist 5556 1353 1506 8415

20 Mean x,y,z 4917 1232 1356 7505

Min x,y,z 4702 1153 1304 7159

Fuchs’ 4723 967 1406 7096

VpMS Moderated Fuchs’ 4605 1081 1320 7006

Mean x 6153 1691 1691 9535

Minx 5894 1744 1554 9192

Mid dist 5293 1295 1460 8048

30 Mean x,y,z 5178 1331 1404 7913

Min x,y,z 4742 1136 1315 7193

VpMS Moderated Fuchs’ 4596 1062 1316 6974

Fuchs’ 4652 926 1381 6959

Size of scene: (20.0,20.0,5.0) m. Size of VpMS (50.0,50.0,3.0) m

No. object faces at the start: 3902

Table 5.6: Size of dynamic visibility ordering list for Office Scene - Sort2: classified by no. faces tested, 

sorted by total no. of ordering faces (parti)
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Office Scene: basic results - Sort2 (part2)

No. faces Method No. leaf No. faces with No. faces with Total no.

tested faces 1 subset 2 subsets ord. faces

Mean x 5575 1542 1511 8628

Min X 5506 1550 1471 8527

Mean x,y,z 5006 1317 1358 7681

40 Min x,y,z 4819 1219 1310 7348

Mid dist 4741 1133 1310 7184

Fuchs’ 4658 919 1375 6952

VpMS Moderated Fuchs’ 4545 1046 1301 6892

Mean x 5659 1581 1528 8768

Min X 5487 1515 1477 8479

Mean x,y,z 5211 1391 1431 8033

50 Min x,y,z 4716 1152 1297 7165

Mid dist 4714 1139 1300 7153

Fuchs’ 4655 909 1382 6946

VpMS Moderated Fuchs’ 4560 1053 1293 6906

Min X 5318 1452 1443 8213

Mean x 5305 1417 1463 8185

Mean x,y,z 5054 1332 1360 7746

60 Min x,y,z 4937 1182 1368 7487

Mid dist 4674 1075 1294 7043

VpMS Moderated Fuchs’ 4592 1055 1305 6952

Fuchs’ 4628 910 1368 6906

Size of scene: (20.0,20.0,5.0) m. Size of VpMS (50.0,50.0,3.0) m

No. object faces at the start: 3902

Table 5.7: Size of dynamic visibility ordering list for Office Scene - Sort2: classified by no. faces tested, 

sorted by total no. of ordering faces (part2)
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Figure 5.11: Office Scene: no. faces tested: 6, methods sorted by total no. of faces (data in Table 5.6)
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Figure 5.12: Office Scene: no. faces tested: 10, methods sorted by total no. of faces (data in Table 5.6)
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Figure 5.13: Office Scene: no. faces tested: 20, methods sorted by total no. of faces (data in Table 5.6)
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Figure 5.14: Office Scene: no. faces tested: 30, methods sorted by total no. of faces (data in Table 5.6)
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Figure 5.15: Office Scene: no. faces tested: 40, methods sorted by total no. of faces (data in Table 5.7)
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Figure 5.16: Office Scene: no. faces tested: 50, methods sorted by total no. of faces (data in Table 5.7)
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Figure 5.17: Office Scene: no. faces tested: 60, methods sorted by total no. of faces (data in Table 5.7)
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5.2.3 Discussion
The results presented in Tables 5.4,5.5, and C .l (pages 115,116,189 respectively), show that the shape 

and the size of dynamic visibility ordering list can be controlled by the number of faces (N )  that are tested 

in each step while generating the list. Namely, greater N  means a greater chance to find a face which will 

not make any split and which will have the rest of the faces on one of its sides i.e. it will be an ordering 

face with one subset.

Analysing the results presented in the above tables, we can identify the following characteristics:

1. Number of the faces tested

The methods show similar characteristics when we increase the number of the faces tested in each 

step of the process of generating the dynamic visibility ordering list. Namely, they all start off with 

one number of the ordering faces and that number decreases as we increase the number of tested 

faces. The achievements of one method differ greatly for the smaller N  while those differences are 

notably smaller for greater N . Similarly, the achievements of the different methods differ more for 

smaller N , while the methods show almost equally good results for greater N .

2. Best results in the size of the dynamic visibility ordering list

If we compare the results of all methods, we can conclude that the three best methods, in terms 

of the number of ordering faces they generate, are VpMS Moderated Fuchs', Fuchs' and Min x,y,z 

method.

It has also been shown for each method that there is quite a difference in the size of the list that 

is generated when instead of 6 faces we test 10 faces. If we increase the parameter N  still more, 

we do not get dramatic improvements in the size of the list. A greater N  requires more processing 

power while generating the list, something that has to be taken into account as well. Hence, we can 

say that for the size of the scenes that we tested, the best balance between the number of ordering 

faces generated for the list and the processing power required to generate such list is obtained for 

N  = 10.

For the methods that use a function which generates random numbers, the results we got suggest 

that the number of the ordering faces generated varied ±10% from the mean value that was calcu

lated and used when comparing such methods with others.

3. Best results in the number of the ordering faces with two subsets

If we compare all methods tested, the method that generates the fewest faces with two subsets is 

Min x,y,z method. We pointed out that those are the faces that influence greatly the linearity of the 

dynamic visibility ordering list. Having in mind the fact that the results of this method related to 

the total number of the ordering faces generated, were very close to the results of VpMS Moderated 

Fuchs' and Fuchs' methods, we can say that the performance of the Min x,y,z method was very 

good.
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5.3 Linearity of the Dynamic Visibility Ordering List

5.3.1 Experimental Strategy

The experimental scheme is presented in Table 5.8. Note that for the methods that use random function 

(VpMS Moderated Fuchs’, Fuchs’ and Simple Random) we carried out 5 tests for the same number of 

faces tested, and then calculated the mean values which appear as the final result in Table 5.9.

Experimental scheme

Scene Method No. faces tested No. tests Total no. tests

Min X 6/10/20 1 3

Min x,y,z 6/10/20 1 3

YpMS Moderated Fuchs’ 6/10/20 5 15

Fuchs’ 6/10/20 5 15

Office Mean x 6/10/20 1 3

Mean x,y,z 6/10/20 1 3

Mid dist 6/10/20 1 3

Simple Random 1 5 5

Total number of tests for Office Scene: 50

Table 5.8: The scheme for the experiments related to the linearity of the dynamic visibility ordering list

5.3.2 Results
The basic results are presented in Table 5.9. Table 5.10 represents the same basic data sorted by the num

ber of the ordering faces generated.

5.3.3 Discussion

We already pointed out that the comparison of the linearity of two dynamic visibility ordering lists has 

a meaning only if these lists do not differ greatly in size. Hence, in order to evaluate the results of the 

experiments, we sort all basic results (Table 5.9) by the number of the ordering faces generated, and then 

classify them into five groups; the rows in each group have comparable number of ordering faces gener

ated (Table 5.10). Finally, we evaluate the results in each group separately.

The results in each group demonstrate that the methods which in their design give ‘priority’ to the 

faces with one subset, show better results in linearity as it is defined in the VpMS algorithm. These results 

mean that those methods either generate less ordering faces with two subsets and/or the ordering faces 

with two subsets have smaller subsets (they were ‘filtered down’ while generating the dynamic visibility 

ordering list).
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Office Scene - Linearity: basic results

Method No. faces Number of ordering faces Total no. Linearity

tested leaves 1 subset 2 subsets ord. faces

6 7527 1855 1385 10497 0.87

M inx 10 6878 1867 1422 10167 0.86

20 6060 1805 1544 9409 0.84

6 5078 1270 1491 7839 0.81

VpMS Mod. Fuchs’ 10 4851 1174 1408 7433 0.81

20 4620 1090 1328 7038 0.81

6 5201 1129 1586 7916 0.80

Fuchs’ 10 4887 1051 1456 7394 0.80

20 4665 954 1383 7002 0.80

6 5707 1545 1558 8810 0.82

Mean x,y,z 10 5329 1357 1456 8142 0.82

20 4954 1218 1369 7541 0.82

6 5173 1376 1405 7954 0.82

Min x,y,z 10 5075 1307 1383 7765 0.82

20 4737 1164 1317 7218 0.81

6 7231 1867 1337 10435 0.87

Mean x 10 6657 1885 1454 9996 0.85

20 5897 1724 1586 9207 0.83

6 6946 1995 1295 10236 0.87

Mid dist 10 6588 1860 1421 9869 0.86

20 5948 1676 1615 9239 0.83

Simple Random 1 7954 1250 1719 10923 0.84

Table 5.9: Linearity of BSP tree build for Office Scene
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Office Scene - Linearity: basic results - Sort2

Method No. faces 

tested

Number of ordering faces Total no. 

ord. faces

Linearity

leaves 1 subset 2 subsets

Simple Random 1 7954 1250 1719 10923 0.84

Min X 6 7527 1855 1385 10497 0.87

Mean x 6 7231 1867 1337 10435 0.82

Mid dist 6 6946 1995 1295 10236 0.87

Min X 10 6878 1867 1422 10167 0.86

Mean x 10 6657 1885 1454 9996 0.85

Mid dist 10 6588 1860 1421 9869 0.86

M inx 20 6060 1805 1544 9409 0.84

Mid dist 20 5948 1676 1615 9239 0.83

Mean x 20 5897 1724 1586 9207 0.83

Mean x,y,z 6 5707 1545 1558 8810 0.82

Mean x,y,z 10 5329 1357 1456 8142 0.82

Min x,y,z 6 5173 1376 1405 7954 0.82

Fuchs’ 6 5201 1129 1586 7916 0.80

VpMS Mod. Fuchs’ 6 5078 1270 1491 7839 0.81

Min x,y,z 10 5075 1307 1383 7765 0.82

Mean x,y,z 20 4954 1218 1369 7541 0.82

VpMS Mod. Fuchs’ 10 4851 1174 1408 7433 0.81

Fuchs’ 10 4887 1051 1456 7394 0.80

Min x,y,z 20 4737 1164 1317 7218 0.81

VpMS Mod. Fuchs’ 20 4620 1090 1328 7038 0.81

Fuchs’ 20 4665 954 1383 7002 0.80

Table 5.10: Linearity of BSP tree build for Office Scene, sorted by total no. of ord.faces generated
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5.4 Size of Supportive Data Structures
The size of the WE (Winged-Edge) and MWE (Modified Winged-Edge) data structures depends on the 

arrangement of the separating planes (explained in Section 3.6.4) and the alignments of the object faces 

in the scenes. The more aligned the object faces are among themselves, the less subdividing planes we 

are going to have. Consequently, less planes produce less complex WE/MWE structures. Introducing the 

multi-layer subdivision, the complexity of the WE/MWE is reduced even further.

Table 5.11 shows the degree of alignment among the object faces in London2 Scene: different size of 

VpMSs (VpMS-a,...,VpMS-f) will contain different number of object faces and in different VpMS more 

or less object faces will share the same plane which participates in the VpMS subdivision.

London2 Scene

VpMS No. object faces No. planes which subdivide VpMS

VpMS-a 2614 1802

VpMS-b 3080 2698

VpMS-c 3847 3340

VpMS-d 4732 4144

VpMS-e 8884 7838

VpMS-f 10721 9359

Table 5.11: London2 Scene: alignment of the object faces

Tables 5.12 and 5.13 (page 129) show the number of subdivision planes, layers, cells, faces, edges 

and vertices that are generated for different scenes and their different VpMS. If the VpMS is smaller, 

then less planes pass through it, which results in reduced complexity of the WE/MWE data structure. 

Changing a few parameters, such as the number of unsuccessful insertions of new planes into one layer 

(‘No.tries’) and the minimal length of the WE/MWE edge, it is possible to govern the complexity of the 

layers for the same VpMS, as is illustrated in Table 5.14.

A greater value of ‘No.tries’ gives more chance to ‘fill up’ the layers with new subdivisions. It pro

duces less layers in number but each layer is more complex in its structure i.e. the number of vertices, 

edges, faces and cells that the layer has. On the other hand, a smaller ‘No.tries’ does the opposite: it re

duces the chance of each layer to have more subdivisions inserted. We therefore get more layers and each 

of them is less complex. The minimal length of the WE/MWE edge that is allowed in any layer has the 

same effect. There, a shorter edge length produces less layers but each of them is more complex in its 

structure. On the other hand a longer edge length generates more layers where each layer is less complex 

in its structure.

5.5 Memory Requirements
In this Section we present the results of the measurements aimed to give an idea about the actual memory 

requirements of the VpMS algorithm. We conducted these measurements for all three scenes and their 

three different VpMSs.
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Complexity of WE structure

Scene Number of

obj .faces layers vertices edges faces

676 2 21636 42855 21229

2 spheres 676 10 7431 14381 7000

676 41 2253 3777 1729

2028 7 64675 128077 63437

6 spheres 2028 28 21801 42161 20500

2028 124 6841 11473 5252

2704 10 86724 171740 85066

8 spheres 2704 37 29454 56984 27715

2704 167 9141 15318 7012

Table 5.12: Size of WE data structure for scenes with spheres

Complexity of MWE structure

VpMS and size (m) Number of

obj .faces planes layers vertices edges faces cells

Office Scene :

VpMSl (22.0,22.0,3.0) 3902 1509 18 71836 177192 140487 35113

VpMS2 (50.0,50.0,3.0) 3902 1509 23 60477 148453 117111 29112

VpMS3 (50.0,50.0,10.0) 3902 1509 23 62538 154840 123704 31379

London 1 Scene :

VpMSl (120.0,120.0,60.0) 5532 412 11 13641 36443 32441 9628

VpMS2 (240.0,240.0,60.0) 5587 544 12 33965 93557 85835 26231

VpMS3 (400.0,400.0,60.0) 5684 735 11 96071 271647 255882 80295

London2 Scene :

VpMSl (27.0,27.0,2.5) 5195 825 11 30804 79357 67193 18629

VpMS2 (70.0,70.0,7.0) 5925 1893 97 35244 88583 73909 20473

VpMS3 (100.0,100.0,7.0) 6372 2790 100 96158 252720 220356 63694

Table 5.13: Size of MWE data structure for three scenes
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London! Scene: 2712 object faces and 1415 planes

No. tries Min. MWE 

edge length (m)

Number of

layers vertices edges faces cells

25 0.0005 41 80102 219246 199847 60662

25 0.0001 39 86350 237212 217023 66122

35 0.0001 39 85159 233726 213624 65018

55 0.0001 39 86150 236620 216439 65930

Table 5.14: London2: complexity of MWE for the same VpMS

5.5.1 Results
Tables 5.15, 5.16 and 5.17 present the memory requirements for Office, Londonl sm6London2 Scene 

respectively. The meaning of the column ‘dyn.vis.ord.list’ is ‘dynamic visibility ordering list’.

VpMS MWE No. ord. Size in bytes

faces MWE dyn.vis.ord.list BSP tree

no.layers 18

no.vertices 71836

VpMSl no.edges 177192 7765 20310300 186360 111008

no.faces 140487

no.cells 35113

no.layers 23

no.vertices 60477

VpMS2 no.edges 148453 7765 16929788 186360 111008

no.faces 117111

no.cells 29112

no.layers 23

no.vertices 62538

VpMS3 no.edges 154840 7765 17938996 186360 111008

no.faces 123704

no.cells 31379

Table 5.15: Memory requirements for Office Scene (3D VpMS)
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VpMS MWE No. ord. Size in bytes

faces MWE dyn.vis.ord.list BSP tree

no.layers 11

no.vertices 13641

VpMSl no.edges 36443 16561 4840940 397464 315811

no.faces 31441

no.cells 9618

no.layers 11

no.vertices 33965

VpMSl no.edges 93557 17759 11848968 416116 338991

no.faces 85835

no.cells 16131

no.layers 11

no.vertices 96071

VpMS3 no.edges 171647 18431 38455191 441368 355008

no.faces 155881

no.cells 80195

Table 5.16; Memory requirements for Londonl Scene (3D VpMS)

VpMS MWE No. ord. Size in bytes

faces MWE dyn.vis.ord.list BSP tree

no.layers 11

no.vertices 30804

VpMSl no.edges 79357 11378 9897156 173048 108348

no.faces 67193

no.cells 18619

no.layers 97

no.vertices 35144

VpMSl no.edges 88583 16360 10953816 391640 198376

no.faces 73909

no.cells 10473

no.layers 100

no.vertices 96158

VpMS3 no.edges 151710 19308 31714480 463196 363188

no.faces 110356

no.cells 63694

Table 5.17: Memory requirements for Londonl Scene (3D VpMS)
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Figure 5.18: Size of MWE data structure (data in Tables 5.15, 5.16 and 5.17)
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Figure 5.19: Size of dynamic visibility ordering list and BSP tree (data in Tables 5.15, 5.16 and 5.17)
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5.5.2 Discussion

It can be seen that the memory requirements for the MWE data structure are quite extensive. For exam

ple, in the case of Londonl Scene VpMS3 they reach 39 Mbytes approximately. Figure 5.18 is a graphi

cal representation of these costs as a function of the number of MWE cells. The results suggest that the 

memory requirements are a linear function of that parameter. Note that for each scene tested we had a 

multi-layer solution; in the case where there is only one, complex layer these costs would not be linear 

for the combinatorial complexity of an arrangement of hyperplanes is 0(n*^) {d =  2,3, n is the number 

of hyperplanes that make subdivision). The size of dynamic visibility ordering list and the BSP tree as 

a function of the number of the ordering faces that are generated, are linear and this does not depend on 

the number of VpMS layers (Figure 5.19).

The extensive memory requirements are clearly the basic drawback of the VpMS algorithm, and as 

such they can be a restrictive factor to use the algorithm. Nevertheless, the decreasing costs of the memory 

on the market make this resource more available and consequently not much of an issue nowadays. Also, 

we suggested that there are ways to reduce the size of memory that is requested in the VpMS algorithm 

(Section 3.5.5), which offers more freedom to operate with this kind of algorithms.

5.6 Timing Experiments

5.6.1 General Experimental Strategy
The VpMS algorithm and BSP trees are two approaches similar in structure if not in detail. With both 

the BSP tree and the dynamic visibility ordering list there is an initial overhead of constructing them, but 

once built, provided that the scene geometry is not changed, we just traverse them according to the current 

viewpoint. However, this start-up time is certainly not as significant as the time to update and traverse 

the visibility ordering list, since it is this that contributes to the frame rate in a walk-through. Therefore 

it is on this dynamic aspect that we base the comparison.

We compare the performance of the best visibility ordering list with the performance of the best 

BSP tree; the meaning of the ‘best’ is related to the number of the ordering faces they generate. We stress 

that our measurements are related to one part of the graphics pipeline, the determination of the visibility 

ordering, and not to the entire pipeline (clipping, viewing transformations and actual displaying on the 

screen were not included).

The main emphasis was put on the tests done for the 3D VpMS algorithm and therefore the ma

jority of the experiments were conducted running the 3D VpMS algorithm; the 2D VpMS algorithm we 

tested over a range of smaller scenes and we included one sample which illustrates the performance of 

this version of the VpMS algorithm.

The meaning of the columns in all tables is (all times are expressed in seconds):

•  Tb s p  : total time of BSP traversal for ‘no. steps’ steps (frames),

•  TvpMS : total time of VpMS traversal for ‘no. steps’ steps (frames),

•  'I'vpMS{i) : time for one part of VpMS traversal, expressed in % oiTvpMS ; these are the operations
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dealing with finding new current WE/MWE cell and updating the dynamic visibility ordering list 

accordingly,

• tBSP : time of BSP traversal for one step (frame),

•  tvpMS : time of VpMS traversal for one step (frame).

We present five sets of timing experiments:

1. test visibility determination in the 2D VpMS algorithm (Section 5.6.2),

2. test visibility determination in the 3D VpMS algorithm (Section 5.6.3),

3. test basic differences between the BSP and 3D VpMS algorithm (Section 5.6.4),

4. test entire graphics pipeline for the BSP and 3D VpMS algorithm (Section 5.6.5),

5. test building the supportive data structures - preprocessing phase (Section 5.6.6),

All timing experiments are carried out using Unix gprof and running them on a Sun workstation 

(Solaris 2.5.1, RAM 128 M, sun4u spare SUNW, Ultra-2).

5.6.2 Timing Experiments for 2D VpMS algorithm 

Experimental Strategy

Table 5.18 represents the experimental scheme for three scenes used. We present a sample of a set of tests 

that were performed to analyse the performance of the 2D VpMS algorithm.

Experimental scheme

Scene No. faces tested No. steps No. tests Total no. tests

4 houses 5 1000/2000/4000/6000 5 20

6 houses 5 1000/2000/4000/6000 5 20

8 houses 5 1000/2000/4000/6000 5 20

Total number of tests for all scenes: 60

Table 5.18: The scheme for the experiments related to the performance of the 2D VpMS algorithm

Results

A sample of the results of experiments that test the performance of the visibility determination in the 2D 

VpMS algorithm are presented in Table 5.19. The dynamic visibility ordering lists in this experiment 

were generated using F mc/i5' method when 5 faces were tested in each step.
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Scene No. steps Tb s p

(sec)

T vpM S

(sec)

Speed up 

(%)

TvpMS{ l )  

(% of Tvpjifs)

i p s p  = 
T b s p

i v p M S  — 
T v p M S

N o. s t e ps

(sec)
No. s t eps

(sec)

1000 29 14 53 1.23 0.0292 0.0138

4 houses 2000 58 27 53 1.21 0.0292 0.0137

(476 obj .faces) 4000 117 55 53 1.13 0.0291 0.0137

6000 174 82 53 1.18 0.0290 0.0137

1000 44 21 53 1.01 0.0443 0.0208

6 houses 2000 87 42 52 0.90 0.0436 0.0211

(714 obj .faces) 4000 176 83 53 0.92 0.0440 0.0207

6000 265 125 53 0.78 0.0441 0.0208

1000 60 28 54 0.65 0.0595 0.0275

8 houses 2000 119 55 54 0.56 0.0593 0.0274

(952 obj.faces) 4000 237 109 54 0.54 0.0592 0.0272

6000 355 165 53 0.62 0.0591 0.0275

Table 5.19: Timing results of traversal with 2D VpMS for three scenes (no. faces tested: 5, method: 

Fuchs’)

Discussion
The results presented in Table 5.19 (page 135) show that VpMS traversal in the 2D VpMS algorithm is 

consistently faster than the BSP traversal (average speed up = 53%). This kind of result was expected 

since the VpMS algorithm is based on simple updates of dynamic visibility ordering list and set of N  

logical operations (N  is a number of ordering faces) rather than set of N  floating point operations.

The operations of tracking the new current cell in the WE structure proved to be very fast, taking 

only 1-2 % of the entire time needed for VpMS traversal. Therefore, it has been shown that WE data 

structure is very good tool to describe subdivision of 2D VpMS.

5.6.3 Timing Experiments for 3D VpMS algorithm 

Experimental Strategy
We ran one extended set of tests for Office Scene and two reduced sets for Londonl and London2 Scene 

- Table 5.20 represents the experimental scheme. The reduced set of experiments was devised when we 

analysed the results of the extended set. Consequently, the number of cases tested ior Londonl dmà Lon

donl Scene were reduced to the subset of tests that showed the best results related to the size of the dy

namic visibility ordering list (number of faces tested = 10). We ran 5 tests with the same parameters each 

time, and calculated a mean processing time.

For all three scenes we simulated a series of the viewpoint movements by sliding along some pre

defined 3D line in a certain number of steps. We have chosen three lines for each VpMS, all of them 

stretching in various directions across the VpMS.
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In the case of Office and Londonl Scene we used Fuchs’ method to build the dynamic visibility or

dering list and in the case of Londonl scene we used Mid dist method.

Results
Tables 5.21 and 5.22 (pages 138 and 139 respectively) explain the organisation of the results. They are 

presented in three sets: the basic set of results, and two sets of results which represent the same data as in 

the basic set but grouped and sorted in different way to suit the analysis of different characteristics (Sort2 

and Sort3). The basic set of results is given for all three scenes, and Sort2 and Sort3 for Office Scene only.

Note that the results for Office Scene, VpMSl are given in this chapter, and the results for Office 

Scene, VpMS2 and WpMS3, Londonl Scene ond Londonl Scene can be found in Appendix D (page 194).
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Experimental scheme

VpMS Path No.faces tested No.steps No.tests Total no. tests

2500 5

Linel 5 /1 0 /1 5 /2 0 5000 5 80

Office Scene: 7500 5

10000 5

2500 5

VpMSl / VpMS2 / VpMS3 Line2 5 /1 0 /1 5 /2 0 5000 5 80

7500 5

10000 5

2500 5

Line3 5 /1 0 /1 5 /2 0 5000 5 80

7500 5

10000 5

Total number of tests for all three VpMSs: 720

2500 5

Linel 10 5000 5 20

Londonl and London2 Scenes: 7500 5

10000 5

2500 5

VpM Sl/V pM S2/VpM S3 Line2 10 5000 5 20

7500 5

10000 5

2500 5

Line3 10 5000 5 20

7500 5

10000 5

Total number of tests for all three VpMSs (both scenes): 360

Total number of tests for all scenes: 1080

Table 5.20: The scheme for the experiments related to the performance of 3D VpMS algorithm
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Organisation of results (parti)

Scene VpMS Path Basic results

Table Figure

VpMSl

Linel

Line2

Line3

5.24 (Page 140)

5.25 (Page 141)

5.26 (Page 142)

5.20 (Page 143)

5.21 (Page 143)

5.22 (Page 144)

Office VpMS2

Linel

Line2

Line3

D.l (Page 195) 

D.2 (Page 196) 

D.3 (Page 197)

D .l (Page 198) 

D.2 (Page 198) 

D.3 (Page 199)

VpMS3

Linel

Line2

Line3

D.7 (Page 206) 

D.8 (Page 207) 

D.9 (Page 208)

D.12 (Page 209) 

D.13 (Page 209) 

D.14 (Page 210)

VpMSl Linel,2,3 D.14 (Page 218) Linel: D.23 (Page 218)

Londonl VpMS2 Linel,2,3 D.15 (Page 219) Linel: D.24 (Page 219)

VpMS3 Linel,2,3 D.16 (Page 220) Linel: D.25 (Page 220)

VpMSl Linel,2,3 D.18 (Page 222) Linel: D.26 (Page 222)

London2 VpMS2 Line 1,2,3 D.19 (Page 223) Linel: D.27 (Page 223)

VpMS3 Linel,2,3 D.20 (Page 224) Linel: D.28 (Page 224)

Organisation of the results in each table:

- results grouped by number of the faces tested

- results in each group sorted by number of the steps along the line

Table 5.21: Set of tables and figures that sums up the basic results of timing experiment
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Organisation of results (part2)

Scene VpMS Path No. Basic results - Sort2 No. Basic results - Sort3

steps Table Figure steps Table Figure

2500 5.23 

(Page 146)

2500 5.27 

(Page 149)

VpMSl

Linel

5000

5.27

5.24 

(Page 146)

5000 part 1: 5.28 

(Page 147)

5.28 

(Page 149)

7500

(Page 145)

5.25 

(Page 146)

7500

part 2: 5.29

5.29 

(Page 150)

10000 5.26 

(Page 146)

10000 (Page 148) 5.30 

(Page 150)

2500 D.4

(Page 201)

2500 D.8 

(Page 204)

Office VpMS2

Linel

5000

D.4

D.5

(Page 201)

5000 part 1: D.5 

(Page 202)

D.9 

(Page 204)

7500

(Page 200)

D.6 

(Page 201)

7500

part 2: D.6

D.IO 

(Page 205)

10000 D.7

(Page 201)

10000 (Page 203) D .ll 

(Page 205)

2500 D.15 

(Page 212)

2500 D.19 

(Page 215)

VpMS3

Linel

5000

D.IO

D.16 

(Page 212)

5000 part 1: D .ll 

(Page 213)

D.20 

(Page 215)

7500

(Page 211)

D.17 

(Page 212)

7500

part 2: D.12

D.21 

(Page 216)

10000 D.18 

(Page 212)

10000 (Page 214) D.22 

(Page 216)

Organisation of the results in each table:

Sort2: - results grouped by the number of the steps along the line

- results in each group sorted by number of the faces tested 

Sorts : -1** level grouping: by the number of steps along the line

- 2”*̂ level grouping: by the number of faces tested

- 3'’̂  level grouping: by the line

Table 5.22: Set of tables and figures that sums up Sort2 and Sort3 of the basic results of timing experiment
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Office Scene (20.0^0.0,5.0) m

VpMS Size

(m,m,m)

Number of

obj .faces planes layers vertices edges faces cells

1 (22.0,22.0,3.0) 3902 1509 18 71836 177192 140487 35113

2 (50.0,50.0,3.0) 3902 1509 23 60477 148453 117111 29112

3 (50.0,50.0,10.0) 3902 1509 23 62538 154840 123704 31379

Table 5.23: Description of Office Scene and its three VpMS

Office Scene, VpMSl, Linel: basic results

No. faces 

tested

No. steps T b s p

(sec)

TvpMS

(sec)

Speed up 

(%)

TvpMS{ l )  

(% o f  T v p M s )

i s s p  = 
T b s p

f V p M S  — 
T v p M S

No. s t eps

(sec)
No. s t eps

(sec)

2500 68 35 48 2.17 0.0274 0.0141

5 5000 137 70 49 2.15 0.0274 0.0141

7500 205 106 48 2.16 0.0274 0.0141

10000 275 141 49 2.18 0.0275 0.0141

2500 61 31 48 2.40 0.0243 0.0125

10 5000 122 62 49 2.41 0.0244 0.0125

7500 182 93 49 2.49 0.0243 0.0125

10000 243 125 49 2.46 0.0243 0.0125

2500 59 30 49 2.57 0.0236 0.0119

15 5000 118 60 49 2.52 0.0236 0.0119

7500 177 89 50 2.53 0.0237 0.0119

10000 236 120 49 2.50 0.0236 0.0120

2500 60 29 51 2.53 0.0238 0.0117

20 5000 118 58 50 2.56 0.0236 0.0117

7500 175 87 50 2.64 0.0234 0.0117

10000 235 117 50 2.59 0.0235 0.0117

VpMSl: (-11.0,11.0)(-11.0,11.0)(5.0,8.0), Linel: (9.0,9.0,7.0) - (-9.0,-9.0,6.0)

sorted by number of the faces tested when building BSP tree and dynamic visibility ordering list

Table 5.24: Timing results for Office Scene: comparison of BSP tree and VpMS traversal: VpMSl, Linel
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Office Scene, VpM Sl, Line2: basic results

No. faces 

tested

No. steps T b s p

(sec)

T vpM S

(sec)

Speed up 

(%)

TvpMS{ l )  

(% of T v p M s )

Ib s p  =

T b s p

tVpMS  =  
T v p M S

N o . s t e p s

(sec)
N o . s t e p s

(sec)

2500 68 36 47 2.01 0.0273 0.0144

5 5000 136 72 47 2.07 0.0273 0.0144

7500 204 108 47 2.05 0.0273 0.0144

10000 273 144 47 2.03 0.0273 0.0144

2500 61 32 48 2.26 0.0245 0.0128

10 5000 123 64 48 2.30 0.0246 0.0129

7500 184 96 48 2.29 0.0245 0.0129

10000 246 128 48 2.28 0.0246 0.0128

2500 60 31 48 2.39 0.0239 0.0124

15 5000 120 62 48 2.34 0.0240 0.0124

7500 181 93 49 2.37 0.0241 0.0124

10000 242 124 49 2.35 0.0242 0.0124

2500 59 30 49 2.46 0.0235 0.0120

20 5000 118 60 49 2.50 0.0236 0.0120

7500 176 90 49 2.48 0.0235 0.0120

10000 235 120 49 2.46 0.0235 0.0120

VpMSl: (-11.0,11.0)(-11.0,11.0)(5.0,8.0), Line2: (9.0,9.0,6.0) - (9.0,-9.0,6.5)

sorted by number of the faces tested when building BSP tree and dynamic visibility ordering list

Table 5.25: Timing results for Office Scene: comparison ofBSPtree and VpMS traversal: VpMSl, Line2
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Office Scene, VpM Sl, Line3: basic results

No. faces 

tested

No. steps T b s p

(sec)

Tvp MS

(sec)

Speed up 

(%)

TvpMS{ l )  

{% o f  T v p M s )

i p s p  = 
T b s p

tVpMS =  
T v p M S

N o . s t ep s

(sec)
No . s t ep s

(sec)

2500 69 35 48 2.02 0.0275 0.0142

5 5000 138 71 49 2.11 0.0275 0.0141

7500 205 106 49 2.09 0.0274 0.0141

10000 276 141 49 2.08 0.0276 0.0141

2500 61 32 48 2.37 0.0244 0.0126

10 5000 122 63 49 2.39 0.0244 0.0126

7500 183 94 49 2.37 0.0244 0.0126

10000 244 125 49 2.36 0.0244 0.0125

2500 58 31 47 2.31 0.0231 0.0122

15 5000 116 62 47 2.32 0.0231 0.0123

7500 173 92 47 2.35 0.0231 0.0123

10000 232 122 47 2.29 0.0232 0.0122

2500 58 30 48 2.37 0.0233 0.0122

20 5000 117 61 48 2.37 0.0234 0.0122

7500 174 91 48 2.34 0.0233 0.0121

10000 234 121 48 2.33 0.0234 0.0121

VpMSl: (-11.0,11.0)(-11.0,11.0)(5.0,8.0), Line3: (9.0,9.0,5.5) - (-9.0,9.0,6.0)

sorted by number of the faces tested when building BSP tree and dynamic visibility ordering list

Table 5.26: Timing results for Office Scene: comparison ofBSPtree and VpMS traversal: VpMSl, Line3
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VpMSl, Linel

143
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5.20: Office Scene; timing results for VpMS and BSP algorithm - V pM Sl, Linel (data in Table

VpMSl, Line2
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Figure 5.21: Office Scene: timing results for VpMS and BSP algorithm - V pM Sl, Line2 (data in Table 

5.25)
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VpMSl, Lines
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Figure 5.22: Office Scene: timing results for VpMS and BSP algorithm - VpMSl, LineS (data in Table 

5.26)
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Office Scene, VpMSl, basic results - Sort2

No. faces 

tested

No. steps Tb s p

(sec)

Tv pM S

(sec)

Speed up 

(%)

TvpMS{ l )  

(% o f  T v p M s )

i p s p  = 
T b s p

tVpMS = 
T v p M S

N o .s te p s

(sec)
N o .s te p s

(sec)

5 68 35 48 2.17 0.0274 0.0141

10 2500 61 31 48 2.40 0.0243 0.0125

15 59 30 49 2.57 0.0236 0.0119

20 60 29 51 2.53 0.0238 0.0117

5 137 70 49 2.15 0.0274 0.0141

10 5000 122 62 49 2.41 0.0244 0.0125

15 118 60 49 2.52 0.0236 0.0119

20 118 58 50 2.56 0.0236 0.0117

5 205 106 48 2.16 0.0274 0.0141

10 7500 182 93 49 2.49 0.0243 0.0125

15 177 89 50 2.53 0.0237 0.0119

20 175 87 50 2.64 0.0234 0.0117

5 275 141 49 2.18 0.0275 0.0141

10 10000 243 125 49 2.46 0.0243 0.0125

15 236 120 49 2.50 0.0236 0.0120

20 235 117 50 2.59 0.0235 0.0117

VpMS: (-11.0,11.0)(-11.0,11.0)(5.0,8.0)m, Linel: (9.0,9.0,7.0) - (-9.0,-9.0,6.0) 

sorted by number of steps along Linel

Table 5.27: Timing results for Office Scene: comparison of BSP tree and VpMS traversal - Sort2: 

VpMSl, U nel
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V pM Sl, L inel: 2500 steps V pM Sl, Linel: 5000 steps
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Figure 5.23: Office Scene: timing results for 

VpMS and BSP algorithm - VpMSl, Linel, 

2500 steps (data in Table 5.27)

Figure 5.24: Office Scene: timing results for 

VpMS and BSP algorithm - VpMSl, Linel, 

5000 steps (data in Table 5.27)

V pM Sl, L inel: 7500 steps V pM Sl, Linel: 10000 steps
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Figure 5.25: Office Scene: timing results for 

VpMS and BSP algorithm - VpMSl, Linel, 

7500 steps (data in Table 5.27)

Figure 5.26: Office Scene: timing results for 

VpMS and BSP algorithm - VpMSl, Linel, 

10000 steps (data in Table 5.27)
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Office Scene, VpM Sl, basic results - Sorts (parti)

No. faces 

tested

No. steps Path T b s p

(sec)

T vp M S

(sec)

Speed up 

(%)

TvpMS( l )  

(% of T v p M s )

i p s p  = 
T b s p

iVpMS  =  
T v p M S

N o .s te p s

(sec)
N o .s te p s

(sec)

1 68 35 48 2 . 1 7 0.0274 0.0141

5 2500 2 68 36 47 2.01 0.0273 0.0144

3 69 35 48 2.02 0.0275 0.0142

1 61 31 48 2.40 0.0243 0.0125

10 2500 2 61 32 48 2.26 0.0245 0.0128

3 61 32 48 2.37 0.0244 0.0126

1 59 30 49 2.57 0.0236 0.0119

15 2500 2 60 31 48 2.39 0.0239 0.0124

3 58 31 47 2.31 0.0231 0.0122

1 60 29 51 2.53 0.0238 0.0117

20 2500 2 59 30 49 2.46 0.0235 0.0120

3 58 30 48 2.37 0.0233 0.0122

1 137 70 49 2.15 0.0274 0.0141

5 5000 2 136 72 47 2.07 0.0273 0.0144

3 138 71 49 2.11 0.0275 0.0141

1 122 62 49 2.41 0.0244 0.0125

10 5000 2 123 64 48 2.30 0.0246 0.0129

3 122 63 49 2.39 0.0244 0.0126

1 118 60 49 2.52 0.0236 0.0119

15 5000 2 120 62 48 2.34 0.0240 0.0124

3 116 62 47 2.32 0.0231 0.0123

1 118 58 50 2.56 0.0236 0.0117

20 5000 2 118 60 49 2.50 0.0236 0.0120

3 117 61 48 2.37 0.0234 0.0122

VpMSl: (-25,25)(-25,25)(5,8)m

sorted by number of steps along the lines (2500 and 5000), and then by the number of faces tested

Table 5.28: Timing results for Office Scene: comparison of BSP tree and VpMS traversal-Sort3: VpMSl 

(parti)
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Office Scene, VpM Sl, basic results - Sorts (parti)

No. faces 

tested

No. steps Path T b s p

(sec)

TvpMS

(sec)

Speed up 

(%)

Tv pMS ( l )  

(% o f  T v p M s )

t p s p  = 
T b s p

tVpMS =  
T vp M S

N o .s te p s

(sec)
N o .s tep s

(sec)

1 205 106 48 2.16 0.0274 0.0141

5 7500 2 204 108 47 2.05 0.0273 0.0144

3 205 106 49 2.09 0.0274 0.0141

1 182 93 49 2.49 0.0243 0.0125

10 7500 2 184 96 48 2.29 0.0245 0.0129

3 183 94 49 2.37 0.0244 0.0126

1 177 89 50 2.53 0.0237 0.0119

15 7500 2 181 93 49 2.37 0.0241 0.0124

3 173 92 47 2.35 0.0231 0.0123

1 175 87 50 2.64 0.0234 0.0117

20 7500 2 176 90 49 2.48 0.0235 0.0120

3 174 91 48 2.34 0.0233 0.0121

1 275 141 49 2.18 0.0275 0.0141

5 10000 2 273 144 47 2.03 0.0273 0.0144

3 276 141 49 2.08 0.0276 0.0141

1 243 125 49 2.46 0.0243 0.0125

10 10000 2 246 128 48 2.28 0.0246 0.0128

3 244 125 49 2.36 0.0244 0.0125

1 236 120 49 2.50 0.0236 0.0120

15 10000 2 242 124 49 2.35 0.0242 0.0124

3 232 122 47 2.29 0.0233 0.0122

1 235 117 50 2.59 0.0235 0.0117

20 10000 2 235 120 49 2.46 0.0235 0.0120

3 234 121 48 2.33 0.0234 0.0121

VpMSl: (-25,25)(-25,25)(5,8)m

sorted by number of steps along the lines (7500 and 10000), and then by the number of faces tested

Table 5.29: Timing results for Office Scene: comparison ofBSPtree and VpMS traversal: VpMSl (part2)
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VpMSl, 2500 steps
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Figure 5.27: Office Scene: timing results for VpMS and BSP algorithm - V pM Sl, all lines, 2500 steps 

(data in Table 5.28)

VpMSl, 5000 steps
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Figure 5.28: Office Scene: tim ing results for VpM S and BSP algorithm  - V p M S l, all lines, 5000 steps

(data in Table 5.28)
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VpMSl, 7500 steps
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Figure 5.29: Office Scene: timing results for VpMS and BSP algorithm - V pM Sl, all lines, 7500 steps 

(data in Table 5.29)
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Office Scene: Comparison of all VpMS (parti)

VpMS No. faces No. steps T b s p TvpMS Speed up TvpMS( l )

tested (sec) (sec) (%) (% of 7VpM5)

2500 68 35 48 2.17

VpMSl 5 5000 137 70 49 2.15

7500 205 106 48 2.16

10000 275 141 49 2.18

2500 73 36 50 2.80

VpMS2 5 5000 141 72 49 2.73

7500 209 108 48 2.78

10000 282 145 49 2.76

2500 69 35 49 2.87

VpMS3 5 5000 137 71 48 2.81

7500 207 106 49 2.80

10000 276 141 49 2.84

2500 61 31 48 2.40

VpMSl 10 5000 122 62 49 2.41

7500 182 93 49 2.49

10000 243 125 49 2.46

2500 66 32 51 3.04

VpMS2 10 5000 128 64 50 3.08

7500 190 96 49 3.10

10000 257 128 50 3.07

2500 62 31 50 3.21

VpMS3 10 5000 124 63 50 3.16

7500 186 94 50 3.19

10000 248 125 50 3.21

Organisation of the results in the table:

-1** level sorting: by the number of faces tested

- 2” *̂ level sorting: by the VpMS

- 3’’'̂  level sorting: by number of steps along the line

Table 5.30: Timing results for Office Scene; comparison of three VpMSs (Linel, parti)
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Office Scene: Comparison of all VpMS (part2)

VpMS No. faces No. steps T b s p T vpM S Speed up TvpMS{ l )

tested (sec) (sec) (%) (% of T v p M s )

2500 59 30 49 2.57

VpMSl 15 5000 118 60 49 2.52

7500 177 89 50 2.53

10000 236 120 49 2.50

2500 60 30 49 3.23

VpMS2 15 5000 119 60 49 3.23

7500 179 90 50 3.25

10000 240 121 50 3.23

2500 59 31 48 3.06

VpMS3 15 5000 119 62 48 3.03

7500 178 92 48 3.08

10000 237 123 48 3.03

2500 60 29 51 2.53

VpMSl 20 5000 118 58 50 2.56

7500 175 87 50 2.64

10000 235 117 50 2.59

2500 58 29 49 3.23

VpMS2 20 5000 116 59 49 3.21

7500 174 88 49 3.21

10000 232 118 49 3.21

2500 57 30 48 3.27

VpMS3 20 5000 115 59 48 3.23

7500 172 89 49 3.25

10000 229 119 48 3.24

Organisation of the results in the table:

-1** level sorting: by the number of faces tested

- 2"*̂  level sorting: by the VpMS

- 3’’'̂  level sorting: by number of steps along the line

Table 5.31: Timing results for Office Scene: comparison of three VpMSs (Linel, part2)
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Figure 5.31: Office Scene: timing results for BSP and VpMS algorithms, three VpMSs, no.faces 

tested = 5 (data in Table 5.30)

BSP and VpMS algorithms: Linel, no. faces tested: 10
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Figure 5.32: Office Scene: timing results for BSP and VpMS algorithms, three VpMSs, no.faces

tested = 10 (data in Table 5.30)
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Figure 5.33: Office Scene: timing results for BSP and VpMS algorithms, three VpMSs, no.faces 

tested = 15 (data in Table 5.31)

BSP and VpMS algorithms: Linel, no. faces tested: 20
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Figure 5.34: Office Scene: timing results for BSP and VpMS algorithms, three VpM Ss, no.faces

tested = 20 (data in Table 5.31)
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Discussion
Analysing a set of tables with the results of the timing experiments for 3D VpMS, and their correspond

ing figures (see the scheme in Tables 5.21 and 5.22, pages 138 and 139 respectively), we can draw the 

following conclusions:

1. Basic results - Performance of VpMS traversal :

The profiling results presented in Tables 5.24,5.25,5.26, D .l, D.2, D.3, D.7, D.8, D.9, D.14, D.15, 

D.16, D.18, D.19, and D.20 (pages 140,141,142,195,196,197,206,207,208,218,219,220,222, 

223, and 224 respectively) show that the VpMS traversal is consistently faster than the BSP traver

sal (average speed-up = 47% ). This is to be expected, since the VpMS relies on simple updates to a 

given ordering, rather than a visit to every node and the point-plane classification as in a BSP tree. 

It should be recognised that, of course, in any particular implementation use of the VpMS method 

will not result in a rendering speed-up by the same factor. This is because the traversal is one part 

of the cost of the viewing pipeline, which also involves many other processes such as clipping and 

displaying, which varies significantly across the platforms.

All experiments show that the time needed to track a new MWE cell and update the dynamic visi

bility ordering list is insignificant when compared with total time of VpMS traversal (2-3 %).

The graphical representation of the timing experiments where the time of both BSP and VpMS 

traversal is represented in a function of the number of steps along the line, suggests that it is a linear 

function.

2. Sort2 - The size of the dynamic visibility ordering list :

The basic results sorted in Tables 5.27, D.4, and D.IO (pages 145,200, and 211 respectively) show 

that greater number of faces tested while building both the dynamic visibility ordering list and BSP 

tree produces shorter list i.e. BSP tree. Consequently this makes both BSP and VpMS traversal 

faster. The VpMS algorithm is consistently faster than BSP traversal irrespective of the size of the 

ordering list.

3. Sort3 - The viewing path :

The basic results sorted in Tables 5.28, 5.29, D.5, D.6, D .ll, and D.12 (pages 147,148,202, 203, 

213, and 214 respectively) show the influence of the paths that we have chosen, to the timing re

sults. The paths were three 3D lines stretching across the scene in different directions. Each path 

can be broken into a set of line segments, which at the end is what happens when we render a scene 

from consecutive viewpoints. Note that the line was a representative of the ‘worst case’ path as 

far as the computational requirements are concerned (manoeuvring with the topological and geo

metrical information in WE/MWE data structure). Normally, the viewpoint does not move along 

the straight line, and very often its position does not change but only the orientation in which the 

scene is viewed. In the case where the viewpoint does not move much i.e. it stays for a long time 

in the same order-invariant cell, the computational requirements are reduced if compared with the 

situation when the viewpoint moves a lot.
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The results in the tables indicate that we get the same timing results along any of the chosen paths. 

This demonstrates that we did not use the path which would be in favour of the algorithm.

4. Comparison of three different VpMSs for Office Scene :

Tables 5.30 and 5.31 (pages 151 and 152 respectively) sum up the results of the BSP and VpMS 

traversal for Ojfice Scene and its three different VpMS The measurements were performed using 

the same path (Linel) and with approximately the same number of ordering faces generated. Note 

that each VpMS is characterised with a different size which in turn influenced the complexity of the 

assigned MWE. Therefore while making this comparison all parameters were kept identical except 

the complexity of the MWE used (we compare the results within each group of three points in the 

graph - three different VpMSs but the same number of steps, Figures 5.31,5.32,5.33, 5.34).

The comparative analysis shows that the timing results across all three VpMS differ insignificantly. 

It leads us to the conclusion that the complexity of the MWE data structure does not influence the 

timing results. Indeed, this result was expected since we already concluded that the only operation 

that deals with the MWE structure (tracking a new MWE cell) takes very little time.

5.6.4 Timing Results for Basic Differences

The results that we presented so far were related to one part of the graphics pipeline - visibility determina

tion, excluding other tasks such as clipping and viewing transformations, but including the manipulation 

with the specific data base that has been used in our implementation of the VpMS algorithm (fetching the 

object face description and preparing it for OpenGL calls).

If we isolate all operations dealing with the data base and leave only the operations that distinguish 

the VpMS algorithm from the BSP algorithm, we can compare:

•  BSP algorithm: N  floating point operations (point-plane classification for each node), T b s p ,

•  VpMS algorithm (TypMS = 2VpMS(i) +  TvpMS{2) +  TvpMS{3))'

1. TvpMS{i) : very few floating point operations to find a new current MWE cell. This number 

depends on the number of cells that the viewpoint ‘crossed’ on its way to a new viewpoint.

2. TvpMS{2) : very few pointer manipulations and fiag settings to update the dynamic visibility 

ordering list accordingly. This number depends on the number of ordering faces whose planes 

were ‘crossed’ while the viewpoint was moving to a new viewpoint,

3. TvpMS{3) : N  logical operations to check if the visibility flag of every ordering face is ON. 

Note that all times are expressed in seconds.

We conducted a set of timing tests and the results are represented in the Table 5.32. These results 

show that basic differences between the VpMS and BSP traversal are in favour of VpMS traversal - the 

average acceleration we get with VpMS algorithm is 79%.
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Number of T b s p TvpMS TvpMS{ l ) T v pM S { 2 ) TvpMS{3) Speed up

faces tested steps (sec) (sec) (sec) (sec) (sec) (%)

6 2500 41.95 7.87 1.28 0.05 6.53 81

10 2500 36.62 7.34 1.16 0.05 6.14 80

20 2500 34.04 7.16 1.19 0.04 5.93 79

6 5000 80.46 16.09 2.33 0.04 13.72 80

10 5000 74.81 14.13 2.28 0.05 11.81 81

20 5000 68.28 14.18 2.30 0.04 11.84 79

6 7500 118.23 22.83 3.57 0.03 19.23 81

10 7500 107.74 22.02 3.58 0.04 18.40 80

20 7500 93.43 21.20 3.57 0.05 17.57 77

6 10000 137.49 31.97 4.90 0.05 27.02 77

10 10000 129.39 28.65 4.77 0.05 23.84 78

20 10000 121.03 28.70 4.83 0.05 23.82 76

Table 5.32: Office Scene: Timing results for basic differences between BSP and VpMS algorithm 

Discussion
When we compared the basic differences between the VpMS and BSP algorithm, the results of the experi

ments presented in Table 5.32 show that the average acceleration we get with the VpMS algorithm is 79%. 

Such results were expected as we were comparing N  floating point operation (point-plane classifications 

to determine whether the viewpoint is in front or on the back of the plane), with N  logical operations (test

ing the visibility flag), a few floating operation (identification of the cell to which the current viewpoint 

moved) and a few manipulations with the pointers (updating the dynamic visibility ordering list).

5.6.5 Timing Results for Entire Graphics Pipeline

We conducted a reduced set of tests to measure the timing results when all phases of the graphics pipeline 

were included. The field of view that was used was 50 degrees.

The main task of this measurement was to give us more clear idea about the dynamics of the entire 

graphics pipeline. The scene that has been tested was Office Scene, the path was 3D line stretching di

agonally across the VpMS and the number of steps along the line was 500. We applied the procedure as 

previously: we rendered the scene using both BSP and VpMS algorithms ten (10) times and calculated a 

mean value. The results showed that the rendering using BSP trees took 77.24 sec, while VpMS render

ing took 65.05 sec. It means that the speed-up achieved with the VpMS algorithm compared to the BSP 

rendering was 16%.

5.6.6 Time to Build Supportive Data Structures

We timed the following processes:

building the MWE for four different VpMS-s for both Office and Londonl Scene (Table 5.33),
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Scene No.layers No.vertices No.edges No.faces No.cells T(MWE)

(sec)

22 59721 146859 116192 29032 65.40

Office 23 62538 154840 123704 31379 72.04

18 71836 177192 140487 35113 90.54

18 79227 197820 159568 40957 108.65

11 8824 22897 19763 5679 8.20

Londonl 11 13641 36443 32441 9628 15.00

12 33965 93557 85835 26231 48.85

11 96071 271647 255882 80295 184.31

Table 5.33: Time needed to build MWE structures for Office Londonl Scene

•  building the dynamic visibility ordering list for both (Office and Londonl Scene, and six different 

numbers of faces tested for each scene (Table 5.34).

For each experiments we ran five tests and calculate the mean value which appears as a final result 

in each row.

Discussion
The time to build the MWE data structure, when represented as a function of the number of MWE cells, 

appears to be linear. However, the time to build the dynamic visibility ordering list when represented as 

a function of number of faces tested, shows different characteristics. A smaller number of faces tested 

generates a longer list and it takes more time to generate it due to the number of face splits that have to 

be performed. Increasing the number of faces tested (approximately 5) the number of splits is reduced 

and the total time to build the list decreases and reaches its minimum. If we further increase the number 

of faces tested, that time starts to increase again as it takes more time to test that many faces in order to 

choose the best one in terms of the number of the face splits that it makes.

The results that we analysed suggest that the time to build the supportive data structures is not a 

prohibitive factor of the method - it takes only several minutes to build both MWE data structure and the 

dynamic visibility ordering list for the scene that has 11000 ordering faces.

5.7 Summary
We presented the results of three sets of experiments which demonstrated the performance of the VpMS 

algorithm and several measurements which give a better picture of the dynamics and requirements of the 

algorithms.

There are two main demands that were demonstrated in the VpMS algorithm:

1. Preprocessing time:

Results are presented in Tables 5.33 and 5.34 (pages 158 and 159 respectively).
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Scene No. faces tested No. ordering faces T(d.v.o.list)

(sec)

1 11137 18.31

2 9770 15.39

Office 5 7956 13.53

10 7427 14.97

15 7182 17.32

20 7066 20.91

1 39204 230.91

2 24633 91.28

Londonl 5 15613 42.46

10 15064 4 6 2 8

15 13198 44.80

20 12740 49.46

Table 5.34: Time needed to build dynamic visibility ordering list for Office and Londonl Scene
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Figure 5.35: Time to build MWE structure as a function of no. MWE cells created (data in Table 5.33)
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Figure 5.36: Time to build dynamic visibility ordering list as a function of no. ordering faces created: 

Ojfice Scene (data in Table 5.34)
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Figure 5.37: Time to build dynamic visibility ordering list as a function o f no. ordering faces created:

Londonl Scene (data in Table 5.34)
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Figure 5.38: Time to build dynamic visibility ordering list as a function of no. faces tested (data in Table 

5.34)

The time to build the supportive data structures (MWE structure and the dynamic visibility ordering 

list) for the size of scenes considered, appeared not to be a factor which would restrict the use of 

the algorithm. Once created, the same data structures are used throughout the viewing session. The 

viewing session itself normally lasts for some time and therefore the several minutes which it takes 

to create these data structures does not represent a drawback of the method.

The results we got suggest that the time to build MWE structure and the dynamic visibility ordering 

list appear to be linear function of the number of cells created and the number of ordering faces 

generated respectively. The time to build the ordering list and BSP tree appear to be the same.

2. M em ory requirem ents:

Results are presented in Tables 5.12, 5.13, 5.15, 5.16 and 5.17 (pages 129, 129,130,131, and 131 

respectively).

It has been shown that the memory requirement represents the main drawback of the VpMS algo

rithm. Two factors have to be taken into consideration when we consider this issue. Firstly, these 

requirements can be reduced by manipulating the number and the complexity of the layers created, 

and also by limiting the size of the viewpoint movement space as was explained in Section 3.5.5. 

Secondly, the cost of the memory on the market is constantly decreasing and it largely diminishes 

this disadvantage. If we take all of that in consideration, the VpMS approach has an arena where 

it can be employed.
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The results of the experiments presented in Sections 5.2,5.3 and 5.6 exhibited the following features:

1. Best results in the size of the dynamic visibility ordering list:

Results are presented in Tables 5.4, 5.5, and C .l (pages 115,116, and 189 respectively).

Three best methods of building the dynamic visibility ordering list, best in terms of the number of 

the ordering faces they generate, are VpMS Moderated Fuchs’, Fuchs’ and Minx,y,z method.

2. Best results in the number of the ordering faces with two subsets:

Results are presented in Tables 5.4, 5.5, and C.l (pages 115,116, and 189 respectively).

Three methods of building the dynamic visibility ordering list that generate the fewest faces with 

two subsets are Minx,y,z, VpMS Moderated Fuchs’ and Fuchs’ method.

3. Best results in linearity of the dynamic visibility ordering list:

Results are presented in Table 5.10 (page 127).

The methods of building the dynamic visibility ordering list which in their design give the ‘priority’ 

to the faces with one subset, show better results in linearity the way it is defined in the context of 

the VpMS algorithm.

4. Performance of VpMS traversal:

Results are presented in Tables 5.19, 5.24, 5.25, 5.26, D.l, D.2, D.3, D.7, D.8, D.9, 5.32, D.14, 

D.15, D.16, D.18, D.19, and D.20 (pages 135, 140,141, 142, 195, 196,197, 206, 207, 208, 157, 

218, 219, 220, 222, 223,224 respectively).

Both the 2D and 3D VpMS traversal were consistently faster than the BSP traversal. The average 

speed up in 2D VpMS algorithm was 53%, and 47% in 3D VpMS algorithm (timing of the basic 

differences showed speed up of 79 %, and timing of the entire graphics pipeline 16 %). Such good 

results altogether justify the construction of the extensive data structures that are used to support 

VpMS traversal.

Londonl Scene can be considered as an example of a scene where the polygons were crowded and 

not well aligned, and to certain extent they were randomly distributed across the scene. Never

theless, the results for this scene still show the same characteristics as the scenes where the scene 

polygons were better aligned (Office Scene for example).

The operation of tracking the new WE/MWE cell (the cell to which the viewpoint moved) takes 

very little time. That indicates that tracking down even several points would require modest extra 

processing power. In a VR system such features can be helpful in case where we have to track the 

movements of several points such as the viewpoint (head-position) and the points on the data glove 

that we might have as an input device in VR system.

5. Scalability:

It is important to understand how the results are affected for increasing number of polygons. The 

results suggest we could expect an approximate positive linear relationship between the number
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of polygons and each result considered (preprocessing time, memory requirements, number of or

dering faces generated when the number of faces tested is kept constant, performance of VpMS 

traversal). However, it would be unrealistic to expect this trend to continue indefinitely, though 

there is no evidence available at the moment that points to where any non-linearity might arise.



Chapter 6

Further Work and Applications
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6.1 Introduction

This chapter illustrates several ideas about further work and proposed applications of the VpMS algo

rithm. They can be classified in three categories:

1. Further optimisation issues for the hierarchical approach (Section 6.2) and the hybrid visibility or

dering list (Section 6.3). These issues are related to the complexity of the subdivision i.e. the num

ber of layers and their internal structure (number of vertices, edges, faces and cells).

2. An application of the VpMS approach to solve other tasks in the graphics pipeline such as occlusion 

culling (Section 6.4) and front-to-back display for Z-buffer (Section 6.5)

3. Extension of the VpMS algorithm for different environments and rendering techniques: dynamic 

changes of a set of objects (Section 6.6), collision detection (Section 6.7) and image-based render

ing (Section 6.8).

6.2 Hierarchical Approach
In the case of a large environment, it is easy to imagine that the space subdivision for order-invariant cells 

would be very complex in the number of layers and their internal structure. This would consequently 

require extensive memory resources. In addition to this, the dynamic visibility ordering list will be large 

because it has to include all object faces in the scene.

However, this situation can be greatly simplified if the scene is subdivided into several parts i.e. sub

scenes. This division could be done respecting the underlying semantics of the scene. For example, if we 

deal with a set of rooms, it would be suitable to partition entire space into the set of sub-scenes where each 

coincide with one room. Different object faces will be visible from different sub-scenes and therefore 

different sets of object faces will be assigned to each sub-scene. The next step would be to perform the 

appropriate cell-invariant subdivision and build the dynamic visibility ordering list for each sub-scene.

At the highest level we would have the representation of the entire space, and in the case of a scene 

with rooms this can be represented with 2D VpMS for example. Each cell of such a VpMS will have an 

appropriate 3D VpMS and its dynamic visibility ordering list. Due to the occlusion among the faces in 

the large scenes, only a subset of the object faces visible from within that sub-scene would be assigned to 

each sub-space. Crossing from one sub-space to another one would mean changing the context, where a 

new context means a new set of order-invariant cells and a new dynamic visibility ordering list. Applying 

this kind of approach, the complexity of the entire problem is highly reduced and broken into manageable 

fragments.

Figure 6.1 shows a scene made of seven rooms, the first and the second level space subdivision of 

the entire scene. The first level of space subdivision is represented with 2D VpMS, while the second level 

is represented with the set of cells each described with its 3D VpMS and the dynamic visibility ordering 

list.
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Figure 6.1: Hierarchical approach applied to the scene made of seven rooms
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6.3 Hybrid Dynamic Visibility Ordering List
Analysing the class of the scenes which have a number of simple, large objects and a few objects that are 

small in size but with a large number of faces, it can be seen that the complexity of the space subdivision 

for order-invariant cells increases significantly when we add these small objects. Because of their size 

these objects might not be seen from most of the positions within the environment; nevertheless they will 

have great impact on the number and internal complexity of VpMS layers created. Hence, a different 

treatment of those kinds of objects would be more appropriate.

In order to suggest a solution for this kind of scene, we introduce the notion of the hybrid dynamic 

visibility ordering lists. The hybrid dynamic visibility ordering list is the list whose elements can be either 

elements of the visibility ordering list as they were explained so far (i.e. ordering faces with some data 

enclosed as in Section 3.5.4), or pointers to BSP trees.

Namely, the object faces that belong to the large objects would participate in the space subdivision 

for order-invariant cells, and their faces would make the ‘linear’ parts of the hybrid visibility ordering 

lists. The object faces that belong to the small but complex objects would not participate in order-invariant 

cells space subdivision, and in the hybrid visibility ordering list they would be represented with their 

respective BSP trees. The visibility solution for this kind of list is the combination of the VpMS visibility 

solution applied to the ‘linear’ parts of the hybrid visibility ordering list, and the traversal of the BSP tree 

for the parts of the scene represented with the BSP trees. If, in addition, occlusion culling is applied to 

such a scene, it might turn out that some of these small objects cannot be seen from most of the positions 

in the scene, and consequently their corresponding BSP tree will not be traversed at all. This would justify 

our decision not to include these objects into the space subdivision for order-invariant cells.

Figure 6.2 illustrates one scene with six objects: four objects are simple and large compared with the 

size of the scene (objects O l, 0 2 ,0 4  and 06 ) and two objects are small but rather complex in the number 

of faces they have (objects 0 3  and 05). The figure shows the corresponding 2D VpMS and the hybrid 

visibility ordering list that is created for viewpoint P. The traversal of the list starts from its beginning 

proceeding towards the end as normal. When the pointer to the object represented with the BSP tree is 

encountered, the tree is traversed and the processing of the list continued. If the viewpoint moves the 

hybrid list is updated following the same rules as explained in Section 3.7.1.

In this way the complexity of the space subdivision for order-invariant cells is significantly reduced. 

It has to be noted that the traversal of the objects represented with BSP trees does not use the advantages 

of the VpMS algorithm and the visibility determination for them will be as fast as the traversal of any BSP 

tree. However, if occlusion culling is applied, these costs are diminished. By not including a number of 

face planes into the space subdivision for order-invariant cells, the complexity of such a space subdivision 

is highly reduced which makes the entire visibility solution more efficient.

6.4 Occlusion Culling
The nature of the dynamic visibility ordering list is that it provides an updated back-to-front list of or

dering faces which, once displayed in that order, offer the solution for visibility problem and produce the
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Scene with 4 large, simple objects and 2 small, complex objects :
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Figure 6.2: An example of hybrid visibility ordering list for scene with six objects
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correct image.

However, the dynamic visibility ordering list is a doubly linked list and therefore, when it is pro

cessed from another end it represents a list of ordering faces in front-to-back order as well. This feature 

could be used to determine which ordering faces are occluded by the faces that have been already drawn.

Namely, it would be necessary to provide the mechanism as well as the data structure which would 

define which parts of the image space are already used (i.e. drawn). By processing ordering faces in front- 

to-back order, this data structure would be updated and it would offer the answer to the question which 

parts of the image space are still ‘free’. One solution for this data structure might be a 2D BSP tree.

In order to accelerate occlusion culling some heuristics might be applied. For example, the occlu

sion of several significant points of the ordering face could be tested to decide whether that ordering face 

should be rejected or processed further. If all significant points of the ordering face are occluded by the 

faces that are already drawn, we might treat that entire ordering face as occluded and not process it any 

further. At the end, the same data structure that we used to capture the description of the ‘used’ parts of 

image space, could be used to draw the final image as it would contain only parts of the ordering faces 

that are visible from the current viewpoint.

The application of the algorithms for occlusion culling is well justified in the environments where a 

number of faces occlude each other. The efforts to employ extra resources in order to resolve the occlusion 

relationships among the faces would be, in that case, payed off.

6.5 Front-to-Back Display for Z-Buffer
The dynamic visibility ordering list, as a doubly linked list, represents a list of ordering faces in both 

back-to-front and front-to-back order. The latter one can be exploited for rendering with the Z-buffer.

Namely, it is expected that the visibility determination using a Z-buffer technique is faster if the 

faces are displayed in front-to-back order rather than in random order as all elements of the image space 

will be drawn only once. If this technique is used to resolve the visibility problem, the VpMS approach 

offers a solution for front-to-back ordering that is necessary. In combination with the collision detection 

mechanism that can be provided using the same supportive data structure, the entire system that uses a 

Z-buffer to solve visibility problem would justify engagement of the system resources needed for VpMS 

approach.

6.6 Dynamic Aspects - Object Changes
We already emphasised that the dynamic visibility ordering list can be defined as the result of a BSP tree 

traversed from a particular viewpoint. If we would like to reconstruct the BSP tree, that would be possible 

to do. All we would need would be the information embedded in the list, and the position of the current 

viewpoint.

The successful application of the BSP trees for the dynamic scenes characterised with small scale 

changes, was presented in [7]. It was shown that the BSP tree, although devised for static scenes, can suc

cessfully cope with the changes of that kind. Having this in mind, we believe that the dynamic visibility 

ordering lists could be used for the same purpose. In order to do that it would be necessary to master the
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deletion and insertion of the faces into the list, respecting the rules of their deletion/insertion when BSP 

trees are used.

There are several techniques that could be employed to reach the greater flexibility and efficiency of 

the VpMS algorithm for dynamic scenes:

•  proper shape of dynamic visibility ordering list:

We discussed the importance of the size and the shape of the BSP trees. If the object changes are to 

be treated, it would be advisable to build a dynamic visibility ordering list which is more balanced 

(in case the objects are uniformly distributed across the scene). We also believe that having object- 

based BSP trees, i.e. corresponding visibility ordering lists, would make the entire process more 

efficient.

•  separate VpMS layers for static and dynamic objects:

Another adjustment could be done by creating a separate set of VpMS layers for static objects in 

the scene and a separate set of layers (or one layer per dynamic object) for the objects that will be 

moving. In that way the deletion and insertion of the objects in the visibility ordering list would be 

followed by deletion and recreation of the corresponding layer respectively.

•  hybrid visibility ordering list:

If we decide to use the hybrid visibility ordering list, the faces of the static objects would be in 

the ‘linear’ parts of the list, and the objects that are moving would be represented with their BSP 

trees. Since their faces would not participate in the space subdivision for order-invariant cells, there 

would not be layer(s) which is necessary to delete or recreate.

6.7 Collision Detection
The nature of the data structure used for the order-invariant cells is that we know how close we are to 

some polygons in the scene, i.e we know which cell faces the viewpoint is about to cross. This feature 

could be used to devise an inexpensive point-object collision detection of high precision.

Point-object collision detection The detection of the collision between one point (usually the view

point) and a set of objects, is called a point-object collision detection.

The point-object collision detection in the VpMS algorithm for a 3D VpMS can be solved adding 

only one more flag per MWE cell face, called a collision flag. The mechanism of this collision detection 

in the VpMS algorithm can be explained if we analyse two situations:

1. The first situation is shown in Figure 6.3: all polyhedra are closed and there is only one complex 

VpMS layer. The entire space is sliced with the planes that bound the objects from all their sides.

Each MWE cell face either:

(a) •  completely coincides i.e. it is entirely covered with one object face (cell face d that is

covered with the entire object face F7), or
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Figure 6.3: Collision detection for closed polyhedra and one VpMS layer

•  completely coincides i.e. it is entirely covered with one part of the object face if that 

object face was sliced by some plane (object face FI that is cut by the plane /9 ,  and cell 

face c that is part of the face FI), or

(b) they do not contain any part of any object face, such as cell faces a and b.

For the cell faces that are completely covered by any object face or part of an object face, we should 

set the collision flag to O N ,  otherwise it will be O F F .  While solving the visibility problem, we 

obtain the list of cell faces that the viewpoint is crossing on its way from the old position to the new 

position. The extra job to facilitate collision detection would be just checking whether the collision 

flag of any of these faces is O N  or O F F :  if it is O N  it means that the viewpoint movement should 

be stopped at that point. The operation of checking the collision flag is therefore the only extra job 

that need be done in this situation, and it is very inexpensive operation.

2. The second situation is shown in Figure 6.4, and it can happen in two cases: we have either closed 

polyhedra and more than one VpMS layer, or we have non-closed polyhedra and one or more VpMS 

layers.

After the subdivision is performed, one cell face can be either:

(a) entirely or partly covered by the appropriate scene polygon, such as cell faces e (its lower part 

covers entire face F I  but its upper part is not covered by any object face) and h  (its middle 

part covers entire face F 8  but both its ‘ends’ are not covered), or

(b) not covered at all, such as cell faces /  and g.

Due to the possibility of part coverage, we still have to check whether the viewpoint crosses the 

cell face through the part covered by certain object face or through the ‘uncovered’ part. This op

eration is a standard operation of defining whether the crossing point is within a polygon (in our
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case in particular object face) or not. If the viewpoint attempts to pass through the covered part the 

appropriate action should be taken i.e. further movement of the viewpoint prevented, otherwise 

if the viewpoint crosses the cell face through a non-covered part the movement of the viewpoint 

should be allowed.

Although this task is more time consuming than only checking the value of the collision flag that 

we had to do in the first situation, it is still a fairly inexpensive operation. It is to be expected, that in 

complex environments the number of cell faces with partial coverage will not be large, and also that 

the greater part of such cell faces will be covered with the object faces. Therefore, the possibility 

of the viewpoint passing through that covered part will be greater as well. This assumption justifies 

the efforts employed to do the required checking.

In order to get further reduction of the number of such tests, it is possible to have three values for 

the collision flag: O N  for cell faces which are completely covered with object faces, O F F  for cell 

faces that are not covered with the object faces at all, and P A R T  for cell faces that are only partly 

covered with object faces. In this case the only set of cell faces on which we would have to do those 

tests would be the cell faces with the collision flag set to value P A R T .

There are three important characteristics of the collision detection computed in this way. Firstly, 

it gives an excellent precision, secondly it uses exactly the same supportive data structure that is already 

built to solve the visibility task, and thirdly it is possible to track the movements of not only one point (the 

viewpoint usually) but also several other points that are important in a certain application (position of 3D 

pointing device, points on any sensor on the body suit, etc.). The experiments show that the operation that 

deals with tracking the points is inexpensive due to the embedded topological information and therefore 

it will not require special resources and processing costs in the interactive phase (Section 5.7).

6.8 Image Based Rendering
In order to improve the overall frame rate in 3D graphics systems, some applications might employ a 

scheme where a combination of the traditional rendering for few frames and then the image-based ren

dering for few frames might be used. Tracking of the viewpoint can be still done for each frame even if 

at that moment we are in the image-based rendering phase. We already said that such a ‘tracking’ oper

ation is inexpensive, so it would not make an impact on overall processing time. Also, the information 

obtained by doing this can be used to signal a collision detection which is happening while we are doing 

image warping for example, something that could not have been known otherwise.

The information about the change of the visibility status of some polygons (back-facing become 

front-facing) could be used as well, in the same context of employing the two rendering techniques we 

mentioned above. While doing image-based rendering we lack the information about the polygons that 

are about to become visible. Tracking the viewpoint all the time and collecting the data about the faces 

that would have become visible in those frames, can be carried out with a small processing cost. If such 

changes are greater than the threshold allowed, we could be signalled to stop doing image-based render

ing and switch for a few frames to the traditional rendering so as to obtain the information about those
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Figure 6.5; Image-based rendering: two ordering faces change their visibility status

faces that became front-facing. The criteria related to that threshold could be established as we desire, for 

example it can be a moment when certain number of polygons become visible or one large polygon in

stead. Otherwise, if we fail to detect this situation, the effect we would have at the point when we switch 

to the traditional rendering would be a sudden appearance of all those faces breaking up the illusion of a 

smooth flow of images. Therefore, it would provide an extra criterion to signal switching from the image- 

based rendering to the traditional rendering, making image-based phase sensitive to the dramatic changes 

of the visibility status of the faces across the scene.

Figure 6.5 illustrates the situation when two ordering faces change their visibility status. If the 

image-based rendering phase starts at point P I ,  and the viewpoint continues moving towards point P2,  

at the moment when it crosses the separation plane / 2  at point c l two ordering faces will become visible 

(F 2  and FT). However, such a situation can not be detected while the image-based rendering phase is 

still on unless some other mechanism, such as VpMS approach, is applied at the same time as well.

It has to be pointed out though, that the fact that some polygons change their visibility status still 

does not mean that they will be visible from the current viewpoint as they might be obscured by other 

polygons in the scene. They are only the most likely candidates to become visible in the final image of 

the current frame. The VpMS algorithm provides a basis for resolving this dilemma: it determines which 

faces became visible in a certain time interval and also it provides the updated dynamic visibility order

ing list in both back-to-front and front-to-back order. Having this information it is possible to determine 

whether the faces in question would be obscured by other faces in the list or not.
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6.9 Summary
The main emphasis of this thesis is a new approach towards visibility determination that we named the 

VpMS algorithm. We believe that the underlying data structures and the supportive concepts offer a solid 

basis for a number of extensions of the method.

In this chapter we demonstrated several directions for further work and applications of the method. 

The hierarchical approach represents a possible solution for large scenes; those scenes could be broken 

into several sub-scenes and then each treated separately. Two classes of scenes could employ the scheme 

that we call the hybrid visibility ordering list: firstly the scenes that have a number of simple, large objects, 

but also a certain number of small but very complex objects, and secondly the scenes characterised with 

the dynamic changes of the objects. We showed how the same data structure could be used to solve other 

tasks that are of significant importance in the context of the virtual environments, such as a point-object 

collision detection, and occlusion culling. The dynamic changes within the set of the objects, i.e. the 

situation where only a small subset of objects will be moving within the scene, could be included into the 

VpMS algorithm on the same basis that was done with BSP trees. We also discussed the way image-based 

rendering could be made more sensitive to the dramatic changes of the visibility status of the faces across 

the scene. At the end, the dynamic visibility ordering list could be also used to supply the Z-buffer with 

front-to-back ordering of the faces which is aimed to speed up the work of Z-buffer.



Chapter 7

Conclusions
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7.1 Introduction
In this thesis we studied the visibility determination task in computer graphics in the context of walk

through virtual environments.

The real-time 3D computer graphics systems, and we can say the VR systems in particular, demand 

highly efficient image synthesis process. In VR systems, in practical terms, at least 15 new images have 

to be generated each second in order to create an illusion of the smooth flow of visual information. Apart 

from that, the growth of the size of models used in computer graphics systems has been quite rapid too, 

and therefore it represents an ever growing challenge. The advance in the technology alone is not able to 

cope with the requirements imposed by the real-time computer graphics systems.

The need to respond to the constant and growing demands of real-time graphics systems, has always 

been a motivation for the previous work that has been done in this area. It was also the motivation to un

dertake the research that was presented in this thesis. A number of techniques and methods were devised 

to make the process of synthesising images more efficient. One of the ways to achieve that was to improve 

the performance of the visibility determination task, a very important component of image synthesis.

Our approach was to treat walkthrough virtual environments and focus on one particular feature of 

these environments - a head-slaved viewing that is a common factor for most of the walkthrough appli

cations. We aimed to exploit this feature to provide an efficient solution for the visibility determination 

task, and in that way contribute towards a more efficient process of image synthesis in these systems.

7.2 Main Contributions
The main contribution of this thesis can be summarised as follows: We demonstrated that the viewpoint- 

movement coherence can be exploited to a greater extent than in the previous algorithms in this class, 

and facilitate the concepts of the viewer-centred list-priority algorithm. The data structure that has been 

devised to support the architecture of the algorithm, demonstrated the capabilities of supporting other 

techniques and tasks in the graphics pipeline.

The summary of other contributions of this thesis:

1. A comprehensive review of the list-priority algorithms has been carried out in Section 2.3.1. Our 

attention was particularly focused on the extent to which coherence as well as a suitable space sub

division has been used in particular algorithms, and the way it contributed to accelerate the method. 

Both coherence and space subdivision are very important in computer graphics and they were suc

cessfully used to improve the performance of different tasks in graphics pipeline. Our experience, 

supported by the experience of the reviewed work that has been done in this area, was that the 

path which leads towards better results is to exploit an appropriate combination of different kinds 

of coherence and the supportive space subdivision, both well-tuned with the requirements of the 

application and the type of the environment for which they are used.

2. A viewer-centred list-priority algorithm called the Viewpoint Movement Space (VpMS) algorithm 

has been devised and described in details in Chapter 3. We tested its performance against the best 

alternative in its class, BSP trees, and demonstrated that the VpMS algorithm was about 50 % faster
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while performing the task of visibility determination. The memory requirements provide bounds 

within which the algorithm can be used, and as such these requirements represent the main draw

back of the method.

3. In Chapter 4 we carried out a study of the work that is related to the size and the shape of BSP trees. 

The same issues were reviewed in the context of the VpMS algorithm and suitable methods for 

constmcting the BSP tree (dynamic visibility ordering list) with required characteristics have been 

devised. The experiments that have been conducted demonstrate that these methods successfully 

fulfill the requirements of the VpMS algorithm, and as such they represent an important optimisa

tion tool in the VpMS algorithm (Section 5.2). The same methods can be used for the construction 

of BSP trees.

4. A conceptual framework has been developed for the extensions of the VpMS algorithm to sup

port collision detection, occlusion culling and image based rendering. We also described the way 

the VpMS algorithm and concepts can support a particular class of scenes, all discussed in detail 

in Chapter 6. These proposed extensions suggest that the same supportive data structures can be 

exploited to facilitate other tasks in the graphics system.

7.3 Future Directions
Chapter 6 presents in more detail the directions for future work, and we reiterate them here. They can be 

grouped in three categories:

1. The extension of the VpMS algorithm so that it can adjust to environments with large number of 

polygons:

•  hierarchical approach (Section 6.2): the reduction of the combinatorial complexity of the 

viewpoint movement space subdivision can be achieved by introducing the hierarchical divi

sion of the model and then constructing one VpMS subdivision for each part of the model.

•  hybrid dynamic visibility ordering list (Section 6.3): this is a way to reduce the combinatorial 

complexity of the viewpoint movement space subdivision for the scenes that contain objects 

small in size but large in their number of faces. The hybrid list would therefore consist of 

linear parts with ordering faces that belong to the large objects, and pointers to the BSP trees 

that represent the small, complex objects,

2. The application of the VpMS approach for different tasks in the graphics pipeline:

•  occlusion culling (Section 6.4): a dynamic visibility ordering list is a double linked list and it 

provides a back-to-front as well as front-to-back ordering of the faces in the scene. The latter 

one can be used to devise an algorithm which will define which areas in the final image are 

already drawn and avoid further processing of the ordering faces that are occluded.

•  front-to-back displaying for Z-buffer (Section 6.5): a front-to-back ordering of the faces can 

be used to accelerate visibility determination in Z-buffer.
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3. The extension of the VpMS algorithm for different environments and rendering techniques:

•  dynamic changes of a set of objects (Section 6.6): the dynamic visibility ordering list, being 

a flat representation of a BSP tree, benefits from all their features. One of them is that BSP 

trees support small scale dynamic changes of the objects in the scene.

•  collision detection (Section 6.7): the same supportive data structure is used for the inexpen

sive point-object collision detection of high precision.

•  image based rendering (Section 6.8): using the information provided by a VpMS traversal, the 

image based rendering could be made more sensitive to the dramatic changes of the visibility 

status of the faces across the scene.

7.4 Conclusion
This thesis has studied the way in which the identifying features of viewing in VR systems could be ex

ploited to a greater extent to accelerate the visibility determination task. We did not limit ourselves to 

any particular hardware, but instead we devised our solution entirely in software. The study and the re

sults of the experiments that we have conducted showed that the viewpoint-movement coherence can be 

exploited to a greater degree and serve as a basis for a viewer-centred algorithm dedicated to visibility 

determination in 3D graphics systems. The main obstacle for the greater use of the algorithm is its exten

sive memory requirements. Nevertheless, it is to be expected that the decreasing cost of memory, coupled 

with the optimisation of the memory requirements that we suggested, will have an impact so this will not 

be a limiting factor.

Our prime motivation was to devise an algorithm which will be used in the context of virtual envi

ronments. However, the approach that we suggested can be exploited in any other system that has similar 

identifying features, and also in systems that combine different rendering techniques and different meth

ods of visibility determination. The obvious field of application that we see are games and the environ

ments which have a set of large, static objects and possibly a number of relatively smaller objects that are 

moving within that environment.

We also hope the concepts that have been suggested in this thesis offer valuable insights into the 

issues related to the treatment of the visibility determination in the polygonal scenes and the specific issues 

of BSP trees, and that it will serve as a motivation for further research in this area.
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BSP - Binary Space Partition(ing), a hierarchical binary subdivision of d-dimensional space using 

[d — 1)-dimensional hyperplanes.

BSP tree - a binary tree data structure which supports Binary Space Partition.

MWE - Modified Winged-Edge structure - data structure that encapsulates both geometric and topolog

ical information; it is used for 3D VpMS.

VE - Virtual Environment

VR - Virtual Reality

VpM[S - Viewpoint Movement Space - a continuous part of space (d =  0 ,..., 3) within which the 

viewpoint may move.

WE - Winged-Edge structure - data structure that encapsulates both geometric and topological informa

tion; it is used for 2D VpMS.

arrangement - a subdivision of d-dimensional space R^ induced by a set of (d-l)-dimensional hyper

planes.

autopartition - type of BSP partition where each hyperplane that does the subdivision is defined by the 

object face(s) in the scene

balanced BSP tree - BSP tree where all nodes on the same level have approximately the same cardinality 

(the number of the nodes) in their both subtrees. Ideally, in case of perfectly balanced BSP tree, 

the specified cardinality should be the same, and there should not be any node with one subtree.

cluster - a collection of faces that can be treated as a group for some special purposes.

cluster coherence - the characteristics of the cluster when the visibility priority of the cluster is indepen

dent of the viewpoint.

coherence - an extent to which an environment is locally constant.

current viewpoint - a viewpoint from which we view the scene.

current cell - an order-invariant cell (face in WE, cell in MWE) that contains current viewpoint.

data glove - an input device used in VR systems. It has several sensors whose positions are tracked 

and that information used for gesture recognition and navigation through a virtual environment, 

for example.

dynamic visibility ordering list - the type of the priority list used to solve the visibility determination 

task; it is defined together with the rules that reflect the dynamic changes of such list as the view

point moves across the space.

face-based BSP tree - a BSP tree build using objects faces as the basic building blocks.
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facet - a general term for (d-l)-dimensional limited area defined in space; in 2D space it can be a line 

segment, and in 3D space a polygon.

linear BSP tree - a BSP tree whose all nodes have only one subtree, except the ‘last’ one which is a leaf 

node.

near-linear BSP tree - any BSP tree that is not a linear one but whose shape is close to the linear BSP 

tree i.e. it still has some nodes with two subtrees (as few as possible).

face normal - a vector that defines the orientation of the face in the right-handed coordinate system. If 

we assume that the equation of the plane in which the face lie is given as A x  B y-\-C z — D = 0, 

the coefficients A, B  and C  represent the coordinates of the normal vector. All points for which 

A x  B y  C  z — D  < 0 aie onthe back side of the plane (negative half-space), and the points for 

which A x-\-B y-\-C z — D >  0 are on front side of the plane (positive half-space). The orientation 

of the face normal is defined by three points of that face that are not collinear; the vector that is 

orthogonal to the plane and pointing towards us when we look at these three points in counter

clockwise order from the outside is the front-facing normal.

object-based BSP tree - a BSP tree built using convex objects as the basic building blocks,

object face - a polygon defined in space. Each object face has two attributes: the face normal and 

the colour.

ordering face - a result of a splitting process in Binary Space Partition undertaken on the set of object 

faces. One ordering face can coincide with the entire object face if the object face was not split, 

otherwise it can be only one part of the object face.

object - a set of object faces grouped in that way for the purposes of easier manipulation and/or for some 

semantic reasons.

scene - a set of objects defined in R^ space.

visibility status - it concerns the visibility of the ordering face when it is viewed from the current view

point - it is ON if the polygon is front-facing for that viewpoint, otherwise it is OFF.

visibility ordering - an order in which the ordering faces have to be displayed so as to get a correct im

age with the respect to the current viewpoint; there are two possible orderings: ‘back-to-front’ and 

‘front-to-back’. The former one results in correct image but some areas on the display will be drawn 

many times, while the later one requires the mechanism which will prevent redrawing of the areas 

that are already drawn.

visibility property - for a given set of ordering faces and one point in the space the visibility property 

in the context of the VpMS algorithm consists of two aspects: the visibility status of all ordering 

faces in the scene, and their visibility ordering. Visibility property is normaly defined for a region 

of space in which the visibility property is constant (order-invariant cell).
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partition by separating planes - type of BSP partition where each hyperplane that does the subdivision 

is not defined by the object face(s) in the scene.

perfect binary space partition - binary space partition is defined as perfect if none of the objects was 

ever split by the hyperplanes used for partitioning.

reference cell - arbitrarily chosen cell from a set of order-invariant cells.

reference visibility ordering list - a dynamic visibility ordering list generated for the reference point, 

reference point - any point within the reference cell.
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Algorithm for generating the reference visibility ordering list

generateOrdering (list, refPoint)

{
if (list not empty) {

chooseBestFace (list, bestPace, inList, outList, onList); 

side = sideOfPcint (bestPace, refPoint); 

if ((inList empty) and (outList empty)) { /* leaf face */ 

generateNodeElement (bestPace, side); 

generate InNodePaceElements (onList, ALL);

}
else {

if (inList empty) { /* face with only out-Subset */ 

generatelnNodePaceElements (onList, side); 

generateOrdering (outList, refPoint); 

generateNodeElement (bestPace, side); 

generatelnNodePaceElements (onList, not side);

}
else {

if (outList empty) { /* face with only in_subset */ 

generatelnNodePaceElements (onList, side); 

generateNodeElement (bestPace, side); 

generateOrdering (inList, refPoint); 

generatelnNodePaceElements (onList, not side);

}
else { /* face with both subsets */ 

if (side = INSIDE) { 

generatelnNodePaceElements (onList, INSIDE); 

generateOrdering (outList, refPoint); 

generateNodeElement (bestPace, INSIDE); 

generatelnNodePaceElements (onList, OUTSIDE); 

generateOrdering (inList, refPoint);

}
else{

generatelnNodePaceElements (onList, INSIDE); 

generateOrdering (inList, refPoint); 

generateNodeElement (bestPace, OUTSIDE); 

generatelnNodePaceElements (onList, OUTSIDE); 

generateOrdering (outList, refPoint);

}
}

}
}

}
}
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1. The procedure chooseBestFace (list, bestFace, inList, outList, onList) takes list as the only input 

parameter, chooses the best face according to the criteria we impose, and classifies the rest of the 

faces from the list into three lists:

(a) inList: list of faces that are INSIDE (on the back) of bestFace,

(b) outList: list of faces that are OUTSIDE (in front) of bestFace,

(c) onList: list of faces that lie in the same plane as bestFace.

The possible values and the meanings of side are:

(a) INSIDE: back-facing (invisible),

(b) OUTSIDE: front-facing (visible).

2. The procedure generatelnNodeFaceElements (onList, side) adds as many ordering elements into 

the dynamic visibility ordering list as there are ‘extra’ faces in onList that are on side side, i.e. they 

have the normal in the same direction as bestFace (node-face) has. The ON/OFF flags of these 

ordering elements are set accordingly (flag = side).

3. The procedure generateNodeElement (bestFace, side) adds only one ordering element into the 

dynamic visibility ordering list and that is the chosen node face - bestFace. The flag of that ordering 

element is going to be set to side value.
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We present the second part of results of the experiments devised to test performance of eight different 

methods used to generate the dynamic visibility ordering list. The scene that has been tested is Londonl 

Scene.

The first part of these experiments done for Office Scene as well as the discussion of the results can 

be found in Section 5.2.
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Londonl Scene: basic results

Method No. tested No. leaf No. faces with No. faces with Total no.

faces faces 1 subset 2 subsets ord. faces

6 12814 12126 9642 34582

Min X 10 12470 11875 10531 34876

20 10906 8743 8808 28457

6 10784 8593 8390 27767

Min x,y,z 10 10668 8760 8403 27831

20 10416 7825 7558 25799

6 9974 7196 8109 25279

VpMS Moderated Fuchs’ 10 9285 6521 7021 22827

20 8921 5478 5796 20195

6 10549 5929 8599 25077

Fuch’s 10 9967 5421 7888 23276

20 9558 4582 6608 20748

6 14280 15116 12713 42109

Mean x 10 13174 12267 10949 36390

20 11083 8632 8928 28643

6 11583 10583 10216 32382

Mean x,y,z 10 11354 9030 8898 29282

20 10338 6448 6515 23301

6 13195 13406 11502 38103

Mid dist 10 10012 6738 6491 23241

20 10491 8718 9134 28343

Simple Random 1 21636 12511 15329 49476

Size of scene: (6400.0,6400.0,600.0) m. Size of VpMS (4200.0,4200.0,400.0) m 

No. object faces at the start: 7724

Table C.l: Size of dynamic visibility ordering list for Londonl Scene - classified by methods and sorted 

by no. tested faces
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no. faces at the start: 7724

Min X -e—  
Min x,y,z -h—  

VpMS Modified Fuchs’ -Q --

44000

40000

36000

32000

28000

24000
- B

20000

16000
10 20

Number of faces tested

Figure C .l: Londonl Scene: size of dynamic visibility ordering list, methods Min x, Min x,y,z and VpMS 

Modified Fuchs’

no. faces at the start: 7724

Fuchs’ -4— 
Mean x 

Mean x,y,z -Q--- 
Mid dist X

44000

40000

36000

32000

28000

24000
" Q

20000

16000
10 20

Number of faces tested

Figure C.2: Londonl Scene: size of dynamic visibility ordering list, methods Fuchs’, Mean x. Mean x,y,z 

and Mid dist
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Londonl Scene: basic results - Sorti

No. tested Method No. leaf No. faces with No. faces with Total no.

faces faces 1 subset 2 subsets ord. faces

Mean x 14280 15116 12713 42109

Mid dist 13195 13406 11502 38103

Min X 12814 12126 9642 34582

6 Mean x,y,z 11583 10583 10216 32382

Min x,y,z 10784 8593 8390 27767

VpMS Moderated Fuchs’ 9974 7196 8109 25279

Fuchs’ 10549 5929 8599 25077

Mean x 13174 12267 10949 36390

Min X 12470 11875 10531 34876

Mean x,y,z 11354 9030 8898 29282

10 Min x,y,z 10668 8760 8403 27831

Fuchs’ 9967 5421 7888 23276

Mid dist 10012 6738 6491 23241

VpMS Moderated Fuchs’ 9285 6521 7021 22827

Mean x 11083 8632 8928 28643

Min X 10906 8743 8808 28457

Mid dist 10491 8718 9134 28343

20 Min x,y,z 10416 7825 7558 25799

Mean x,y,z 10338 6448 6515 23301

Fuchs’ 9558 4582 6608 20748

VpMS Moderated Fuchs’ 8921 5478 5796 20195

Size of scene: (6400.0,6400.0,600.0) m . Size of VpMS (4200.0,4200.0,400.0) m  

No. object faces at the start: 7724

Table C.2: Size of dynamic visibility ordering list for Londonl Scene - classified by no. faces tested, 

sorted by total no. of ordering faces
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44000
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4000
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No. faces tested: 6 
no. faces at the start: 7724

Mean x Mid dist Minx Mean x,y,z Min x,y,z V.Mod.Fuchs’ Fuchs’ 
Method

Figure C.3: Londonl Scene: no. faces tested: 6, methods sorted by total no. of ordering faces
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4000
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No. faces tested: 10 
no. faces at the start: 7724

Mean x Min X Mean x,y,z Min x,y,z Fuchs’ Mid dist V.Mod.Fuchs’ 
Method

Figure C.4: Londonl Scene: no. faces tested: 10, methods sorted by total no. of ordering faces
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No. faces tested: 20 
no. faces at the start: 7724

Mean x Min X Mid dist Min x,y,z Mean x,y,z Fuchs’ V.Mod.Fuchs’ 
Method

Figure C.5: Londonl Scene: no. faces tested: 20, methods sorted by total no. of ordering faces
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We present the second part of the timing results. The scenes that has been tested are: Office Scene 

(VpMS2 and VpMS3), Londonl Scene (VpMSl, VpMS2 and VpMS3) and London2 Scene (VpMSl, 

VpMS2 and VpMS3).

The first part of these experiments done for Office Scene (VpMSl), as well as the discussion of all 

timing tests can be found in Section 5.6.

Office Scene, VpMS2, basic results (Linel):

No. faces 

tested

No. steps T b s p

(sec)

Tv pM S

(sec)

Speed up 

(%)

TvpMS{ l )  

(%  o f  T v p M s )

t p s p  =  
T b s p

tVpMS =  
T v p M S

N o .s te p s

(sec)
N o .s te p s

(sec)

2500 73 36 50 2.80 0.0291 0.0145

5 5000 141 72 49 2.73 0.0282 0.0145

7500 209 108 48 2.78 0.0279 0.0144

10000 282 145 49 2.76 0.0282 0.0145

2500 66 32 51 3.04 0.0262 0.0129

10 5000 128 64 50 3.08 0.0256 0.0129

7500 190 96 49 3.10 0.0253 0.0128

10000 257 128 50 3.07 0.0257 0.0128

2500 60 30 49 3.23 0.0239 0.0121

15 5000 119 60 49 3.23 0.0239 0.0121

7500 179 90 50 3.25 0.0239 0.0121

10000 240 121 50 3.23 0.0240 0.0121

2500 58 29 49 3.23 0.0231 0.0117

20 5000 116 59 49 3.21 0.0232 0.0117

7500 174 88 49 3.21 0.0232 0.0117

10000 232 118 49 3.21 0.0232 0.0118

VpMS2: (-25.0,-25.0,5.0)(25.0,25.0,8.0), Linel: (20.0,20.0,7.0)-(-20.0,-20.0,7.0)

sorted by number of the faces tested when building BSP tree and dynamic visibility ordering list

Table D.l: Timing results for Office Scene: comparison of BSP tree and VpMS traversal; VpMS2, Linel
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Office Scene, VpMS2, basic results (Line2):

No. faces 

tested

No. steps Tb s p

(sec)

Tv pM S

(sec)

Speed up 

(%)

TvpMS{ l )  

(% o f  T v p M s )

t p s p  = 
T b s p

tVpMS =  
T v p M S

N o .s te p s

(sec)
N o .s te p s

(sec)

2500 71 37 48 2.49 0.0282 0.0146

5 5000 142 73 48 2.46 0.0283 0.0146

7500 212 110 48 2.49 0.0282 0.0146

10000 282 146 48 2.50 0.0282 0.0146

2500 64 32 50 2.70 0.0258 0.0130

10 5000 129 65 49 2.69 0.0257 0.0130

7500 193 98 50 2.68 0.0258 0.0130

10000 258 129 50 2.70 0.0258 0.0129

2500 61 31 49 2.72 0.0243 0.0125

15 5000 122 62 49 2.77 0.0244 0.0125

7500 183 93 49 2.76 0.0244 0.0125

10000 244 124 49 2.77 0.0244 0.0124

2500 59 30 49 2.94 0.0235 0.0119

20 5000 117 60 49 2.95 0.0234 0.0119

7500 176 90 49 2.94 0.0235 0.0119

10000 235 120 49 2.92 0.0235 0.0120

VpMS2: (-25.0,-25.0,5.0X25.0,25.0,8.0), Line2: (20.0,20.0,6.0)-(20.0,-20.0,7.0)

sorted by number of the faces tested when building BSP tree and dynamic visibility ordering list

Table D.2: Timing results for Office Scene: comparison of BSP tree and VpMS traversal; VpMS2, Line2
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Office Scene, VpMS2, basic results (Line3):

No. faces 

tested

No. steps Tb s p

(sec)

TvpMS

(sec)

Speed up 

(%)

TvpMS{ l )

(%  o f  T v p M s )

i p s p  = 
T b s p

tVpMS  — 
T v p M S

N o .s te p s

(sec)
N o .s te p s

(sec)

2500 70 35 50 2.54 0.0280 0.0142

5 5000 140 71 49 2.51 0.0280 0.0142

7500 210 107 49 2.57 0.0280 0.0142

10000 280 142 49 2.55 0.0280 0.0142

2500 67 32 52 3.03 0.0267 0.0128

10 5000 130 64 51 2.95 0.0260 0.0128

7500 193 95 51 2.98 0.0257 0.0127

10000 260 127 51 2.98 0.0260 0.0127

2500 62 31 50 2.97 0.0249 0.0123

15 5000 122 61 50 2.94 0.0245 0.0123

7500 184 91 50 2.99 0.0245 0.0122

10000 245 123 50 2.97 0.0245 0.0123

2500 61 30 50 2.91 0.0244 0.0122

20 5000 120 61 49 2.92 0.0240 0.0121

7500 179 91 49 2.92 0.0238 0.0121

10000 239 122 49 2.94 0.0239 0.0122

VpMS2: (-25.0,-25.0,5.0)(25.0,25.0,8.0), Line3: (20.0,20.0,7.0)-(-20.0,20.0,7.0)

sorted by number of the faces tested when building BSP tree and dynamic visibility ordering list

Table D.3: Timing results for Office Scene: comparison of BSP tree and VpMS traversal; VpMS2, Line3
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V pM Sl, Linel

300 BSP: 5 -8—
y »  BSP:10 --H -

X  BSP:15 Q--
+ BSP:20 X......

VpMS: 5 
VpMS:10 - 

'>• VpMS: 15 ^  
VpMS:20 --H-
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250

225

200

175

150

125

100

50

2500 7500 100005000

Figure

D .l)

Number of steps

D .l: Office Scene: timing results for VpMS and BSP algorithm - VpMS2, Linel (data in Table

V pM Sl, Line2
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Figure D.2: Office Scene; tim ing results for V pM S and BSP algorithm  - V pM S2, Line2 (data in Table

D.2)
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VpMSl, Lines

300 BSP: 5 
BSP:10 --t—  
BSP: 15 -Q-- “
BSP:20 X-...

VpMS: 5 - -
VpMS:10 - 
VpMS:15 - 
VpMS:20 - 4- - -
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25

0
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Number of steps

Figure D.3: Office Scene: timing results for VpMS and BSP algorithm - VpMS2, Line3 (data in Table 

D.3)
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Office Scene, VpMS2, basic results - Sort2:

No. faces 

tested

No. steps T b s p

(sec)

T vpM S

(sec)

Speed up 

(%)

TvpMS{ l )

(% of T v p M s )

i p s p  = 
T b s p

tVpMS =  
T v p M S

N o .s te p s

(sec)
N o .s te p s

(sec)

5 73 36 50 2.80 0.0291 0.0145

10 2500 66 32 51 3.04 0.0262 0.0129

15 60 30 49 3.23 0.0239 0.0121

20 58 29 49 3.23 0.0231 0.0117

5 141 72 49 2.73 0.0282 0.0145

10 5000 128 64 50 3.08 0.0256 0.0129

15 119 60 49 3.23 0.0239 0.0121

20 116 59 49 3.21 0.0232 0.0117

5 209 108 48 2.78 0.0279 0.0144

10 7500 190 96 49 3.10 0.0253 0.0128

15 179 90 50 3.25 0.0239 0.0121

20 174 88 49 3.21 0.0232 0.0117

5 282 145 49 2.76 0.0282 0.0145

10 10000 257 128 50 3.07 0.0257 0.0128

15 240 121 50 3.23 0.0240 0.0121

20 232 118 49 3.21 0.0232 0.0118

VpMS2: (-25.0,-25.0,5.0X25.0,25.0,8.0), Linel: (20.0,20.0,7.0) - (-20.0,-20.0,7.0

sorted by number of steps along Linel

Table D.4: Timing results for Office Scene: comparison of BSP tree and VpMS traversal; VpMS2, Linel
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VpMS2, Linel; 2500 steps VpMS2, Linel: 5000 steps

300 BSP —  ■ 
VpMS ——
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100

50

0
10

Number of faces tested
15
tested

205

300 BSP ■ 
VpMS —'—

250

200

150

100

2010 15
Number of faces tested

5

Figure D.4: Office Scene: timing results for 

VpMS and BSP algorithm - VpMS2, Linel, 

2500 steps (data in Table D.4)

Figure D.5: Office Scene: timing results for 

VpMS and BSP algorithm - VpMS2, Linel, 

5000 steps (data in Table D.4)

VpMS2, Linel: 7500 steps VpMS2, Linel: 10000 steps

300 BSP —  ■ 
VpMS —
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Number of faces tested
15
tested

205

300 BSP ■ 
VpMS —

250

200
&

150.§
100

10 205 15
Number of faces testedNumber

Figure D.6: Office Scene: timing results for 

VpMS and BSP algorithm - VpMS2, Linel, 

7500 steps (data in Table D.4)

Figure D.7: Office Scene: timing results for 

VpMS and BSP algorithm - VpMS2, Linel, 

10000 steps (data in Table D.4)
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Office Scene, VpMS2, basic results - Sort3:

No. faces 

tested

No. steps Line Tb s p

(sec)

TvpMS

(sec)

Speed up 

(%)

TvpMS{ l )  

(% of T v p M s )

f p s p  =  
T b s p

iVpMS  =  
T v p M S

N o .s te p s

(sec)
N o .s te p s

(sec)

1 73 36 50 2.80 0.0291 0.0145

5 2500 2 71 37 48 2.49 0.0282 0.0146

3 70 35 50 2.54 0.0280 0.0142

1 66 32 51 3.04 0.0262 0.0129

10 2500 2 64 32 50 2 .1 0 0.0258 0.0130

3 67 32 52 3.03 0.0267 0.0128

1 60 30 49 3.23 0.0239 0.0121

15 2500 2 61 31 49 2.72 0.0243 0.0125

3 62 31 50 2.97 0.0249 0.0123

1 58 29 49 3.23 0.0231 0.0117

20 2500 2 59 30 49 2.94 0.0235 0.0119

3 61 30 50 2.91 0.0244 0.0122

1 141 72 49 2.73 0.0282 0.0145

5 5000 2 142 73 48 2.46 0.0283 0.0146

3 140 71 49 2.51 0.0280 0.0142

1 128 64 50 3.08 0.0256 0.0129

10 5000 2 129 65 49 2.69 0.0257 0.0130

3 130 64 51 2.95 0.0260 0.0128

1 119 60 49 3.23 0.0239 0.0121

15 5000 2 122 62 49 2.77 0.0244 0.0125

3 122 61 50 2.94 0.0245 0.0123

1 116 59 49 3.21 0.0232 0.0117

20 5000 2 117 60 49 2.95 0.0234 0.0119

3 120 61 49 2.92 0.0240 0.0121

VpMS2: (-25.0,-25.0,5.0X25.0,25.0,8.0)

sorted by number of steps along the line (2500 and 5000), and then by the number of faces tested

Table D.5: Timing results for Office Scene: comparison of BSP tree and VpMS traversal; VpMS2
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Office Scene, VpMS2, basic results - Sort3:

No. faces 

tested

No. steps Line T b s p

(sec)

T vpM S

(sec)

Speed up 

(%)

TvpMS{ l )  

(%  o f  T v p M s )

t p s p  =

T b s p

f>VpMS — 
T v p M S

N o . s t e p s

(sec)
N o . s t e p s

(sec)

1 209 108 48 2.78 0.0279 0.0144

5 7500 2 212 110 48 2.49 0.0282 0.0146

3 210 107 49 2.57 0.0280 0.0142

1 190 96 49 3.10 0.0253 0.0128

10 7500 2 193 98 50 2.68 0.0258 0.0130

3 193 95 51 2.98 0.0257 0.0127

1 179 90 50 3.25 0.0239 0.0121

15 7500 2 183 93 49 2.76 0.0244 0.0125

3 184 91 50 2.99 0.0245 0.0122

1 174 88 49 3.21 0.0232 0.0117

20 7500 2 176 90 49 2.94 0.0235 0.0119

3 179 91 49 2.92 0.0238 0.0121

1 282 145 49 2.76 0.0282 0.0145

5 10000 2 282 146 48 2.50 0.0282 0.0146

3 280 142 49 2.55 0.0280 0.0142

1 257 128 50 3.07 0.0257 0.0128

10 10000 2 258 129 50 2.70 0.0258 0.0129

3 260 127 51 2.98 0.0260 0.0127

1 240 121 50 3.23 0.0240 0.0121

15 10000 2 244 124 49 2.77 0.0244 0.0124

3 245 123 50 2.97 0.0245 0.0123

1 232 118 49 3.21 0.0232 0.0118

20 10000 2 235 120 49 2.92 0.0235 0.0120

3 239 122 49 2.94 0.0239 0.0122

VpMS2: (-25.0,-25.0,5.0X25.0,25.0,8.0)

sorted by number of steps along the line (7500 and 10000), and then by the number of faces tested

Table D.6: Timing results for Office Scene: comparison of BSP tree and VpMS traversal; VpMS2
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VpMS2, 2500 steps
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BSP:20 .......
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VpMS:20 ......
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Path

Figure D.8: Office Scene: timing results for VpMS and BSP algorithm - VpMS2, all lines, 2500 steps 

(data in Table D.5)

VpMS2, 5000 steps

BSP: 5 -----
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BSP:20 .......
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Figure D.9; Office Scene: timing results for VpMS and BSP algorithm - VpM S2, all lines, 5000 steps

(data in Table D.5)
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VpMS2, 7500 steps
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Figure D.IO: Office Scene: timing results for VpMS and BSP algorithm - VpMS2, all lines, 7500 steps 

(data in Table D.6)

VpMS2, 10000 steps
 1 1 1----------------------
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BSP: 10 
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VpMS:10 
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VpMS:20

Linel Line2
Path

Line3

Figure D .l l :  Office Scene: timing results for VpMS and BSP algorithm - VpM S2, all lines, 10000 steps

(data in Table D.6)
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Office Scene, VpMS3, basic results (Linel):

No. faces 

tested

No. steps Tb s p

(sec)

Tv pM S

(sec)

Speed up 

(%)

Tv pMS{ l )  

(% o f T v p j i f s )

i p s p  = 
T b s p

^VpMS — 
T v p M S

N o . s t e p s

(sec)
N o . s t e p s

(sec)

2500 69 35 49 2.87 0.0276 0.0141

5 5000 137 71 48 2.81 0.0275 0.0142

7500 207 106 49 2.80 0.0276 0.0142

10000 276 141 49 2.84 0.0276 0.0141

2500 62 31 50 3.21 0.0247 0.0124

10 5000 124 63 50 3.16 0.0248 0.0125

7500 186 94 50 3.19 0.0248 0.0125

10000 248 125 50 3.21 0.0248 0.0125

2500 59 31 48 3.06 0.0236 0.0123

15 5000 119 62 48 3.03 0.0237 0.0124

7500 178 92 48 3.08 0.0237 0.0123

10000 237 123 48 3.03 0.0237 0.0123

2500 57 30 48 3.27 0.0229 0.0119

20 5000 115 59 48 3.23 0.0230 0.0119

7500 172 89 49 3.25 0.0230 0.0118

10000 229 119 48 3.24 0.0229 0.0119

VpMS3: (-25.0,-25.0,5.0)(25.0,25.0,15.0), U nel: (20.0,20.0,8.0)-(-20.0,-20.0,8.0)

sorted by number of the faces tested when building BSP tree and dynamic visibility ordering list

Table D.7: Timing results for Office Scene: comparison of BSP tree and VpMS traversal; VpMS3, Linel
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Office Scene, VpMS3, basic results (Line2):

No. faces 

tested

No. steps T b s p

(sec)

Tv pM S

(sec)

Speed up 

(%)

Tv pMS{ l )  

(% o f  T v p M s )

t s s p  =  

T b s p

fVpMS  —
T v p M S

N o . s t e p s

(sec)
N o . s t e p s

(sec)

2500 70 36 49 2.75 0.0281 0.0144

5 5000 140 72 48 2.69 0.0280 0.0144

7500 210 108 48 2.78 0.0280 0.0144

10000 281 143 49 2.76 0.0281 0.0143

2500 62 32 48 2.80 0.0247 0.0129

10 5000 124 65 48 2.87 0.0248 0.0129

7500 186 97 48 2.89 0.0248 0.0129

10000 249 129 48 2.86 0.0249 0.0129

2500 59 31 48 2.93 0.0238 0.0123

15 5000 119 61 48 2.92 0.0237 0.0123

7500 178 92 48 2.98 0.0237 0.0123

10000 238 123 48 2.97 0.0238 0.0123

2500 59 31 48 2.85 0.0235 0.0123

20 5000 118 62 48 2.90 0.0235 0.0123

7500 176 92 48 2.93 0.0235 0.0123

10000 235 123 48 2.92 0.0235 0.0123

VpMS3: (-25.0,-25.0,5.0X25.0,25.0,15.0), Line2: (20.0,20.0,6.0)-(20.0,-20.0,14.0)

sorted by number of the faces tested when building BSP tree and dynamic visibility ordering list

Table D.8: Timing results for Office Scene: comparison of BSP tree and VpMS traversal; VpMS3, Line2
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Office Scene, VpMS3, basic results (Line3):

No. faces 

tested

No. steps Tb s p

(sec)

Tv pM S

(sec)

Speed up 

(%)

TvpMS{ l )

(% of T v p M s )

^BSP  =  
T b s p

tVpMS  =
T v p M S

N o . s t e p s

(sec)
N o . s t e p s

(sec)

2500 68 36 48 2.69 0.0274 0.0142

5 5000 137 71 48 2.63 0.0274 0.0142

7500 206 107 48 2.65 0.0274 0.0142

10000 275 142 48 2.61 0.0275 0.0142

2500 63 32 49 2.89 0.0251 0.0129

10 5000 126 64 49 2.91 0.0251 0.0128

7500 189 96 49 2.90 0.0252 0.0128

10000 252 127 49 2.92 0.0252 0.0127

2500 60 31 49 2.97 0.0240 0.0123

5000 120 61 49 3.01 0.0240 0.0123

7500 181 92 49 2.97 0.0241 0.0123

10000 241 123 49 2.99 0.0241 0.0123

2500 59 30 48 3.04 0.0234 0.0122

20 5000 117 61 48 3.06 0.0234 0.0122

7500 176 91 48 3.08 0.0235 0.0121

10000 236 122 48 3.03 0.0236 0.0122

VpMS3: (-25.0,-25.0,5.0X25.0,25.0,15.0), Line3: (20.0,20.0,8.0)-(-20.0,20.0,8.0)

sorted by number of the faces tested when building BSP tree and dynamic visibility ordering list

Table D.9: Timing results for Office Scene: comparison of BSP tree and VpMS traversal; VpMS3, Line3
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VpMS3, Linel

300 BSP: 5 -8— 
BSP:10 -4— 
BSP:15 -Q -
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275
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100

2500 5000 7500 10000

Figure D.12: 

D.7)

Number of steps

Office Scene: timing results for VpMS and BSP algorithm - VpMS3, Linel (data in Table

VpMS3, Line2

300 BSP: 5 -8— 
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Figure D.13: Office Scene: timing results for VpMS and BSP algorithm - VpMSS, Line2 (data in Table

D.8)
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VpMSS, Lines
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Figure D.14: Office Scene: timing results for VpMS and BSP algorithm - VpMSS, LineS (data in Table

D.9)
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Office Scene, VpMS3, basic results - Sort2:

No. faces 

tested

No. steps Tb s p

(sec)

Tv pM S

(sec)

Speed up 

(%)

TvpMS{ l )  

(% of ÎVpMs)

i p s p  = 
Tb s p

tVpMS  =
TvpMS

N o . s t e p s

(sec)
N o . s t e p s

(sec)

5 69 35 49 2.87 0.0276 0.0141

10 2500 62 31 50 3.21 0.0247 0.0124

15 59 31 48 3.06 0.0236 0.0123

20 57 30 48 3.27 0.0229 0.0119

5 137 71 48 2.81 0.0275 0.0142

10 5000 124 63 50 3.16 0.0248 0.0125

15 119 62 48 3.03 0.0237 0.0124

20 115 59 48 3.23 0.0230 0.0119

5 207 106 49 2.80 0.0276 0.0142

10 7500 186 94 50 3.19 0.0248 0.0125

15 178 92 48 3.08 0.0237 0.0123

20 172 89 49 3.25 0.0230 0.0118

5 276 141 49 2.84 0.0276 0.0141

10 10000 248 125 50 3.21 0.0248 0.0125

15 237 123 48 3.03 0.0237 0.0123

20 229 119 48 3.24 0.0229 0.0119

VpMS3: (-25.0,-25.0,5.0X25.0,25.0,15.0), Linel: (20.0,20.0,8.0)-(-20.0,-20.0,8.0) 

sorted by number of steps along Linel

Table D.IO: Timing results for Office Scene: comparison of BSP tree and VpMS traversal; VpMS3, Linel
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VpM S3, Linel: 2500 steps VpMSS, Linel: 5 0 0 0 steps

300 BSP —  
VpMS —'—

250

200
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100

50

0
10

Number o f faces tested
15 205
tested

300 BSP 
VpMS —

250

200

150

100

10
Number o f faces tested

15 205
tested

Figure D.15: Office Scene: timing results for 

VpMS and BSP algorithm - VpMS3, Linel, 

2500 steps (data in Table D.IO)

Figure D.16: Office Scene: timing results for 

VpMS and BSP algorithm - VpMS3, L inel, 

5000 steps (data in Table D.IO)

VpM S3, Linel: 7500 steps VpM S3, L inel: 10000 steps

3(K) BSP —  
VpMS ——

250

200

150

100
50

0
205 10

Number of faces tested
15
tested

300 BSP 
VpMS —

250

200

150

100

10
Number

205 15
Number of faces tested

Figure D.17: Office Scene: timing results for 

VpMS and BSP algorithm - VpMS3, Linel, 

7500 steps (data in Table D.IO)

Figure D.18: Office Scene: timing results for 

VpMS and BSP algorithm - VpMS3, L inel, 

10000 steps (data in Table D.IO)
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Office Scene, VpMS3, basic results - Sort3:

No. faces 

tested

No. steps Line T b s p

(sec)

T vpM S

(sec)

Speed up 

(%)

TvpMS{ l )  

(% o f  T v p M s )

i p s p  = 
T b s p

tVpMS =  
T v p MS

N o . s t e p s

(sec)
N o . s t e p s

(sec)

1 69 35 49 2.87 0.0276 0.0141

5 2500 2 70 36 49 2.75 0.0281 0.0144

3 68 36 48 2.69 0.0274 0.0142

1 62 31 50 3.21 0.0247 0.0124

10 2500 2 62 32 48 2.80 0.0247 0.0129

3 63 32 49 2.89 0.0251 0.0129

1 59 31 48 3.06 0.0236 0.0123

15 2500 2 59 31 48 2.93 0.0238 0.0123

3 60 31 49 2.97 0.0240 0.0123

1 57 30 48 3.27 0.0229 0.0119

20 2500 2 59 31 48 2.85 0.0235 0.0123

3 59 30 48 3.04 0.0234 0.0122

1 137 71 48 2.81 0.0275 0.0142

5 5000 2 140 72 48 2.69 0.0280 0.0144

3 137 71 48 2.63 0.0274 0.0142

1 124 63 50 3.16 0.0248 0.0125

10 5000 2 124 65 48 2.87 0.0248 0.0129

3 126 64 49 2.91 0.0251 0.0128

1 119 62 48 3.03 0.0237 0.0124

15 5000 2 119 61 48 2.92 0.0237 0.0123

3 120 61 49 3.01 0.0240 0.0123

1 115 59 48 3.23 0.0230 0.0119

20 5000 2 118 62 48 2.90 0.0235 0.0123

3 117 61 48 3.06 0.0234 0.0122

VpMS3: (-25.0,-25.0,5.0X25.0,25.0,15.0)

sorted by number of steps along the lines (2500 and 5000), and then by the number of faces tested

Table D.ll: Timing results for Office Scene: comparison of BSP tree and VpMS traversal; VpMS3
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Office Scene, VpMS3, basic results - Soit3:

No. faces 

tested

No. steps Line Tb s p

(sec)

TvpMS

(sec)

Speed up 

(%)

Tv pMS{ l )

(% o f  T v p M s )

f p s p  = 
T b s p

tVpMS =
TvpMS

N o. s t e p s

(sec)
N o . s t ep s

(sec)

1 207 106 49 2.80 0.0276 0.0142

5 7500 2 210 108 48 2.78 0.0280 0.0144

3 206 107 48 2.65 0.0274 0.0142

1 186 94 50 3.19 0.0248 0.0125

10 7500 2 186 97 48 2.89 0.0248 0.0129

3 189 96 49 2.90 0.0252 0.0128

1 178 92 48 3.08 0.0237 0.0123

15 7500 2 178 92 48 2.98 0.0237 0.0123

3 181 92 49 2.97 0.0241 0.0123

1 172 89 49 3.25 0.0230 0.0118

20 7500 2 176 92 48 2.93 0.0235 0.0123

3 176 91 48 3.08 0.0235 0.0121

1 276 141 49 2.84 0.0276 0.0141

5 10000 2 281 143 49 2.76 0.0281 0.0143

3 275 142 48 2.61 0.0275 0.0142

1 248 125 50 3.21 0.0248 0.0125

10 10000 2 249 129 48 2.86 0.0249 0.0129

3 252 127 49 2.92 0.0252 0.0127

1 237 123 48 3.03 0.0237 0.0123

15 10000 2 238 123 48 2.97 0.0238 0.0123

3 241 123 49 2.99 0.0241 0.0123

1 229 119 48 3.24 0.0229 0.0119

20 10000 2 235 123 48 2.92 0.0235 0.0123

3 236 122 48 3.03 0.0236 0.0122

VpMS3: (-25.0,-25.0,5.0X25.0,25.0,15.0)

sorted by number of steps along the lines (7500 and 10000), and then by the number of faces tested

Table D.12: Timing results for Office Scene: comparison of BSP tree and VpMS traversal; VpMS3
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VpMSS, 2500 steps
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Linel Line2 LineS

Path

Figure D.19: Office Scene; timing results for VpMS and BSP algorithm - VpMSS, all lines, 2500 steps 

(data in Table D.l 1)

VpMSS, 5000 steps
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Figure D.20: Office Scene; timing results for VpMS and BSP algorithm - VpMSS, all lines, 5000 steps

(data in Table D .l l )
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VpMS3, 7500 steps
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Figure D.21; Office Scene: timing results for VpMS and BSP algorithm - VpMS3, all lines, 7500 steps 

(data in Table D.12)

VpMS3, 10000 steps
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120
110

Line2 Line3Linel
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Figure D.22: Office Scene: timing results for VpMS and BSP algorithm - VpMSS, all lines, 10000 steps

(data in Table D.12)
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Londonl Scene (6400.0,6400.0,600.0)

VpMS Size Number of

obj.faces planes layers vertices edges faces cells

1 (120.0,120.0,60.0) 5532 412 11 13641 36443 32441 9628

2 (240.0,240.0,60.0) 5587 544 12 33965 93557 85835 26231

3 (400.0,400.0,60.0) 5684 735 11 96071 271647 255882 80295

Table D.13: Description of London 1 Scene and its three VpMS
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Londonl Scene, VpMSl, basic results:

Line No. steps T b s p

(sec)

TvpMS

(sec)

Speed up 

(%)

TvpMS{l )  

(% o f T v p M s )

t p s p  =  

T b s p

tVpMS  — 
T vpMS

No.s teps

(sec)
No.s teps

(sec)

2500 187 104 45 0.52 0.0748 0.0415

1 5000 375 207 45 0.52 0.0750 0.0414

7500 563 310 45 0.52 0.0750 0.0413

10000 751 414 45 0.52 0.0751 0.0414

2500 188 104 45 0.50 0.0751 0.0416

2 5000 376 208 45 0.50 0.0752 0.0415

7500 565 311 45 0.50 0.0754 0.0415

10000 752 416 45 0.50 0.0752 0.0416

2500 189 105 45 0.54 0.0758 0.0419

3 5000 379 209 45 0.54 0.0757 0.0418

7500 569 313 45 0.54 0.0758 0.0418

10000 759 418 45 0.54 0.0759 0.0418

VpMSl: (120.0,120.0,60.0), no. faces tested 10

Table D.14: Timing results for Londonl Scene: comparison of BSP tree and VpMS traversal; VpMSl

la)ndonl scene, V p M S l, L inel
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V pM S
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75002500 5000 10000
Number o f  steps

Figure D.23: Londonl Scene: timing results for VpMS and BSP algorithm - V pM Sl, Linel (data in Table

D.14)
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Londonl Scene, VpMS2, basic results:

Line No. steps Tb s p

(sec)

TvpMS

(sec)

Speed up 

(%)

TvpMS{l)  

(% of  T vp M s)

i p s p  = 
Tbsp

tVpMS — 
TvpMS

No. s teps

(sec)

No.s teps

(sec)

2500 204 112 45 0.53 0.0815 0.0448

1 5000 408 225 45 0.54 0.0817 0.0450

7500 612 336 45 0.53 0.0816 0.0448

10000 816 448 45 0.53 0.0816 0.0448

2500 207 113 45 0.56 0.0829 0.0453

2 5000 413 227 45 0.55 0.0825 0.0454

7500 621 339 45 0.55 0.0828 0.0453

10000 826 452 45 0.55 0.0826 0.0452

2500 207 113 45 0.51 0.0829 0.0453

3 5000 413 227 45 0.52 0.0825 0.0454

7500 621 339 45 0.52 0.0828 0.0452

10000 831 452 46 0.52 0.0831 0.0452

VpMS2: (240.0,240.0,60.0), no. faces tested 10

Table D.15: Timing results for Londonl Scene: comparison of BSP tree and VpMS traversal; VpMS2

lo n d o n l scene, V pM S2, L inel
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Figure D.24: Londonl Scene: timing results for VpMS and BSP algorithm - VpM S2, Linel (data in Table

D .15)
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Londonl Scene, VpMS3, basic results:

Line No. steps T b s p

(sec)

TvpMS

(sec)

Speed up 

(%)

TvpMS{l)

(% of  Tvp Ms )

t p s p  =  
T b s p

tVpMS =  
T vpMS

No.s teps

(sec)

No. s teps

(sec)

2500 208 113 46 0.56 0.0831 0.0451

1 5000 415 226 46 0.56 0.0831 0.0452

7500 624 339 46 0.57 0.0832 0.0452

10000 832 452 46 0.56 0.0832 0.0452

2500 208 114 46 0.52 0.0834 0.0455

2 5000 416 227 45 0.53 0.0831 0.0454

7500 625 340 46 0.53 0.0834 0.0453

10000 831 454 45 0.52 0.0831 0.0454

2500 209 114 46 0.53 0.0835 0.0454

3 5000 417 228 45 0.52 0.0833 0.0455

7500 627 342 45 0.52 0.0836 0.0456

10000 834 455 46 0.52 0.0834 0.0455

VpMS2: (400.0,400.0,60.0), no. faces tested 10

Table D.16: Timing results for Londonl Scene: comparison of BSP tree and VpMS traversal; VpMS3

l^jndonl scene, VpMS3, Linel
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Figure D.25: Londonl Scene: timing results for VpMS and BSP algorithm - VpM S3, Linel (data in Table

D.16)
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Londonl Scene (520.0,520.0,50.0)

VpMS Size Number of

obj .faces planes layers vertices edges faces cells

1 ' (27.0,27.0,2.5) 5195 825 11 30804 79357 67193 18629

2 (70.0,70.0,7.0) 5925 1893 97 35244 88583 73909 20473

3 (100.0,100.0,7.0) 6372 2790 100 96158 252720 220356 63694

Table D.17: Description of London 2 Scene and its three VpMS
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Londonl Scene, VpMSl, basic results:

Line No. steps T b s p

(sec)

TvpMS

(sec)

Speed up 

(%)

TvpMS{\)

(% of  T v p M s)

t p s p  = 
T b s p

tVpMS =  
T vpMS

No. s teps

(sec)

No.s teps

(sec)

2500 88 54 39 1.09 0.0354 0.0217

1 5000 176 109 38 1.09 0.0353 0.0218

7500 265 163 38 1.11 0.0353 0.0218

10000 353 217 39 1.09 0.0353 0.0217

2500 97 56 42 1.06 0.0386 0.0222

2 5000 194 112 42 1.07 0.0388 0.0223

7500 291 167 43 1.07 0.0388 0.0223

10000 388 222 43 1.05 0.0388 0.0222

2500 103 56 46 1.06 0.0412 0.0224

3 5000 204 112 45 1.07 0.0407 0.0225

7500 304 168 45 1.09 0.0405 0.0224

10000 419 224 47 1.08 0.0419 0.0224

V pM Sl: (27.0,27.0,2.5), no. faces tested 10

Table D.18: Timing results for London2 Scene: comparison of BSP tree and VpMS traversal; VpM Sl

laindon2 scene, V p M S l, L inel
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Figure D.26: London2 Scene: timing results for VpMS and BSP algorithm - VpMS 1, Line 1 (data in Table

D.18)
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London! Scene, VpMS2, basic results:

Line No. steps Tb s p

(sec)

TvpMS

(sec)

Speed up 

(%)

TvpMS{l )  

(% of  Tv p M s)

t p s p  =  
T b s p

f'VpMS — 
TvpMS

No. s teps

(sec)
No.s teps

(sec)

2500 106 64 40 7.71 0.0423 0.0255

1 5000 212 128 39 7.67 0.0423 0.0256

7500 318 192 40 7.69 0.0424 0.0255

10000 423 256 39 7.61 0.0423 0.0256

2500 117 60 49 8.07 0.0470 0.0240

2 5000 234 120 49 8.03 0.0468 0.0241

7500 352 181 49 8.01 0.0469 0.0241

10000 470 241 49 7.95 0.0470 0.0241

2500 113 65 43 7.62 0.0451 0.0259

3 5000 226 129 43 7.68 0.0451 0.0258

7500 338 193 43 7.69 0.0451 0.0258

10000 450 258 43 7.68 0.0450 0.0258

VpMS2: (70.0,70.0,7.0), no. faces tested 10

Table D.19: Timing results for London2 Scene; comparison of BSP tree and VpMS traversal; VpMS2

Lx)ndon2 scene, V pM S2, L inel
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Figure D.27: London2 Scene: timing results for VpMS and BSP algorithm - VpM S2, Linel (data in Table

D .18)
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Londonl Scene, VpMS3, basic results:

Line No. steps T b s p

(sec)

TvpMS

(sec)

Speed up 

(%)

TvpMS{l)  

(%  of T v p M s)

t s s p  =  
T b s p

tVpMS =  
TvpMS

No. s teps

(sec)
No.s teps

(sec)

2500 146 79 46 6.04 0.0584 0.0315

1 5000 292 156 46 6.02 0.0585 0.0313

7500 438 235 46 6.09 0.0584 0.0313

10000 588 313 47 6.08 0.0588 0.0313

2500 144 78 46 6.13 0.0577 0.0311

2 5000 288 156 46 6.12 0.0575 0.0312

7500 432 233 46 6.15 0.0576 0.0311

10000 575 311 46 6.14 0.0575 0.0311

2500 142 77 46 6.27 0.0567 0.0306

3 5000 282 153 46 6.24 0.0564 0.0307

7500 423 229 46 6.29 0.0564 0.0306

10000 565 306 46 6.30 0.0565 0.0306

VpMS3: (100.0,100.0,7.0), no. faces tested 10

Table D.20: Timing results for London2 Scene: comparison of BSP tree and VpMS traversal; VpMS3

Lx)ndon2 scen e, V pM S3, L in el
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Figure D.28: London2 Scene: timing results for VpMS and BSP algorithm - VpM S3, Linel (data in Table

D.18)
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